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PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
AND TO THE REPUBLIC FOR WHICH IT STANDS; 
ONE NATION, INDIVISIBLE, WITH LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL. 
PAR'f I 
CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to present an interesting course of 
study in the history of Somerville for children of the first four grades. 
Since Somerville is an industrial city covering the smallest section of 
space w~th the greatest percentage of population~ much can be done to 
better acquaint the children vJith the community and its services. This 
study is aimed at introducing to children on graded levels the political 
significance of Somerville, its factories, its industries, and its impor-
11 tance to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. By so doing, it is hoped that 
better citizens will be made of the youngsters, and that they will have a 
keener mtareness of community spirit. 
The city of Somerville has played an important part in the building 
of our country, but the children know the city as it is today with little 
concept of the passage of time and the changes brought about by the years. 
Every school child kno\fs that Christopher Columbus discovered America in 
1492 \'lhile loold.ng for a shorter route to the Indies. To children in 
other countries this is merely an historic fact to be remembered. To 
children in the United States it is the beginning of their indoctrination 
into the history of the United States. They live in the country diScovered 
by Columbus, but being naturally curious, children are interested in the 
physical setup of the country as it was in 1492. 
----- --=---~ -~- ----
Did the children look like us? Did they dress like us? Did they 
have streets to walk on? Were there schools to attend? Many questions 
fill the child' a mind and he is eager to find the answers. Because he is 
a child and because his present surroundings are so familiar to him, this 
need is filled by introducing him to the community in which he lives. He 
knO\VS what his friends look like. He knows how they dress. He knows what 
a street is like. He knO\vs what his school is like. Now he wants to knon 
about the past. Since time is a concept very hard to understand, weeks, 
years, and centuries can become very confusing to a child. He cannot 
realize that his city, as he knows it, vfa.s simply part of a vast forest, 
as were all the cities and towns which surround his city. The history of 
the particular city in which he lives is an excellent background for the 
history of his state, his section of the country 1 and finally the history 
of the entire United States . 
Because New England is rich in historic background, we find our local 
history is fascinating to the student of early Americana. Why? Things we 
take for granted are sought by people from newer sections of the country. 
To gain a better understanding of the community, pupils should be put into 
real contact •rlth their immediate environment . Local history is all-
important to the child. Since he lives in a community and as part of it, 
he must be taught that each of us makes a mark, hovrever small it might be, 
on our community. By delving into past history and tracing the progress 
of the city from its earliest days, it is very easy to see how each genera-
tion has improved on the one preceding it. Therefore, it is necessary to 
describe briefly the very ear~ explorers such as the Norsemen under Lei£ 
Ericson, Columbus, the Pilgrims, then the coming of the Puritans to Boston, 
which later led to settlement of the surrounding countryside including 
Somerville. 
FrO!Il this point it is necessary to discuss Somerville in relation to 
its settlers, purchase, first inhabitants and how they lived; early homes, 
customs , churches, and schools; methods of travel, highways, railroads, 
libraries, places of interest, historic hills and landmarks. 
Since the teaching of history is no longer restricted to any one 
grade, and since "good local history is the most effective contribution 
1J 
that can be made to Social Services, 11 it is hoped that this work will 
instill much civic pride in the future citizens of Somerville, a city so 
rich in historic background and so filled with landmarks of tremendous 
interest to the student of United States history. 
i/Donald D. Parker., Local Histo;ry, How to Gather it 1 Write it, and Publish 
~· Social Science Research Council, 1944. 
-'-'----=~ -- - - - - ~===~~~==~----===--
CHAPTER ll 
SOMERVILLE BACf~ROUND 
~=--· --- --
CHAPTER ll 
SOMERVILLE BACKGROUND 
1. Before Columbus 
In 1320 a man named Haukwrote in Icelandic of the very first chapter 
in our history, "The Saga of Eric the Red, 11 Prepared from stirring stories 
recited by sagamen, Hauk traced the steps of the Norsemen back to 874 when 
' the bold sea rovers swept upon Iceland. In 930 they established a republic , 
1 
with a parliament so s atiafactory that it still exists. The society Vfas a 
pagan one, but it was based on freedom and law. Physical prowess was the 
criterion of a man's worth. 
Because of violent t'euding,; one o! the settlers called Eric the Red 
~vas banished from Iceland and in 982 veered west into the unknown ocean 
to ~scover Greenland. Here he settled, and in the year 1000 his son, 
Leif Ericson, "Lei.f the Lucky," sailed :from Greenland to Norway. Upon his 
return to Greenland, Leif • llhose mission had become one of carrying 
Christianity back to his people, became lost in a wild Atlantic storm. 
As a result of this encounter with the elements 1 he discovered The Nev1 
World. Which part of North America "Leif t he Lucky" .found remains a 
mystery 1 but back home it became "Wineland the Good 11 and aroused great 
curiosity. 
In 1003 Karlsefni journeyed from Iceland to Greenland and, because 
of the interest in 11i"lineland the Good," sailed there in 1004. He probably 
landed at Baffin Island, but where he actually landed is still a mystery, 
-- - - -- - -'-----
with Boston, Philadelphia, Nevtport 1 and Cape Cod all boasting monuments to 
the early voyagers. 
Life in the new vJ'Orld was rough and here we find the first appearance 
of the Skrellings, a savage ty·pe of svtarthy men who battled the Vikings. 
During their third v1inter the party of Vild.ngs returned to Greenland, but 
for 300 years the Greenlanders returned to the new 'lOrld !or wood. 
No other travel is recorded until 1492. 
2. The First Columbus Day 
On August 31 1492 Admiral Christopher Columbus set sail from Palos, 
Spain on a mission for the King and Queen of Spain. Joined by the Pinzon 
brothers, they set out on a voyage to the ~own, endeavoring to find a 
nErn route to the Indies. 
Three small ships set out for the voyage: the flagship Santa !. aria 
with Admiral Columbus and forty men aboard; the Pinta, captained by ·artin 
Pinzon with twenty-abc men; ani tho Nina, commanded by Vincente Yanez . 
Pinzon with twenty-four men. 
The voyage was not Ytithout incident; almost immediately the Pinta 
left the party and sailed to Las Palmas on the Canary Islands for needed 
repairs. The Santa Maria and the Nina continued on to the Island of 
Gomera and were joined by the Pinta on September 6, 1492. 
The journey proceeded under adverse conditions and Columbus soon 
found hiJiwelf Admiral of a fleet nw.i.n.tained by frightened men. To boost 
their morale , Columbus told the men of the reward of 10,000 maravedis 
every year for the remainder of his life to the sailor who first sighted 
land. This was offered by the King and Queen and, in addition, Columbus 
himself donated a fine embroidered coat. Peace reigned for a time, but 
soon fear once again ruled the rnen and mutiny was threatened. Columbus 
begged for three days .more and on the morning of the third day Rodrigo de 
Triano, lookout of the Pinta, spotted land on the horizon. They quickly 
landed and Columbus 1 dressed in his finest splendor 1 knelt down, kissed 
the sand, and prayed. He claimed the land for Spain and named it San 
Salvador. Thinking he had found his route to the Indies, Columbus called 
the inhabitants Indians. 
The date was October 12, 1492. 
3. Before the English Came 
The history of the area of land we know as Somerville could go back 
to prehistoric times, but for practical historical reasons the history 
starts at the time when the Indian w·as the sole occupant of the land. 
Historians have written that other races lived here, but very little is 
known about them, with the exception of the Indian. 
A tribe of Indians known as tte Pawtuckets were the rightful owners 
of the land. The leader of this warlike tribe was Nanepasbesnit, or "New 
oon". 
England, by right of discovery, acquired possession of a large part 
of the land in North America. The government gave the lend to those of 
its citizell$ \'fho were venturesome enough to settle in the practically un-
explored wilderness. Many of the early voyagers to the New World sailed 
along the coast of NeVI England in search of high adventure. Prominent 
among these were John and Sebastian Cabot, Jacques Cartier, the Chevalier 
de Champlain, John Smith, and others of note. 
r 
... 
England's priority, ho\orever, gave the English citizens no right to 
the soil over the independent natives who might be inhabiting this land 
until it was acquired from the possessors. 
In 1606 King James I divided the land into two parts.. One half was 
given to a London company 1 the other half to a company established at 
Plymouth, England. 
4. Captain John Smith 
Captain John Smith sailed up the Charles River in 1614 and made a 
map of the country through which he passed. This .map was the first on 
which the name New England appeared. He gave the river its name and spoke 
of the Indians in this vicinity as being "very kind, but in their fury, 
no less valiant. " 
The good captain set sail for what is now known as the coast of 
Maine in search of gold and copper. Leaving his ships to fish on the 
coast of Maine 1 he and a few men cruised along the shore in a small boat, · 
exploring the bays, the rivers, and the coves of New England. He made his 
map and atte.mpted to name all the prominent features of New England. 
Captain Smith submitted his map to the Prince of Wales, who later became 
King Charles I. The Prince of ~ ales gave English names to many points on 
the New England coast 1 three of which are well known to all of us s 
Plymouth, Cape Ann, and Chat"les River, although the latter was really 
given this name by Captain Smith. 
Captain Smith not only made his map, but he traded with the natives 
and carried back thousands of skins of animals, as well as a good store of 
fish. It was he who named this section of Ne 'f England. He urged the 
' .. , 
possibilities of this land as a land where another England might be 
---1 
developed. He offered his services to plant a colony here. He told of 
the vtonderful fishing opportunities 1 of a · climate delightful and pure 1 of 
fertile soil, of savages mild, wanting to trade and to be · Christianized. 
He urged that the glory of England and the advancement of the faith all 
,; required the settlement of New England. He also urged upon his English 
; countrymen the possibilities of wealth in the fisheries. He spoke from 
:; experience 1 but the results were slow in appearing. The · PUgr1ms and the 
1
11 
Puritans a.'ld the New England of today all owe much to him. He was indeed y 
the discoverer of New England. He was its champion and its promotor. 
'I 
l1 
J}Ruth L. Holberg, Captain John Smith. Crowell Publishing Company, 1946. 
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CHAPTER III 
THF. COLONIAL P:ERIOP 
1. First Inhabitants 
In March, 1628 the Plymouth Council gave the land including Somerville 
to the Massachusetts Bay Company. In the same year a party of settlers 
from Salem came looking for a place for farms. The settlers were Puritans, 
not Pilgrims. Arthur P. Newton, Vlho studied English colonization all his 
life, has called them 11sober, well-to-do ~n of midcUe age" who left 
1:1 
England to found a. Comrnon.·real.th. 
They wanted land £or their cows, and they wanted to be near a good 
harbor to get .fish. A good and gentle Aberginian Indian named Sagamore 
!I allowed them to settle on the north side of the Charles River. Sagamore 's 
, friendship is shown by the following: "About the month of April A. D. 1630 
there was a •••• design •••• o.f the •••• Narragansetts •••• to cut off the English, 
II which John Sagamore (who always loved the English) revealed to the inhab-
Y 
itants of this town." The settlers called their s.rnaU village Charles-
'! town. ''In the follovling year a hundred settlers began to build a tm-rn. 
Sagamore 1 the good; gentle Indian gave his consent for them to form a 
I 21 
1 settlement • 11 
jjsarnuel E. Morrison, The Builders of the BaY Colony. Nevr York: Crowell 
1 Publishing Company, 1930. 
ycha.rles Brooks, History . of the Town of Medford. Medford: James M. 
1 Esher Company, 1855. 
J/Samuel E. orrison, op. cit. 
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2. Purchase 
Previous to the settlement by white men , Charlestown a.nd the territory 
nearby was controlled by the Pawtuckets, who also lorded it over the 
smaller tribes at Concor d, Ipswich, Salem, and other place9 . Hm1ever, a 
devastating epidemic spread among the Indians in this vicinity about the 
year 161.3 which lasted several years and which, aided to a great extent by 
the battles among themselves, greatlY reduced the tribes, so that but a 
II 
small I ndian population was left in Eastern :Massachusetts at the time of 
the arrival of the white men. The Pawtucket tribe, before this time, was 
said to number .3 1000 warriors . Their chief 1 Nanepasbemit or "New · oon" 1 
was almost continually at war with the Tarrantines, a predatory tribe 
living in Maine, and at the same time he preyed on mos-t of the other 
;I 
tribes. He \Vas killed by the Tarrantines in 1619 on the banks of the 
Mystic River. He was succeeded by his Indian Queen, Squaw Sachem, who 
later married the tribal priest, Wee-Web Cowet. 
!I 
Ten ye~s after the first 
white settlement, Squaw Sachem deeded to Charlestown the territory now 
1 called Somerville. On the 11l5th of the 2nd. month, 16.39, fee-Web Cm·1et, 
II 
and Squa1v Sachem do sell unto the Inhabitants of the Towne of Charlesto m 
1 all the land within the lines granted t hem by the Court." After describing 
1
: the territory deeded, it ends thus: "We acknowledge to have received i n 
I 
, full satisfaction, twenty and one coates, nineteen fathoms of wampum, 
11 
three bushels of corne. 11 
;1 gRichard Frothingham, History of the Siet;e of Boston. Boston: Little 1 
Brown and Company, 184 9. 
II 
I 
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A fathom is about six. feet •. Wmnpum is the kind of money the Indians I 
I! 
11 
used in trading vrith the v•Thite men ru1d with each other. 
made from the purple cmd vlhite parts of qvahaug shells . 
The money ·was 
The 'tampum was 
round, about one si:ct. ... enth of a11 inch t hick and one quartE!r . of an i nch j_n 
I 
I diameter. There was a hole in the middle for stringing on strips of bark 
'I I he.rnp, the purple ~.nd white shells i n alternat ing colors. The pl.ll'ple was 
I 
II 
I 
II 
of double value and the whole was valued at five shillings per fathom. 
3. As the First Settlers Saw .It 
As for the land, without a doubt there were some clearings in the 
1!
1 
uplands, but generally spea:Y.ing it vtas a w:llderness, overgrown with timber. il 
The writ ers of .early clays expressed admiration for the abWldance of fruits, 
1
' 
nuts, and flowers everywhere to be found. Alewife Brook teemed with the 
1 fish f r om which it received its name, and the Mystic River was plentifully 
supplied with smelt s . Also mentioned 1"1ere partridges as big as hens , 
I great ·wild turkeys exceedingly fat, sweet; and fleshy. Wild pigeo!l..S were 
II 
l often seen in enormous flocks. 
J 
.I 
Deer 1 bear, wolve$, and other animals 
roamed the woods 1 and rattlesnakes were s o.metbing to be r eckoned with • 
The soil t'tas fertile, fit for pasture or for plough or meadovl ground, a s 
men pleased to employ it. 
In England the Pilgrims had lived in towns , and so they had never 
learned to hunt. Perhaps they could have caught a deer if the animal had 
just stood still. At first most of the Purita.ns could not hit a rabbit 
or a squirrel if it wer e running. As for fishing, the Puritans had neither 
the skill nor the equipment. The hooks they had brought with them from 
England wer e too big to catch t .he fish foWld in these vmters. 
"The temper of the Aire of New-England is one spechiall thing that 
commends this place •••• for a sup of New-England Aire is better than a 
;vhole draft of old England ale •••• In July and Auguat it is a good deale 
hotter than in old F.ngland •••• and January and February are much colder as 
I v 1 they say., but Spring and Autumne are of a middle temper. 11 
II 
The first years of the colonists were years of hardship. It was 
II necessary to fell forests to obtain suitable clearings and lumber for 
Land had to be prepared for farms and churches, and schools pro-houses. 
,: vided. The nearby Indians v1ere a constant menace, the food vras scarce, 
I 
,, and there were no adequate means to combat sickness. Despite these hard-
1 
I 
' ships in a strange land, the satisfaction of knowing that they \'lere ac-
complishing something worth .... while added to the simple joys of their quiet 
life, compensating for their sorrows. 
11New England's air and water were the purest 1 and New England t s air 
' II 
was also better than old England's ale. We are all . free holders, the rent , y 
II 
day doth not trouble us • " 
4. Cow Coll.'lffi()ns 
The inhabitants were allotted grounds for planting on other parts of 
the peninsula, which they were required to fence. Ae early as 1635 this 
dividing of the "main" into "Stinted Co.rrunons" was acted upon. Each person 
was "valued at three cows" and since the "stint of land for one cow was 11 
i/Miller, Perry, and Thomas Johnson, The Puritans. American Book Company, 
1938. 
'&/Timothy Sawyer, Old Charlesto;vn. Boston: Jamas West Company, 1902. 
one and one-half acres , 11 each settler was entitled to four and one-ha.lf' 
!I 
acres of his "common". 
This grazing ground for t heir cattle was here in Somerville. Thus 
our city was once known as the 11Cm'l Commons•• and "Stinted Pasture". In 
· 16.32 a herdsman was appointed to herd the milk cattle daily to the outside 
of the "Neck". The salary was 50 bushels of Indian corn. A fence with a 
" gate was ordered built across the "Neck" from :Mystic River to the Charles 
River Basin. This was necessary to keep these cattle and other \' Ud 
animals from straying into town. In time all of' Somerville was enclosed 
in a fence of paling, with gates at the highways. In 1685 it \tas divided I, 
into strips one fourth of a mile wide with nwnbered rangewa.ys between them. 
These later became most of our north and south streets. I 
The earliest highway was probably what is now Washington Street , from 
Charlestovm "Neck" t o Harvard Square, for when Boston was settled in 1630, 
this highway was known as the "Highway to Newtowne 11 • 
Juniper, birch, elm, oak, chestnut, beech, and maple were all trees 
which grew on dry glacial "drwnlirs", which are hills of today. 
?:I 
number of milk dealers \'lho lived there. Mystic Avenue, vrhich was laid out 
1
1 in 1803, was called t he Uedford Turnpike. 
any of the modern streets were named for trees \'lhich probably grew 
on the spot. rJe have Vd llovr Avenue, Cherry and Cedar Streets, Linden 
i/Char las D. Elliot, "The Stinted Common," Historic Leaves, Somerville 
, H~atorical Society, 1902. · 
2/Louise A. Vinal, "The Flora of Somerville," Historic Leaves, Somerville 
T!istor.i!lal Soe.iety, 1902. 
•. o 
Avenue , and Beech Street. We have Laurel; Cypress 1 Maple, and Poplar 
Streets. r'e have Elm . Street, Garden Court, Walnut and Vine Streets. 
Other streets are named in honor of the old fandlies who were active 
' in tm1n affairs . Some of the names are Vinal, Alde!'sey, Stone, Tufts 11 
1 Templ e , Craigie, Monroe , and Jacques Streets, among others . 
5. John Woolrich 
Probably the first 'White men to wander over Somerville soU were 
yles Standish and his exploring party from. Plymouth in 1621. The first 
inhabitants . built on Towne Hill near City Square. In 1629 llr • Graves, 
earliest civil engineer, describes Somet\l'ille as being a great natural 
storehouse whose rivers; woods, and fields were stocked abundantly' vdth 
fish and fov1 , fruits and flov1ers. The first winter was filled with dis-
couragement; much sickness and death, impure water; and the threat of un-
1/ 
friendly Indians • 
Before 11Cov1 Commons" was bought from the Indians 1 a white man had 
already settled here. He vms John Woolrich, who cam.e from Charlestown in 
1630. 11 John Woolrich became the first white settler of Somerville. The 
Indians traded with him and many knew his dwelling house on six acr es of 
, land, fenced a mile and a half in ye maine , on ye right hand of ye way to y 
Newtmme , on the southeast side of the hill. 11 
It is variously spoken of in the old records as the 11Cow Commonsn, 
the 11Stinted Common••, and the 11Stinted Pasture". This tract embraced what 
!/Centennial History of Somervill.e, City Press, 1842-1942. 
y'Charles D. Elliot, Somerville's Histor;y. Somerville, Massachusetts, 
1896. 
is now East Somerville 1 Prospect 1 Central, and Spring P..ilJ..s plus the 
southerly slopes of w:.nter Hill and a considsrable part of West Somer-
1/ 
ville. 
other settlers soon joined John Hoolrich~ among them Dr. Richard 
Pa.lsgrav·c , Captain Norton1 Mr. William. Jenn.ings, John Wagnnll, and 
Governor John V1 inthrop. Dr . Palsgrave was the first doctor in Charlestown. 
He built his house half\1ay between the "Neck" and John Woolrich• a house. 
John Winthrop was the first governor of the Massachusetts Ba3r Company. 
He was gi"anted the 11Ten Hills Farmn section ( 600 acres) overlooking tho 
Mystic River . His land extended from the Powder .House to the river and 
along Broad:'Jiay . Here he lived 1 planted corn, raised cattle 1 built and 
' launched the first ship ever made in this country. He named it "Blessing 
of the Bay11 • It was built for trading purposes, but soon it became neces-
sary to arm it and use it as a patrol boat along the Ne ~ England coast. 
Thus it marked the beginning of our American Navy. The site of the launch-
ing on July 4, 1631 was near what is now the Ford Plant on !!.iddlesex 
Avenue. A piece of the runvtay used in the launching is now on display at y 
the Somerville Historical Society on Central Street. 
6. Homes 
On the few spots that could be cultivated, the early settlers bui.lt 
their rude log houses. The chimneys were made of stone and clay. Most of 
the houses were built of hewn tops with mortar made of mud and sand, and 
£/charles D. Elliot , Somer.ville' s History. So.rn.erville, Massachusetts, 
£!Mary Alice Haley, The Story of Somerville. Somerville: Vlriter Pub-
lishing Company, 1903. · 
; 
-~ 
covered on top by beams and rafters~ on which was .fastened a thatching o! 
reeds and boughs • This thatching was apt to catch fire from sparks flying il 
out of the chimney. Every house had to be provided \'lith ladders as a pre- 1 
caution against fire. 
I 
Coal had not been discovered in this country at that I 
time~ and wood was the chief ftlel. This caused a great deal of soot.; vrhich 
1 settled on the inside o.f the chimneys and was highly inflammable. For this 
reason, the law required that the chimneys be swept once a month in winter, I 
and once in two n10nths in the SUCllliler. AS the chimneys were often narrow, 
little boys \'lere employed to get inside them and sweep out the soot. So 
dangerous was the construction of the roofs o£ these homes that in 163.3 it 
was agreed that all homes should be covered vrith slate or shingles, instead 
of thatch. The Vlindows were covered ,with oiled paper, for glass was a y 
luxury. 
These first homes were probably l~hted at night with pine knots and 
1 were heated by fireplaces. The furniture included tables, bed~, stools, 
and a chest for the household linens. Dishe.s were made of pewter or tin. 
1 The family cooking ''as done in large brass or copper pots and iron kettles. 
These 11ere big enough to hold fifteen gallons and were very heavy. These 
pots hung in the fireplace. 
The first men, 1r omen1 and chil4!"en 11ho settled here and .founded a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
new country had to work hard. 
I 
The great wUderness could give them wealth, 
I yet the simple everyday living meant a great deal o:r labor, If nevt clothes 
were neededJ it was necessary that the women comb, card, spin, weave, and 
" i/Sanuiel A • . Drake, A Book of New Epglayi . Legends. Boston: Roberts 
Brothers, 1892 .. 
---- :;._··===-== 
dye the cloth vrhich was then sewn by hand. Besides their d.aily tasks the 
women had to .make soap and cook herbs for medicine. The pine knots used 
to light the log cabins soon gave way to fish oil which was burned in a 
lamp. Later candles :vmre used . This 100ant long hours of dipping a piece 
of string over and over in grease .and tallow. The children helped make 
candles. In those days it \'las thought wrong to allow children to spend 
much time in play. The boys helped father on the farm, the girls helped 
.! .. .. 
mother in the home. The earliest colonists did not celebrate Christmas. II 
Thanksgiving, training, and election days were the only celebrations, and 
even on those days not many amusements were permitted. 
It \1B.S hard-working, courageous sett lers such as these., thousands of 
miles s;.:ray from homes and friends, that laid the firm foundation of our 
great nation. 
Family life in those homes was simple and sweet. As a rule there 
were morning and evening services of scripture reading and prayer at the 
humble family altar, and the members of the household worked and rested 
with the serenity of true Christians. 
7. The Church in Colonial Times 
How did the Puritans pray? 11The Lord to mee a shepheard is, want 
therefore shall not I. Hee in the folds of tender grasse , doth cause mee y 
dmvn to lie •••• 11 
No one was allowed to do work of any kind on Sunday. The Sabbath, a$ 
it was called, began on SatUrday at sunset and ended at sunset on Sunday. 
During that time, there could be no visiting,. no heavy eating, not even the I 
!Ji.iuler, Perry, and Johnson, op. cit. 
smell of cooking, and no traveling except to church. 
Everyone went to church. Sometimes the sermons lasted t\To or three 
1 hours • It must have been pleasant to the people after a week's hard work 
to sit still and listen to the .tninister. They had no newspapers at first 
and very fff'it books. The long sermons taught them much, and the news and 
gossip would be exchanged on the way t.o and from church. Probably the 
children did not care for the long sermons as .much as their parents, for 
the pews vtere too high to look over and the seats were narrOi'l and uncom-
fort able. Little girls sat beside their mothers in the gallery. The pews 
on the floor of the meeting house were set aside for the men. The boys 
sat together either i n the gallery or on one side of the floor. The Town 
Messenger sat near the pulpit and turned the hour glass to set the len&~h 
of the sermon. 
A tithing-u~ kept order among the bqys by means of a long pole with 
a round knob on the end, which he brought do1rn smartly on the head of any 
boy out of order. The .other end of the pole had a squirrel ' s tail or a 
feather on it . This end waa used to tickle the nose of anyone who fell y 
asleep. 
Although it vtas against the law to use boats, horses , or wagons on 
Sunday, they could be used to go to chu,rch by those who lived a long way 
from the meeting house. 
"In the early days of Charlestown the church meetings were held 
under the shade of a great oak tree,; knmtn as the •Charlestown Oak•. 
The worshippers arrived before nine o*cloek for the services, which 
lasted all day. To accommodate the people 1 who h~d traveled any 
I i/Charles Brooks, Centennial History of Somerville. Somerville: The City 
Press, 1942. 
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distance 1 'Sabba.da.y Houses • , small houses v1ith .chimneys were built 
for their comfort. "l/ 
The minister was an important person in the tawn. His salary \'tas 
paid in Indian corn, barley, fish, or pork. Although there Ytas a mint for 
coining money in the Mas.sachu.setts Bay Colony, the settlers had very little 
to do with gold or silver coins. In addition to his salary, the minister 
was allowed a certain amount o.f fire\'fOod .from the town land, .for which he 
preached a lecture every third w·eek from March to September. 
Besides preaching the minister spent much time in visiting the sick 
'• d dying a.n . • The long, cold winters brought much illness to the people. 
f'evers and smallpox were common . It was not unusual for the minister to 
'I be called out of bed on a bitter winter night to attend the sick and dying. 
It was his duty to pray with the dying to the end. Marriage$ ,,.ere not 
' 
, performed by the minister, but by a lllB.gistrate o:r judge. 
Churches in Cambridge were established whex-e the people of Vlhat is now I 
Somerville listened to the imJpiring words of John Harvard, founder of 
Harvard University. 
8. Early Customs 
The Tmrn Messenger watched all visitors and gave notice to Selectmen 
of who they were, 1hence they came, and v·rhere they lodged. 
The Night \'J'atchma.n vdth greatcoat, dark lantern, and iron ... shod staff 
went his way to warn all v1a;yfarers to their beds; admonish the people who 
might be abroad, or arrest evil-doers. An ancient custom was to call 
"All• s Well" and the hour of the night as he '\'tent his rounds, at the same 
tiloo strild.ng the staff upon the pavement. 
... 3 
Laws.-- All users of tobacco v:ere fined. All dresses •tere nlike in 
--
color and style. Users of profanity had their tongues put in a "cleft 
' stick" for half an hour. The curfew was the ringing of the church bells 
at 5 A.M. and at 8 P.U. 
Punishments were the same as in England-stock; gag, ducking-stook, 
etc. 
J.Jethods of' travel.- The snethods of travel were horseback and stage-
coach. 
Slaves .- Slaves Vfere owned by wealthy families. In 1686 there were 
about 50 women and children brought to Boston and sold for from $50.00 to 
$100.00 each. 
Fire la"'ts.- Fire laws required that ever-3 house provide a ladder and 
that the clrl.ruley be swept once a month in 1.vinter and once in two months in 1l 
the sununer. 
Schools .-- The schools were not free. Each family paid a certain sum 
toward the school in proportion to the number of children sent to school. 
There were only 20 holidays in the ~1hole year-no summer vacations and no 
ttno school 11 days. The earliest school buUt cost $90 .00, and measured 
12 feet square and 8 feet high. The ceiling vtas of brick and clay, and 
the roof was flat. 
Thomas Tufts was hired to · ttkeepe school for one year to perfect 
children in Reading and to learn them to v-vrite and Cipher and to 
teach them Gramer for L40 per annum and to begin his work the last 
day of June. Considering the disorder •••• not only on rteek days but 
on the Lord's Day, it was voted to visit the school every three 
months :ri th one of the ministers . • • • Mr. Abbott e.YJlorted them in a 
solemn manner and concluded with a prayer. "1/ 
!/Frank M. Hawes, Historic Leaves, Somerville Historical Society; 
1902-1910. II 
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9. The Next Hundred Years 
For more than a century, the settlers and their descendants went on 
in this manner , \ltith soU and sea furnishing years of plenty and years of 
privation. Houses were scattered and roads were few; those in existence 
vtere hardly more than cart-tracks. These sober, hax-dworking people busied 
themselves with cattle-raising; farming, fishing, hunting, and brick-
making. Their pleasure$ were few, their wants simple. 
This period, though unmarked by events of unusu.al importance to Somer-
,, ville, \'ia.s not lvithout excitement. Wltcheraft clai.tned at least one victim, 
who was executed in Charlestown in 1645. 
King Philip's War (1675-J.676); revocation of the State Charter and 
Andros ' Rule (1686-1689); King William's VJar (1690-1697); Queen Anne's 'if!ar 
' 
(1702-1713); King George 's War (1744-1748), during which Louisburg was 
captured by Massachusetts and other Colonial troops; and later the French 
I' and Indian War, resulting in the capture of Montreal and Quebec, without a 
doubt each brought their glories and their griefs to the earl;v inhabitants 
of Somerville. Despite their many hardships, they lived a happy, contented 
lite in which their work; their home, and their Church v1ere all-:iJn.portant. 
21. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE REVOLUTIONARY p.ERIOD 
1. Raid on the Powder House 
In 1774 a long series of restrictions on the part of the British 
· Government culminated in the enactment of the Boston Port Bill which placed 
I 
a disastrous errk~o.rgo on Boston and Charlestown. This vla.s,. in effect 1 a I 
11 complete blockade of the port upon which the ~relfare of the people depended. 
The British sent over strong military and naval forces to intimidate 
the Colonists. The Colonists, in t..urn, set up a pO\vder storehouse which 
was located on Quarry Hill in Somerville. An interesting legend concerning 
the Powder House follows: 
"It is s·aid in the days of John Mallett, the original miller and 
owner that an Arcadian peasant girl dressed as a boy applied at tl~ 
t.dll for a night's shelter. The l"equeet ,..,as granted and during the 
night the master ,of the Arcadian girl, learning of her whereabouts, 
came to the mill seeking the girl. The pursuer clambered clumsily 
up a ladd9r to reach the girl in a loft above. Upon trying to seize 
the gi:rl 1 the master lost his f .ooting and on the downward plunge, 
grabbed a rope that started the .machinery of the mill. Unfortunately 
he was crushed and later died and maiden went free •11J/ 
I 
Fearing for the safety of their powder, the towns began to remove their 
quotas in 1774. It also happened that the powder belonging to the Province 
'litas stored in the same powder house. 11The stores were in custody of tajor 
1 General Filliam Brattle, and to him 1'!rote General Gage asld.ng for a schedule 
1/Samuel A. Drake 1 op. cit. 
!I 
of the different kinds of each. 11 One of the first hostile acts by the 
British on Somerville so:U occurred when , on September l, 1774, they came 
I up the Mystic River .from Boston, landed at Ten Hills Farm, crossed to 
Broadway, and then on to the Powder House , from which they took two hundred 
and fifty casks of powder belonging to tanns in the vicinity. The loss of 
the pmvder was serious and the Coloniats were alarmed. 
After the British raid on the powder house the Colonists removed their 
remaining guns and war materia.ls to Concord and other distant tmms. Eng-
lish officers in disguise soon discovered the hiding places; leaving the 
patriots in constant fear that other seizures would be attempted .• 
watch was kept on all ways out of Boston by land or by water, so as 
to detect instantly any movements of the King's troops, to promptly alarm 
the country and call together the Minutemen . Thirty men organized a company 
and took turns "two and two 11 at this \vatch. One of these men was Paul 
Revere. 
2. The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere 
Several days before the march to Concord Yford was received that troops 
would leave Boston, but that their destination was unknown. On the 18th 
of April , 1775 it was learned that the soldiers were moving toward Back Bay. 
At once William Dawes was sent by way of Roxbury, and Paul Revere , by way 
of Charlestown, to Lexington. 
Revere arranged for signals to be displayed from the steeple of the 
North Church: t\'10 lanterns if the British went by water , one if by land. 
J]Ed.Ward Samuels and Henry Kimball, Somerville , Past and Present. 
Somerville: Samuels and Kimball, 1897. 
2"7 
I 
He had already displayed a lantern from Chz'ist 's Church to . arn Charlestovm I 
that the troops had begun their march. 
He was rowed across the river, past the man-of-war "Somerset" only a 
fevt minutes before her senti.nels were ordered to stop all boats. He landed 
in Charlestown where a good horse awaited him,. and sat out on his mich'1ight 
,
1 
errand .. 
Soon after passing Charlestown Neck he saw beneath a tree two horsemen, 
hom he discovered to be British officers. One tried to get ahead of him, 
and the other to take him. He turned his horse quickly and galloped tov1ard 
:1 Charlestown Neck, escaping by way of Broadway. The officei" who followed,. 
endeavoring to cut him off, stumbled into a olay pit and Revere, eluding 
1 
him, continued through Somerville, over Broadway and Main Street_. to • edfordl 
1 and Arlington, It is said that on his way Revere galloped to 'l'en Hills Farm 
and signalled back to Charlestown from the barn there. 
While Dawes and Revere \'fet'e setting out on their night alarm, 
Lieutenant...Colonel Smith, of the Tenth British, marched r.rith 800 .men to 
the foot of the Common, and at about 10 P .M. crossed the Charles River and 
landed at East Cambridge near the site of the Court House . As it was 
nearly high tide, East Cambridge tas an island and the troops, sld.rting the 
marshes, vrere obliged to wade "thigh deep" to reach Somerville . They prob-
1 ably came through Prospect Street i.nto V.Jashington Street,. and through 
Union Square to Lexington and Concord; where a warm welcome a··raited them. 
, Here they v1ere to suffer ignominious defeat in an engagement with valiant 
, Minutemen and the rudely-arrood i'arroors, who "fired the shot heard 'round 
the world , 11 
28 
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PROSPECT HILL TOWER 
After their defeat at Concord, the retreating British at Lexington 
met Lord Percy 1 who had been sent by '."lay or Brighton and Cambridge with 
reinforcements. 
They continued their retreat, constantly harassed by the Americans . 
They passed through Menotomy (Arlington), North Avenue and Beech Street in 
Cambridge,. and entered Elm Street, Somerville on the run receiving, as they I 
came, a hot fire from the •· nutemen who were stationed in the woods nearby. 
Most of the people living on the line or retreat fled to l edford at 
the approach or the British. Lord Percy planted his artillery on the 
northvresterly ~pur or Spring Hill., and cannonaded the Americans for a time. 
His retreat continued and , in confusion, hot and exhausted, his troops 
hurried down Milk Row. 
At the junction of Broadway and J.{ain Street is Paul Revere Park, known 
as the "smallest park in the ·world" . This is also the site of the Odin 
horne where Edward Everett lived from 1826 to 1830 while he was a member of 
Congress. The ill-fated Dr . Parlanan once owned the property. 
y 
3. Prospect Hill 
The historic heights of Prospect Hill , the 11Mount Pisgah or the Revolu-
tion" has long since gone to bury the less historic shores of Miller 
gj 
River. Some of the hott est :fighting occurred along the base of Prospect 
Hill , and here the troops had recourse to their cannon again . "A fortifi-
cation was built that started near Union Square, went up over the hill, 
YCleveland Alnor y, Proper Bostonians . Dutton, 1947. 
g/I.'i:argaret Eager, Ye Olden Times at Prospect Hill. Somerville : Somerville 
Journal, 1898. 
I 
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and over to Central Hill , where it ended in what vms known as the French 
11 
Redoubt.'' It. was here , on the side of the hill, t hat James Miller and 
another Minuteman \'l'ere firing on the British from behind a stone wall when 
they were euddenly cut off and fired upon by a fle.nki.ng party of the enemy. 
, Miller, when urged to escape, made the heroic reply, 11 I am too cld to run.;" 
?1 
and continued fi:r-l.ng at the approaching foe until he fell, pierced by 13 
bullets. 
It was nearly night when the troops passed down this part o£ Wt1Shington l 
I 
Street , and eight o'clock in the evening when they reached Charlestown Neck. 
'fheir course dovtn ~~·ashington Street was visible in Boston by the flashes 
of their gUllS • 
The British removed to Boston, and the peninsula of Charlestmm be-
came neutral ground. The Americans , fearing the destruction of the town if 
they occupied it , placed a guard near the 11Neck11 to prevent communication 
with the enerey'. 
Shortly thereafter, Colonel Patterson ;vas stationed at the foot of 
Prospect Hill 'Yith a reginlent of about 400 men . The guard house was on top 
of the hill, and earthworks v1ere begun near Union Square t:~.t the suggestion · 
of the committee of safety, who recommended also tha.t Prospect, \"inter, and 
Bunker Hills be fortified. 
On June 16, 1775 Colonel Prescott was ordered to occupy Bunker Hill. 
In the evening.; with a force of about 1,000 men and their entrenching tools, 
he marched silently through Washington Street and Union Square to Charles-
i]iiargaret Eager, op. cit. 
y'WUllam R. Comer, Landmarks in the . Old Bgv: State. NorwoGdt Norwood Press, 
1911. 
I 
town. There, at a council of war, it was decided to fortify Breed's Hill 
in place of Bunker Hill. In the morning Colonel Prescott sent for re-
inforcernents, and troops from Medford and Somerville were sent forward. 
A little later the news reached Cambridge that the British had landed. 
Bells \Yare rung and drwns beat "To Arms". 
Patterson's position at the foot of Prospect Hill was strengthened, 
and additional forces sent to Prescott. Few succeeded in reaching him, as 
1 the English frigates in the Mystic and Charles Rivers rained incessant fire 
of shot and shell across Charlestovm Neck and into Somerville. 
During the battle which follO\'led, all reserves were formed in Somer- :I 
ville, and all reinforcements were sent through here. The wounded also vrerei 
brought here. 
4. Somerville's strategic Hills 
After the battle of Bunker Hill the American withdrew to Prospect and 
Winter Hills, which they fortified immediately. In the memorable siege 
which foll<med this battle, Somerville held perhaps the most prominent 
place. Its heights were of the greatest strategic importance, and were a 
most formidable flank for the American lines. 
On Prospect, Central, Winter, Convent, and Cobble Hills were built the 
Citadel and other invincible works of the besieging ar~, which commanded 
the Mystic and Charles Rivers and the Road over Charlestown 11 Neck11 , and 
effectually hemmed in the British in that direction. 
From a ome of these hills the bombardment on the enemy's shipping and 
lines was incessant. It as as fie~ely returnP.d and these works bore the 
brunt of the nine....month siege, w.hich began with the Battle of Bunker Hill 
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and ended with t.he evacuation ot Boston. 
It 1.vas during this siege that the "Great Union Flag; bearing thirteen 
stripes, was first unfurled in the face of a foe, on Januar,y 1, 1776 on 
!I 
Prospect Hill." George Washington ,.,as present. There it continued to 
fly until the end of the siege, when it was transferred to the fort.s which I 
had been surrendered by the BritiQh. 
FroJl). the evacuation of Boston in March, 1776 to the surrender of 
Burgoyne in October, .1777, no event of tnilitary importance took place here . 
After his surrender, Burgoyne's troops were marched to Somerville . 
They remained as prisoners of war until the autumn of 1778. The English 
soldiers were encamped on Prospect Hill and vicinity. The Hessians on 
Winter Hill were guarded by Massachusetts troops under the command of 
General Heath. They remained here until the autumn of 1778 when they were 1 
removed to Rutland, and later to Virginia. 
That histt>ry is very clt>ae to us here in Somerville is evidenced by 
the following note from the "Father of our Country" to John Hancock: 
11I arrived safe at this place on the thii'd instant •••• I 
visited the •••• post occupied by our troops .•••• on our side we have 
thrown up entrenchments on Winter and Prospect Hills •••• the eneiiiY'ts 
camp in full view, at a distance of a little more t han a mile. "Y 
JjAlfred M. Cutler, The Fi!'st Real National Flag, City of Somerville, 
1929. 
_y'George H. Evans, George v'lashin,gton in So.rnerville . Somerville: 
! Somerville Journal, 1933. 
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POST-REVOLUTIONARY YIAR SOMERVILLE 
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AN EARLY VIEW OF ALEWIFE BROOK PARKWAY 
CHAPl'ER V 
POST-REVOLUTION!IRY WAR SOMERVILLE 
1. Early Occupations 
After the Revolutionaty War new industries sprang up, the most impor-
tant from a monetary .standpoint being the l118nufacture of bricks. nBurning y 
1d.lns for years smoked the days and illumined the nights.'i 
The first settlers who came to Somerville found the soil atony, al-
though tillable, the winters long and cold. . Survival meant very hard work. 
Cattle-raising, farming, fishing, bartering with the Indians, hunting, some 
brick-ma.king, and quarrying were among the very early occupations of the 
Colonists. Oysters vrere plentiful. Because of the large quantities of 
fish available, weirs were built across Alewife Brook. Alewives were used 
' 
as fertilizer for the corn fields since they v1ere so abundant. 
Now that the v1ar wa.s over, stone quarrying, in addition to the profit-
able brick-making, was carried on more extensively, while dairy fanning 
assumed s uch proportions that the main thoroughfare across Somerville from 
Charlestown to I~orth Cambridge was called Milk Row (SomervUle Avenue today) 
The next period was 1narked by growth in the prosperity of the section. 
A bleachery was . established, a dye VIOrks, rope works, a pottery, grist 
mill, distillery; glass factory, saw mills and, at a later date, slaughter-
ing and rendering establishments. "The North Packing Company is in the 
business of the slaughtering of hogs, rendering, curing, packing, jobbing, 
i/ Samuels and Kimball, op. cit. 
a.!'ld exporting the products of the same, together with the pacld.ng of beef 
and the general distribution of fresh and cured meats to aU markets of 
JJ 
the world." 
2. Separation from Charlestown 
A growing discontent ttt~ steadily increasing in the minds of those 
living outside the 11Neck11 • There were no churches and hardly any school 
facilities . Roads were :impassable and living conditions very poor. other 
causes, more powerful than those already mentioned, operated in the found-
ing of the Town of Somerville. 
This section paid taxes but received little benefit from them. Somer-
ville ras mer~ly a district of Charlestown and its needs 1ere seldom con-
si.dered. "During the time the people •without the rieck' were under the 
II 
h 
jurisdiction of the laws o£ Charle~town, they were not instrumental in ob-
taining political prestige that led to any improvements to their belonging.~ 
For many years after the Revolution the two parts of Charlestown, 
styled "Within" and ''without the Neck", were growing apart . "lith the 
growth of population 11vd.thin11 Charlestovtn came the neeq for city institu-
tions, and consequently greater expenses •'lere involved. The rural part 
, (Somerville) found herself contributing to the paving of streets, main-
tenance of a Night Watch, building of engine houses, reservoirs, and variousl 
other improvements from which she derived little benefit. Taxes had been 1 
paid , but all she received in return were four poor schoolhouses, a cast-oft 
I 
fire engine , and roads very much in need of repair. 
Jjsamuels and Kimball, op., cit. 
gjTimothy Sawyer, Old Charlestown. Boston: James West Company, 1902. 
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3. Methods of Transportation 
· ~ith the leaving of. mn.ny settlers from Charlestmvn to take up new 
homes in the nevt l and , it was only natural that new roads had to be bu..Ut. 
The first road vtas laid out i n 1630. It went from Charles town through what 1 
is now Union Square into Cambridge. The early settlers called this road 
the "Road to Nowtowne 11 • It i s novr called Washington Street . The second 
1 road was laid out in 1637 and i s now called Mystic Avenue . It v1as con-
nected by a bridge to Medford. In 1685 the land was divided into t wo 
,, strips a quarter of a mile apart. These were called ''Rangew~'Tf'S 11 • 
The first stage line in the country, known as the "Portsmouth Flying 
Coach", began running April 201 1761 starting from Char.lesto\m, going over 
\inter Hill through Medford, Vlinchester, Salem, and Ipswich to Portsmouth, 
11 
New Hampshire . 
The people of Medford were eager to procure a shorter method of getting! 
their goods to market. 
liThey for.rred the Medford Turnpike Corporation and t heir movement 
was accepted for the building of a road, with subscribed funds , to 
run from. edford to the 'Neck' in Charlestown and then on to Boston 
over the already existing road. The c.orporation 11as given three 
years to complete the road which they did in 1803. 11y' 
Middlesex Canal, the first canal of any considerable length in this 
country, passes through the northern part of Somerville . It connects the 
errimac River at Lowell wit h the Charles River at Charlestown. It \vas 
begun in 1793 and completed in 1803. It proved to be another public ser-
Vice t hat eventuaJ.ly became a financial burden on its stockholders. 
I I/Charles Brooks, op. cit . 
ycharles Brooks, Somerville Centennial, 1942. 
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McLEAN ASYLUM- CENTRAL GROUP OF BUILDINGS 
One of the most important institutions established within the conf ines of what is now Somervi ll e, 
was t he Mcl ean Asylum for t he mentally afflicted. In 18 16, a beautiful estate an Cobble Hill was so ld 
to the Massachusetts Genera l Hospita l and dedicated two years later. The a sy lum rece ived its name 
from John Mclean who was a generous contributor. Between October 12th and November 30th, 1895, 
the Asylum moved to Waver ly. 
~ 1 
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I 
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THE EARLY RAILROAD 
11 The original canal system was contemplated to connect Boston 
with the Saint Lawrence River. Realizing while the plans were 
being formed that the undertaking would be too difficult, the 
planners settled for a series of canals that connected Boston and 
Concord, New Hampshire."!/ 
It was begun in 179.3 and completed in 180.3. The freight boats plied 
I 
between Concord, New Hampshire and Boston, a distance of 75 miles. It took 
about 12 hours to travel from Concord to Boston. The business of the canal 
1 
Before the Lowell rail- ~~ 
road was built, the canal did a large business, carrying cotton for the 
uas the transportation of freight and passengers. 
1 mills and merchandise for all the northern country 1 and bringing back 
I cargoes of up-river products and large rafts of lumber from the upper 
Merrimac to Boston. 
When t . .he railroad between Boston and Lowell was built, the canal ;vas 
1 abandoned because the trains could cover in one hour the distance which 
j 
required 12 hours on the canal. 
On June 25, 1835 the railroad .from Boston to Lowell was opened. .fa.ny 
11 
1 years elapsed before any accommodations were provided for the people of 
Somerville. When the road first started, the stations were wherever the 
I passengers wanted the train to atop. The first station built in SO!llerville 
was the .Milk Row Station on what is now Washington Street;. the next was 
called Taylor's Ledge, later the Somerville Center Station on Central 
Street. 
In 1842 the franchise descended to the Fitchburg Railroad Company. 
The road connected Charlestown and Waltham. The .first passenger station 
.iJsamuel. A. Drake, op. cit. 
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THE PROSPECT HILL SCHOOLH OUS E 
, Located on Central Square at the junction of Cross, Shawmut and Medford S~reets, 
where the fir st Somervil le Town meeti nq was held on March 14, 1842 
-From Painting by Marguerite R 
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erected by the line was at Kent Street. 
In 1845 the Boston and Uaine Railroad was extended through Somerville 
to Boston. Previous to 1858 steaot cars and omnibuses, or 11hourlies 11 were 
the only conveyances to Boston. 
Another public service was the street railway. The :f.'irst "horsen 
railroad was a line that ran from Harvard College in Cambridge to the 
Fitchburg railroad at Union Square. This first New England railway system 
was a unique affair. The equipment consisted of a dilapidated steam engine 11 
that had long seen better days. The entite system was a mile and a half 
' long. 
In 1880 the Charles River Company built tracks that started at SUJllfiiSr 
. i . . ~ Street and extended through to Cambr dgeport and then into Boston. 
4. SOlllerville Becomes a Town 
On November 22" 1841 a meeting of the people was held at the Prospect 
Hill Schoolhouse to consider the question of founding a new town. The 
people were disgusted at living in such a neglected and undesirable part 
of CharlestO"wm. "Town meetings were large and noisy but public expenditure 
was moderate and there vtas very little magnificent public spirit supported 
')} 
' by s oroo other person 1 s money." At this meeting a committee was appointed 
to learn the minds of all residents, and on March 3, 1842 the people ob-
tained the Governor's approval. of an act permitting them to govern them ... 
selves. Eleven days l ater the people met again at Prospect Hill School-
, l7samuels and Kimball, op. cit. 
g/Louis P. Hager, The History of the West End Railway. Boston: Marshall 
Jones CampaQY, 1892. 
2/Richard Frothingham, op. cit. 
,, 
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' house and elected To\m Officers. 
It was voted to call the new town 11Som.erville11 because it vras a 
pleasant-sounding name. Earlier the names 11Warrenn and "Walford11 had been 
suggested, but 11Somerville11 was chosen by a vote of the people. 
To celebrate the great event, one hundred guns were fired from Pros-
pect Hill and a Grand Ball was held on the evening of 1arch 16, 1842 
!I 
which was attended by "300 ladies and gentlemen••. 
The population at this time was rathel" sme.ll. There were 1,013 people, 
200 houses , and no stores. (John Irelandts Grocery on Milk Row had burned 
the previ.ous year. ) 
The Town property consisted of tour one-story wooden schoolhouses, a 
fevt ledges of rock, a pound (jail how;~e), and an engine house 1.dth a feeble 
tub engine. No church then or ever had existed within her limits. The 
., schools were attended by 293 pupils . They were the Prospect Hill Grammar 
and Primary ( vrhere the Central Fire Station is now located); the Lower 
Winter Hill Primary (westerly corner or BroadwB\)7 and Franklin Street); 
Upper vvinter Hill Primary (westerly side of Central Street near the corner 1 
of Droadw~) ; and the · ilk Row Primar.Y (eastern corner of Cemetery Lot) . 
!/A. L. Haskell, Historical Guide-Book of Somerville. So.merrllles 
, Haskell Publishing Co.mpan:y-, 1903. 
/ 
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CHAPTER VI 
FROM 1842 TO THE PRESENT 
CHAPTER VI 
l''R011 1842 TO THE PRESENT 
1. Civic Improvements 
At the time when SOillerville beea.m.e a Town, the houses were scattered 
along the main ~ghv1ays, and ·were not close enough in any part to form a 
village. Few streets had been built up to this tiloo;; but many were just 
coming into being. In existence were Milk Row (Somerville Avenue); Three-
pole Lane (about where Shawmut and Cross Streets are); Central Street; 
Middle Lane (now part of what is Highland Avenue); and Middlesex Turnpike 
I 
1 (now Beacon Street), Medford Street, Prospect street, and lower Somerville 
,, Avenue were well-traveled highways .• 
After the Town \Vas organized~ the people gave their attention to the 
establishment of Christian ltorship. A Sundey School was started in the 
· ed!ord Street School.house. Around this school was formed the First Con-
gregational Society 1 which tvorshipped in the old engine house on "'lashington 
Street from March, 1844 until a church edifice was erected the following 
year . 
Nothing worthy o£ note occurred in the first decade of the new Tmmts 
life . Little was done in the way or improvement and fevr public works were 
attempted. By 1850 the population had more than trebled, reaching 3,540. 
The gr~rth of Somerville can be attributed to the form of transportation 
coming into use throughout the country, the railroad. 
The next 10 years saw great progress and many inst~tutions of various 
.:- .. ... 
' ld.nds were established. Highland Avenue '\1as extended from School Street to 
Central Street and houses were being built along the way. Five church 
orgm1izations were formed. 
In 1852 a long-desired hibh school was established... Sixty-six pupils 
attended the f irst session of the school. The present City Hall -vras built 
for its accommodation. It "'ltas t he lowe:r story of thi.s uilding which was 
fitted up for t ho Town purposes. 
11In 1853 the Somerville Light Infantry had been organized with 
Captain George Brastow as the Commander. Later Captain Francis Tufts 
relieved Brasto\'1 of his duties but in 18591 Bra:;Jto\7 again became the 
Commander and drills were held regularly in Franklin Hall 1 a building 
in which church services were held on a Sunday .ny 
From 1854 until Somerville became a City, criminal cases were tried 
by Francis Tufts in his office on '"ashington Street. Gas came to Somerville 
' in 1853. Six. years later street lrunps were installed., About this time a 
uniform plan fo:r sidewalks vtas adopted. 
In 1858 horsecars came into use. One line ~'lent through Broadway, 
1 another through Elm,; Milk , and Washington Streets 1 through Charlestovrn to 
Boston. In 1863 tracks were laid from Union Square to East Cambridge, and 
I' 
1 a line vtas operated frQI'n Viest Somerville directly to Boston. 
·' 
ay 1860 the population had increased to 8 ;025 and the number of' houses 
to 1 1282. Ncm there were 1 1 707 pupils in the 24 schoolhouses. They were 
pr ·esided over by .five male and t rrenty-four female teachers. 
In 1866 the fire department was reorganized. In 1867 the first public 
sewers wer e laid. The next year Mystic water took the place of ?tells, 
j]Edward C. Booth, 11Somerville in the Civil Wa.r1 11 Historic Leaves, 
Somerville Historical Society, 1902. 
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Convent of the Sisters of Notre 
de Namur. 
OLD OASIS - UNION SQUARE - 1872 
This building was moved to the rear 
and is stil l standing. 
--·~ =- -· ..::;..::;;...._ =-
St. Joseph 's Church in process of 
erection, Washington Street, corner of 
Webster Avenue . 
===--==== ·--* 
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cisterns~ and fire r eservoirs . 
On March 21, 1867 the Tovm Hall in the new Forster School building was 
dedicated. 
In 1870 Post 139 G. A.R. \'Tan organized. In the same year the police 
department was reorganiz~d ru1d a regular day and night patrol placed on 
duty. This year also savr the con$truction of the Lexington and Arlington 
I 
Branch railroad contributing to the rapid gro1.'1th o£ the West Somerville 
section. 
B".f the close of 1870 the popula.tion had increased to 14, 685 and t he 
number of dwellings to 3,061. 'rhe schools now numbered 52 and employed 
,, 
65 teachers. 
2. The Cit.Y of Some~ville 
Novr the time had come when the public affairs of the Town had become 
bo important and complex that a delegated form of gt>vernment v1as demanded 
to replace the old Tovm machinery. It was voted to ask for a city charter, 
flithough many people favored annexation to Boston. A petition was presented 
~o the Legislature early in 1871 and on AprU 141 1871 the charter v1o.s 
15ra.nted. By provisions of the charter, Somerville beca.roo a City on 
tJanu.ary 1, 1872. 
On December 41 1871 t he first city election was held, at which time 
t.he Honorable George 0. &-astow was elected the first Mayor of the City of 
Somerville. 
"The form of government that .made up the City consisted o£ a 
Mayor, a Board of Aldermen, which was composed of eight n~mbers 1 t w·o 
being elected !rom each of the four v1ards, and a Council of sixteen 
members 1 four being elected !rom each •-ard. "!/ 
!?Edward c. Boot_h, op. cit . 
52 
OLD POLICE STATI ON, BOW STREET 
5 -~ ' t.) 
One of the most important accomplishments ot the first administration 
was the 1eying of trtmk sewers from. Cambridge" The Latin High School 
II 
1i building on Highland Avenue was commenced in April, 1871 and completed the 
following February. In 1872 a Police Court was established. The Public I 
· Library was first opened in May, 187.3 and contained 2 1.389 volumes. In 1874 11 
the Police Building on Bow Street was e:rected. (It is nm used by the II 
I 
:1 Recreation Department and Post .377 ~· American Legion, as their headquarters. 
Bridges on Washington Street ani tedt'ord Street were built between 
1878 and 1880. In 1878 a police signal system and electric street lighting 11 
were introduced. A water service for the higher parts of the city was 
established in 1890, 
The heirs of Nathan Tufts donated the property with the old Powder 
House to the city in 1890. The following year land was secured around it 
to make a park, vthich 1vas opened in 189.3. 
The closing yea:rs of the century were .1Il8.t'ked by erection of the Eng-
lish High School, additional fire stations 1 parks, parkways, bridges, 
1 extension of the sewer system.- and many more i.Jilprovements. 
,, 
I 
I 
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ttTrue Americans may find in Somerville enough to enkindle their zeal 
'' and arouse their enthusiasm, for Somerville o.ccupies an important and con- ,' 
!I 
' spicuous place in the history of our nation.'' 11 
.3. Somerville Today 
From a farming 't#own w·ith a population of 1,~01.3 whose fertile acres 
were dotted here and there with houses an 1 whose :rangewa.ys were traversed 
j}Charles Brooks, Some"Ule . Oentenni~, Central Cooperative Bank, 
Somerville, 1942. 
as much by cattle and sheep as by people, Somerville has grown to be one of 
the most compact communities of the United States, with a population of 
over 104,000. 
Today Som.erville still maintaina its place of importance in the indus- 1 
trial field. Ideally located with excellent railroad facilities, location 
of some of the largest motor truck transportation companies in the New 
I England states; it is less than twenty minutes from the heart of Boston. 
I 
I 
The John P. Squires Company and the North Packing Company are two of 
the more important firms doing a world-wide business from Somerville . '1.\vo 
other very well~kncwm companies located in the city are First National 
Stores , Inc. and the Ford Motor Assembly Plant. These companies. employ 
hundreds of local residents, as well as workers from nearby cities. 
Other types of industry employing citizens of Somerville are the 
follOl'Jing: 
Dairy Products Woodenware Paper Stock 
Confectionery Truck Bodies 
I 
Sheet Metal Stamping 1 
Foundry Products 
Jewelry 
Metal Frames 
Salted Nuts 
Luggage 
Women's Shoes 
Boxes 
Dresses 
Furniture 
Ladders 
Printing 
Vinegar 
Caskets 
Fibre Products 
Iron Fences 
Spray Painting 
Together with companies of a sJllaller nature, there are approximately 
147 kinds of industry in Somerville . More than half have to do tith food 
production. 
I 
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4. Facilities 
Transportation is unexcelled. 
Post oi':(ice.- The main post office is located at Union Square , vfith 
, branches at Winter Hill and Davis Square. 
Churches.-- There are about forty churches representing 18 denomina-
tions, so situated as to be convenient to all persons who wish to attend. 
1unicipal goverrunent.- This is composed of the :follmdng: A mayor 
and eleven aldermen, four elected at large tram all over t he city and one 
alderman elected from each of the seven wards. Nominations and elections 
1 are nonpartiSan. 
Schools.- There are 28 schools with three modern ones in the process 1 
of construction. Special classes for the exceptional child have for many 
1
1 
years been a part of the school system. At present renovation \York is 
being done in the Forster School building to accommodate retarded children , 
who , until the recent State law in their behalf, \vere not accepted in the 
1 public schools. From the six teachers employed in 1842 when Somerville 
became a town, there are now about 619 teachers in service. 
Pollee department.-- The station is located at Union Square . Personnel 
and equipment are second to none of its size in the country. A Police Court 
has been in existence in Somerville since April 2 3, 1872. 
Fire depa;rtJmnt .- Uniformed since 1885, the department has maintained ' 
an excellent record. Old equipment is fast being replaced with the best 
1 and most modern available . 
Public library.- The Central Library is located at the corner of 
Highla."ld venue and Walnut Street next to the high school. The west branch 
is on College Avenue, the east branch on Broadway, the Union Square branch 
' 
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at B~r Street, and the Ten Hills branch at Broadway and Temple Streets. 
Recreational facilities .• -- ·This department i,s an outstandingly active 
one. Besides sU!lllller playgrounds, other services to children are Saturda\v 
morning playgrounds near their homes . During the .fall they are conducted 
outdoors and in Winter; indoors. Also there are Boys' Clubs, Girls' Clubs, ! 
' and Children's Theatre, a..mong many other activities. II 
Adult recreation programs are many and varied,; ranging from handcraft 1 
to foLI{ da11cing. II 
Civilian defense.•- This department is highly organized, ready at all 
times to go i.t1to action if the need should ever come . First-aid stations 
are fu.l1.y eqtdpped. Eveey Friday at noon the air-raid siren is sounded 
which not only tests the equipment but is a stern reminder to the citizenry. 
I 
HospitalS .- There are two major hospitalS in the city, the Somerville 1 
Hospital on Crocker Street and the Central Ho3pital on Central Street~ 
Both are first-rate and are staffed with able and efficient people . 
Other developments in the growth of Somerville are the Housing Author--
ity (Mystic Avenue Project and the Vetera!U! 1 Housing Project) and Urban 
Redevelopment. The latt~;~r is still in the planning stage., but when it 
goes into operation .many of the slum areas are to be eliminated to ma.ke 
way for planned industrial areas, thereby bringing greater revenue to the 
city. 
The Metropolitan District Co.mmission has been granted authority by 
the legislature to build a stadium at Dilboy Field . 
A beautiful new swimming pool has been completed at Foss Park. It 
has been named the Latta Memorial Pool in honor of one of Somerville 's war 
heroes . 
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From a small community whose settlers devoted all their energies and 
time to farming and fishing , the growth of Somerville has been phenomenal. 11 
Her record of achievement is one which brings great pride to her citizens. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER VII 
GRADE ONE 
The present course of study for Grade One in the City of Somerville 
calls for the introduction of history through the community. Realizing 
that children at the first grade level are sometimes unaware of even the 
name of the city in which they reside.; a need exists for acquainting chil-
dren n·ith the name as well as the purpose of a city. To inform the child 
that he is part of a well-organized community which includes police 1 fire, 
school, sanitation, and highway departments at his service gives the young-
ster an awareness of community living. He has been intX'oduced to these 
various services by the school policeman, the director of safety; fire 
drills, the teacher, the custodian, rubbish collectiona, and street-cleaning 
crews. To realize that these public servants are employed by the city, 
which is governed by an elected body of administrators, does much in laying 
, the groundwork for a elearer understanding of the history o£ Somerville. 
y 
1. General Objectives for Grade One 
I. To develop the understanding that: 
A. 'embers of groups are interdependent at home; in school, or in the 
community. 
B. Successful home and school life depends upon the cooperation of each 
member • 
. i/Course of Studies, City of Somerville, Social Studies , 1951. 
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C, The child must learn to get along with other people at home, in 
school, and at play. 
'i D. The child is dependent on other people. 
I 
E. The pupil needs food, clothing, a home,; and an education. 
F. The pupil has certain rights and duties, and others also have rights 
and duties. 
G. The changes in seasons affect our lives. 
H. Our lives have been influenced by men and events, and our holidays 
are set aside to honor them. 
II. To develop within the pupil an appreciation of! 
A. the advantages afforded the child by his hO!Il$ 
B. What is done for him at school 
c. The contributions of the past to the present. 
'I 
UI. To develop within the pupil an attitude of: 
I 
A. Responsibi=!,ity 
B. Willingness to cooperate in group activities 
C. Loyalty toward his group 
D. Respect for the rights and property of others 
E. Acceptance of constructive criticism 
F. Perseverance in carrying out individual or group tasks 
G. Interest and pride in work well done. 
y 
2. Unit-Grade One 
This unit is designed to illustrate why certain days are holidays .• 
i/Course of Studies, City o;f Somerville, Social Studies, 1951. 
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I. Opjectives 
A. Informational objectives 
1. Hmv dif;ficult it was for Columbus to sail across the ocean 
2. How different his ships were from ours today 
3. That Columbus discovered our country 
4. That Indians were the only inhabitants here at that time 
5. That many others follmfed Colwnbus 
6. That Columbus Day is celebrated on October the 12th. 
7. That the Pilgrims were tl;le first settlers in this part of the 
country 
--.1 
8 . That the Indians helped the early settlers to grow crops, to hunt, 
and to fish 
9. That t .he Pilgrims were the first to celebrate Thanksgiving~ and 
the reasons for it 
10. That we celebrate Thanksgiving on the fourth Thursday in November 
.ll. That Washington was a brave man and a soldier 
12. That Washington was our first president 
13f That Washington is known as the "Father of his country" 
14. That Vlashingt:,on 1s birthday is celebrated on February 22nd. 
B. Skill objective.s 
1. To develop ability to plan,. with the help of the teacher 
2. To develop ability in following directions • . 
II. OVerview 
Columbus Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Washington's Birthday will be 
studied fully; the other holidays may be brieflY mentioned b,y the 
teacher as they come. Through the study of these holidays the child 
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will understand that '\'te have certain days set apart to celebrate the 
memory of outstanding men and events. 
iii. General subject matter areas 
A. Columbus Day 
B. ThanksgiVing Day 
c. Washington's Birthd8¥ 
D. Lincoln's Birthday 
E. Christmas ., 
;1rv. Suggested activities 
! 
A. Dramatize Colwnbus's voyage • 
. I B. Draw the type of ship that Columbus used. 
C. Dramatize the Pilgrims' landing at Plymouth. 
D. Dramatize the First Thanksgiving. 
E. Make a frieze on Pilgrim life. 
F. Draw Thanksgiving pictures. 
G. Draw pictures of \'Iashington. 
H. Plan an assembly for Washington's Birthday. 
I.. Make scrapbook for various holidays. 
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IliDIA."l CHILDREN 
Where we walk to school each day 
Indian children used to play-
All about our native land, 
~Jhere the shops and houses stand. 
And the trees were very tall, 
And there were no streets at all, 
Not a church and not a steeple--
Only woods and Indian people. 
Only wigwams on the ground, 
And at night bears prowling round. 
What a different place today 
Where we live and work and playS 
66 
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CHAPTER vrn 
GRADE T\'10 
II 
CHAPTER VIII 
GRADE TriO 
The scope of the Grade One project has been a realization of a 
community; the Grade Tvw study .is concerned with the recognition of the 
1 fact that people live in and .must work in a community in order to provide 
necessities of life. Since Somerville has many industries, including 
building, 111eat pac!d.ng, food p:-ocessing1 clothing and shoe manufacturing, 
1 the purpose of the second-grade study is to show the youngster hmr impor-
tant the services of Somerville are to his well-being. 
The second-grade section will endeavor to show the child his position 
as a member of an industrial community. Somerville is a city of vital 
importance to the entire nation and as such this study will show hot the 
transportation system works in bringing people to work; why trucks and 
trains are essential to city living; \'lhere items are manufactured for 
children hundreds of miles away; hovr taxes paid by these large companies 
pay for conununity services .from which the child benefits. Realization, 
coupled with recognition, are the £actors necessary for a complete under-
1 standing of the oonununity. 
1. Unit--Grade Two 
Becoming acquainted with our community services. 
I. Objectives 
A. Informational objectives 
The child should understand that: 
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1. A cow~ty must have organization and leadership. 
2. A community has zoules and regulations f()l:" our protection • 
.3. We must respect these rules to get along \'lell with one another. 
4. Each me!ilber must respect the rights of others. 
5. The COllllllunity helps the family by· providingt 
a. Recreation: parks, playgrounds, skating ponds, streets set 
.I 
'i 
aside for coasting,. etc. 
b. Education: schools, libraries 
e. Protection: police, firemen 
d. Health services: doctors, nurses, clinics 
e. Other services: gas, garbage disposal, rubbish disposal, 
electric light service. 
6. These services help each member of the canmunity. 
7. The child can learn to help hilnseU and others in the community. 
B. Skill objectives 
1. To develop ability in the use of recreational and protective 
facilities 
2 .. To develop ability to act as leader or follower in group activi-
ties , as in .organized games 
3. To develop skill in using books at the library table to get 
further information about these eo.mmu.nity services 
4. To develop skill in using the table of contents in books to find 
stories about the ~arious community services. 
1
1 II. Overview 
l The second-grade child is interested in group activities. He is 
rea~ to understand the work of those helpers who protect and serve him. 
til• 
IV . 
He is also interested in knowing how he , as a child, can make use of 
these community services. Through careful and intelligent explanation, ' 
the second-grade teacher can lead her class to an understanding and 
appreciation of the various organizations and Ylorkers in the community. 
This unit can be used either as one large unit covering a long period 
of time, or as a series of interrelated units . 
General subject matter areas 
The services provided by the community 
A. Recreation 
B. Education 
c. Protection 
D. Health 
E. Other services. 
Suggested activities 
A. Taking field trips to firehouse, police station, library 
B. Dramatizing stories portraying the occupations of the workers in the 
community services 
C. Collecting pictures of firemen, etc. 
D. Presenting safety programs 
E. Practicing school fire drills 
F. Learning and practicing health rules. 
2. Unit-Grade Two 
What our holidays mean to -us. 
I . Objectives 
A. Informational objectives 
The child should understand that: 
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1. A holiday is a day set apart to honor and preserve the memory of 
some great pers on, deed, victory, or tradition. 
2. Not all holidays are observed by everyone; some are world-wide, 
some national, some local. 
3. Each holiday has its otvn special cuatoros and manner of being 
observed. 
4. The holid~s are: 
a. Columbus Day: Christopher Columbus through great courage and 
daring discovered our land in 1492. 
b. ThankSgiving Day: The pilgrims celebrated the first Thanks-
giving Day to thank God for His goodness to them, 
c. Abraham Lincoln's Birthday: Abraham Lincoln, though poor, 
became president. He ended slavery, a great wrong in ou.r 
country. 
d. George Washington's Birthday: He \'laS brave, fearless, and 
true, and 't'IS.S our first president. We call him the "Father 
of our Country. 11 
e, Patriots' Day: Paul Revere rode through historic Somerville, 
warning the Patriots that the Redcoats were coming , His 
bravery led to our .freedom a.s a nation, 
f_~ Memorial Day: The day on which we honor our dead, especially 
those who died to save our country. 
g. Flag Day: The birthday of our flag, which was raised for the 
first time on Prospect Hill in Somerville. 
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B. Skill objectives 
1. To develop ability in organizing and ela.ssii'yi.ng material to be 
used in dramatizing the story of the first Thanksgiving 
2. To develop ability in listening with attention to stories about 
the holidays 
:3. To develop ability in reading for information about Paul Revere 's 
ride 
4. To develop an understanding of the historical and geographical 
importance of Somerville in most of these holidays. 
II. Overvienv 
The interest of the second-grade child ea.n be extended frequently 
I 
__( 
I 
beyond the community by taking advantage of his interest in the holidays 'I 
and how they came to be. This is a series of short units because each 
holiday would have to be studied at the time of year that it is to be II II 
celebrated. '!'he teacher, however, should endeavor to c onneet or inter- 1 
II relate these holidays so that the child will have a complete, unified 
picture of the important bearing they have upon one another. 
III. General subject matter areas 
I 
The present and past significance of our holidays. 
A. Columbus Day 
B. Thanksgiving Day 
C. Lincoln t s Birthday 
D. Washington ' s Birthday 
E. Pati'iot4 ' Day 
F •. Memorial Da.y 
G. Flag Day. 
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IV. Suggested activities 
A. Dramatizing the story of the first Thanksgiving 
B. Collecting current events items about .Patriots• D~ (The, parude--
Paul Revere's ride through Somerville re-enacted) 
c. Learning the song, ''Sontel'Ville, :My So.merville" 
D. Listening w:tth attention to the talks given by the veterans on 
Memorial Day. 
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THANK YOU, COLUMBUS 
Columbus sailed on the ocean blue 
He sailed through the storm 
And the big waves, too 
He sailed for many a day and. night, 
Until our America came in sight. 
He ateered his course 
And he steered it true,. 
In year fourteen hundred and ninety-two 
My thanks Columbus for sailing thus, 
~\nd finding America just for us • 
Essential Songs 
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CHAPTER IX 
GRADE TIIP.EE 
1, Origin and Settlement 
The histor'J of the area of land we know as Somerville could go back 
' to prehistoric times, but for practical historical reasons the history 
starts at the time v1 hen the Indian was the sole occupant of the land. 
Historians have vrritten that other races lived here but, with the e;;:ception 1 
of the Indian, very little is known about them. 
Previous to the settlement by white .men of Charlestown and vicinity 
(including Somerville), a. tribe of In.dians known as the Pawtuckets vtere 
the rightful possessors of the land. The leader of this warlike tribe of 
Indians was Nanepashemet, or "New Moon". He was ldJ.led on the banks of 
the Mystic River in 1619 by the Tarrantines, who were the enemies of the 
Massachusetts Indians. He vms succeeded by his Indian Queen, Squaw Sachem, 
wlw l ater married ~lee-v' eb-Cowet.t. , the tribal priest. In 1639 they deeded 
to Charlestovm the territor<J noV¥ called Somerville for t 'lenty-one coats, 
three bushels of corn, and nineteen f athoms of wampum. Y asnpum was the kind 
of money the I ndians used in trading 11lith the whites and with each other. 
The money was made from the purple and white parts of quahaug shells. The 
wampum was round, measuring about one sixteenth of an inch in thickness and 
one quarter of an inch in diaL'!.eter. There was a hole in the middle for 
stringing on strips of bark hemp, the purple and white shells in alter-
nating colors. The purple was of double value and the whole was valued at 
five shillings _per f at hom. 
- -
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2. First Settlers 
Probably the first white men to rander over Somerville soU were 
'I 
I 
1 )Jyles Standish and his exploring party f'rom Plymouth in 1621. The first 
white settler was John · oolrich, who came in 16.30 from the Charlestown 
Peninsula. After fencing in a tract of land and erecting a rude home, he 
began trading \'lith the Indians. others followed Woolrich, locating in the 
vicinity of' Union Square. The settlement continued slcnrly to increase 
until in the year 1775 there were .30 homes and about 250 inhabitants., 
Two other men who cam from the Charlestown Peniru:lula were Richard 
·, Pals grave and Edward Gibbones. Palsgrave 1Yas the first physician in t he 
, settlement of Charlestovtn. Gibbones was a general in the militia and a 
representative in the General Court in 16.35 and 1636. 
,. 
Occupations.~- These early settlers occupied themselves b.1 bartering 
with too Indians. Cattle raising, .far.ming, and fishing ltere also looked 
upon as chief means of making a livelihood. As soon as more settlers 
moved into an area, brickley'i.ng and quarrying became profitable industries. 
Homes.- Most of the houses were built of hewn logs with mortar made 
, of .mud and sand, and covered on top by bel.Ull$ and rafters on which was 
fastened a thatching of reeds and bougha. Since this thatching was apt to 
catch fire .from sparks :flying out of' the chimneys , every house had to be 
. provided nth ladders as a precaution aga.i.n9t fire. 
Coal mines had not been diScovered in this country at that time, and 
' wood lfas the chief fuel. This caused a great deal of soot, which was very 
inflamrr.able, to settle on the inside of the chimneys. F~r this reason, it 
was required by law that the chimneys be swept once a month in winter# and 
once in two months in t .he summer. As the chimneys 1.1ere often narrow, 
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' little boy's were employed to get inside them and sweep out the soot. So 
dangerous was the construction of the roofs of these homes that in 1633 it 
II 
I 
1as agreed that all houses should be covered with slate or shingles instead 
of thatch. 
In the horne, the houaewi.fe cooked the food, carded the wool, spun the 
1 
yarn, and in most cases, wove the cloth and fashioned too garm;,nts needed 
I 
for her family. The chUdren worked a.J.m.ost as hard as their parents. The 
family life in these homes was sirople and sweet. As a rule, there was a 
morning and evening service of scripture reading and prayer at the humble 
fami.ly altar, and the members of the household worked and rested tith the 
serenity of true Christians. 
Transportation.- With the leaving of many settlers fro Charlestcwm 
to take up new homes in the new land, it was only natural that new roads 
had to be built. The first road was laid out in 16.30. It went from Charles-
town through what is now Union Square into .Cambridge. It is now called 
Washington Street.. The second road was laid out in 1637 and is now called 
Mystic Avenue. It was connected by a bridge to :U:edtord. In 1685 the land 
II 
1 vtas divided into two strips a quarter of a mile apart. These were called 
II 
"Rangeways" and were numbered. In 1803 the Middlesex Canal was built. It 
was 27 1/4 miles long from Boston to ~errimac Village, a settlenent tlfO 
miles above Lowell. 
The construction of the canal boats was peculiar due to the construe-
1 
tion of the canal, which was 30 feet wide at the surface, 18 feet wide at 
I 
the base, and 4 teet deep. The boats were about 75 feet long, 9 feet wicte 
1 in the middle , and narrowed tme.rds the ends. A load of 20 torw 1oul<1 .make 
the boats draw two feet of 1ater near the middle, while the ends of the 
boat would be out o!' the water • The · crert consisted of three men. Trio of 
' the men manned the oars and the third had the rating of skipper. The two 
men took positions in the bun o£ the boat and used oars to propel it rhen 
there was no Wind. Sails ware used on windy days. When the boat reached 
Middlesex Village , it was tOt'red by horse to Charlestmm.. The sk!.pper 
usually kept a small pile of green apples or stones to use on the horse in 
case the horse had ideas of del~ing the speed of the trip. 
Another public service was the street raillf8Y'• The first nhorse" 
railroad was a line that ran from Harvard College in Cambridge to the 
Fitchburg ra.ilroad at Union Square in Somerville • This first New England 
ra.illl ay SinJtem was a unique . a.tfair . The equipment consisted of a dUap-
idated steam engine that had long seen better dqs. The entire system as 
a mile and a half long. 
As time went by, more lines vrere f'ormed and at one time there ;rere 
'' 37 lines starting in Somerville; six of which passed through Somerville. 
In 1631 John V inthrop, the first Governor ot assachusetts Dey Colony, 
tas granted the Ten Uills Farm. This was the Governor's farm where he 
lived, built~ planted, a.nd raised cattle and where, on July 4, 1631, he 
launched the first ship in iassachusetts, called 11The messing of the Bay." 
This ship was built for trading purposes , but soon a.i'ter the launching it 
1 \1as armed and was used as 13. p9.trol. boat for the New England coast. Hence 
I 
it tas regarded as the beginning of our American Navy. 
The first steam railroad to pass throUgh Somerville was the Boston-
Lowell in 1835• 11The fil"st passenger station built by- the L~vell line was 
. at the crD8Sing a.t Washington Street. The £:trst station erected by the 
I 
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Fitchburg line \Vas at Kent Street. n As time went by 1 more stations were 
' constructed along the lines in the Somerville section and regular $tops 
\1 were made to carr<J passengers to their work in Boston- Today, due to the 
I 
1 rapid transit, none of the stations that proved to be scenes of so ruch 
interest is open for business • LOCal stops are not too numerous todey. 
In 1833 the Boston and aine Railroad was chartered and eventually 
took over too lines that played an important part in the transportation of 
the city. Today the Boston and Maine controls the lines running through 
the city. In East Somerville a huge freight terminal has been constructed 
1· which supplies work for many Somerville people. 
3. F'irst .Bu.Udings: Historic Houses 
Timothy Tufts ~'armhouse.- 11'l'he house was built about 1750 and it was 
at this house that the redcoats of the British soldiers were plainly dis-
tinguished by Tufts and his fa.mily Yrhen they stopped to quench their thirst y 
on the way to Le:xington and Concord." 
During the retreat from Concord and Lexl.ngton on April 19, 1775, one 
of the heaviest sldx-mishes of the day tool< place opposite the house. A 
dense piece of '\10ods filled the westerly angle .of the house and it tas from 
11 there that a group of minutemen poured a deadly volley into the retreating 
I Bi'itish. Half a do~en of the British 'l'lere ldlled t.Uld vrere buried after-
I 
wards in the garden of the Tufts t home. The city has erected a memorial 
1
: tablet telling of the historic event that happened on the spot. 
1 j}samuela and Kimball, op. cit., p . 312. 
I 
y'Haskell, op. cit., p . 11. 
I 
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M ILLER HOUSE, WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR 
Uiller House.- Past this ancient structure, the British marched in 
their hurried retreat from Concord and Le.x:ington on April 19~ 1775. Across 
the meadows in front of the house was "Cobble Hil.l~" the nearest of all t he 
American fortifications to the enemy dtn"ing the siege of Boston in 1775. 
1: On the night of November 22 1 1775~ General ashington himself was on 
this spot. In a letter to Richard Henry Lee he said that on that night 
111 vms engaged with a party of men throwing up a work upon a 
hill called Cobble Hill, which in case we should ever be supplied 
with such things as we want~ may prove useful to us 1 and could not 
be delayed as the earth is getting as hard as a rock."!/ 
General Lafayette also drove past here in state in 1825 during his 
visit to aunker Hill for the laying of the cornerstone. 
The Round House.- The Round House on Beech Street~ Spring Hill~ has 
long been one of the interesting attractions of Somerville. It 1: as built 
, about 1855 by Enoch Robinson and was his home for many years. s~ of the 
materials used in the construction were taken from notable structures in 
Boston. 
11 The house is perfectly circular in form, and is probably the only one y 
of its kind in the country used as a residence.u It is three stories 
' high, the upper story being smaller in diameter than the other two. The 
1 interior arr angements are in keeping with its novel form. The outside 
•' 
I' ,balcorw above the second floor is protected by- a carvec' ,..ailing of peculiar 
pattern . The grounds about the house are laid out with a circular walk and 
terrace. 
!/Hale.1~ op. cit.~ p. 32. 
, gjibid. 1 P• 35. 
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Old Po-rrder House.-- The Powder House, or old mill, at - est Somerville 
is unquestionably the most interesting historical relic in ossach~etts 
and has but feVl rivals in New England. The exact date of its construction 
1 iS unknown, although it undoubtedly vras built a few years previous to 1720. 
t( Its original purpose was to grind corn for the farmers for many miles 
around. 
11The Province of assachusetts bought the mill in 1747 for t o hundred 
fifty poilllds and used the building tor the storing of powder after it as 
!I 
remodeled. 11 The P·owder House continued to be used for storing powder 
until the construction of a new magazine in Cambridgeport. 
One of the earliest hostile acts of the Revolutionary 1ar reflects 
back to the Old Powder House. The incident dates back to 1774 when General 
Gates, with 260 British redcoats, marched to the arsenal and seized the 
250 half barrels of gunpcmder concealed inside. They also advanced to 
Cambridge and seized two field cannon that had been stC>red formerly in the 
pat"lder ·house. The news of this raid quickly spread throughout the sur-
rounding towns and it \1as not long before thousands of armed minutemen 
assembled on Cambridge . Common ready to oppose the arll\1 of the ldng for the 
hostile act. 
The following legend is connected with the history of the Powder 
11 Houset 
I• "It is said in the days of John Mallett, the original miller 
I 
DJld o.,.mer, that an Arcadian peasant girl dressed as a boy applied 
at the mill for a night's shelter. The request ttaa granted and 
during the night the master of the Arcadian girl,. learning of her 
j}Herbert Hill, Historical HeightS and Points of Interest. Somerville: 
Somerville Historical Society, 1895, p. 29. 
'thereabouts, ca.IOO to the mill seeking the girl. The pursuer clambered 
clUillSi.ly up a ladder t ·o reach the girl in a loft above. Upon trying 
to seize the girl, the r.'W.Ster lost hia footing and on the do•mward 
plunge grabbed a rope that started tm machinery of the mill. 
Unfortunately he :<~as crushed and .later died, nd the maiden ent 
free,. 11Jj 
4. Historic Hills 
Gobble Hill.- A strong fort was built on Cobble Hill at the time of 
1
', the Revolutionary t ar. It ras so bulletproof it was called "Putnam's 
Impregnable Fortress. 11 It guarded t he entrance to the Charles River and 
Charlestolm Ferry. Later a beautiful home was built on this hill. In 1816 
the l and and houae were sold to the assachusetts General Hospital. ore 
1 buildings 1erc added and it was renamed the McLean Asylwn. J bout 18.35 the 
1 railroad made its appearance within the shadows of the asylum. Due to the 
continuous noise, the hospital was removed to 'laverly, where the care of 
.mental cases is still carried on. 
Plouglled Hill.- On Ploughed Hill, or ount Benedict, were some of the 
better fortifications of the Americans during the Battle of Dunker Hill. 
Net.v England's first convent school was built on this spot. "One of the 
IilOSt historical scenes in the histot'y of tm city took place when an angry y ' 
mob burned the Ursuline Convent to the ground on August ll, 18.34." 
A ten-foot square lot on Illinois Avenue near Broad'.tq has a memorial stone 
, to mark this historic spot. This dlstrict is someti.me::t called the Nunnery 
I 
1 Grounds after the convent~ 
, i/Drake, DB. cit., p. 269. 
£/George H. Evans, The Bur!fi!lg of the Mount Benedict Ursuline Convent. 
So.n:ervillet The Sot:~ervllle Journal, 1934. 
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Prospect Hill.- Prospect Hill~ or Mount Pisgah, is the most histor-
1 ieal of the Somerville Hills . As the news of the battles at Concord and 
I Lexillt.,~on became known to the other colonies, they hurried soldiers to the 
aid of Massachusetts. An arnw of t11enty thousand men rare encamped in the 
1 towns surrounding Boston. Prospect Hill, because of its central location, 
ras one of the first places chosen by the men for a fort. From the top of 
the hill as good a vi.e11 as .any surrounding Boston could be had to mtch 
the movements of the British. Some of the fiercest fighting of April 19, 
1775 was seen at the fort. 
Central Hill.- On Central Hill are located the City Hall , Somervill.e 1 
, Public Library, and Somerville High School. There is also a public park 
here. 
Sprigg Hill.- Spring Hill is between Union Square and Davis Square., 
summer Street runs over tm hill. It was along this 'Vray that the British 
marched on their journey to Concord and Lexington. 
inter Hill.- · inter Hill is located at the junction of BroadWay and 
Main Streets . There is a s.mall piece of land there knotm as Paul Revere 
Park, rThich is said to be one of the smallest parke in the vrorld. It is 
named in honor o.f Paul Revere, \7ho passed by this place on his midnight 
ride to Concord and Lexington. 
5. First Streets 
Broadvlay and 1ashington Streets vrero Somerville • s oldest and principal 
high\'lays . Very .few o.f the streets now bear the names that they l'Iere called I 
by the early settlers. Somerville Avenue t7as called Milk Ror.'l because of 
!
1 
the number of milk dealers who lived on it. Mystic Avenue; which was laid 
] 
I 
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out in 1S03, was called the Medfo:rd Turnpike. A turnpike road Tas a road 
' closed by tollgates or crossbars.. The toll collected from carriages, teams, 
and foot passengers. ·1henever the gates were opened was used to defray the 
expense of keeping the road in order, The tollgates were quite popular 
in the rural districts of England, and the custom was imported from that 
country. 'any of the modern streets were named for trees which probably 
gre on the spot. e have Willow Avenue , Cherry and Cedar Streets, Linden 1 
Avenue, and Beech Street. We have Laurel, Cypress, JEaple, and Poplar 
Streets. We alao bave Elm Street, Garden Court, and dalnut and Vine 
Streets. 
other streets are named in honor of old f a.nd.lies who were active in 
1 town affairs; as for instance, Vinal Avenue and Aldersey Street. Stone 
Avenue is a me.morie.J. of another old family. Tufts Street, Ten1ple Street, 
Craigie Street, Munroe Street, and Ja-cques Street, among others, are identi~ 
fied with the names of' early settlers. 
6. Origin of Name 
When Somerville m.a named, Walford was the first name chosen in honor 
I 
of the first l'thite settler in Charlestmn. Charles Miller, a member of the 
committee selected to choose a name, was not i'u,Uy satisfied with the name 
Walford, so he invited some friends and neighbors to meet and talk over the 
matter. 
It is not certain how the name Somerville was stiggested1 wheth~r by 
combination of circumstances or by the perusal of the names of cities and 
towns located in other parts of the country; but as .soon as the name 
Somerville was mentioned, it \'las favorably -received. Mr. :Miller presented 
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the name at a meeting of the co ,J!Ilittee, v bicb rescinded a previous vot to 
call the town Walford. They decided on the ne.w name, reported a recommen-
I 
dation to this effect to a town meeti.ng1 and the name Somerville 1a.s ad.optedl 
and ordered inserted i n the petition , for incorp.orati.on. 
Endeavors have been made· to associate the name with some noted por-
sonage, but Mr. Miller's family and intimate acquaintances are positive 
, that t he to1m was not named for any pel"son. 
7. h"esent-Day Somerville 
Today Somerville is the center of a network of highways reaching all 
of New England, and its railroad facilities are unusually good. Three 
£ourths of t he meat pacldng of t he Common.toalth ia carried on in the six 
pack!ng houses of the city. In the order of their importance, other lead-
, ing industries a1--es slaughtering, bakery products,. beverages; structural 
iron and ateel, printing, autoroobile assembling, coffee roasting, furniture 
m.aking, and household and photographic eqtd.pment. 
Because of its definitely residential character, self-rule is prized 
in Somerville. It is this love for selt•government that gives the city its 
vigol:' and viri+ity. Somerville is a municipality of diversified interests 
and of many social centers. 
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B. General Objectives tor Grade Three 
1; I- Understand:Sngs 
" 
'.l'o develop w:1. thin the pupil the understanding: 
A. that the provision of food, shelter, and clothing for all of us is 
a community problem 
B. Of what such coammn1ty services as traneportation1 communication. 
and light do for us 
G. Of the dependence of the indiVidual upon the coJDillUn1ty 
D. Of the dependence of the comnmnity upQn other people and other 
communities 
E .. That our cOJIIIDl.Ulity has changed since the time of the early settlers 
F. Of how we are affected by" such ph;rsical. aepects ot nature as near-
ness to the sea, seasons, climate, and position in relation to 
Boston. 
f II. Appreciations 
To develop an appreciation of: 
A. Our historical pust 
I a. All that OUX' Community Offers US 
,j 
C. An awareness of the people of other times 1 oth.- communities, and 
other nations. 
, III. Attitudes 
I 
To develop within the pupil an attitude ot: 
A. Responsibility towards others in hie cQDIIlU.ftity 
B. Patriotum, free from intolerance or hatred of the people of other 
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C. Respect for others 1 whether as indi Vi.duals or groupe 
D. :l';i.llingness to be either a leader or a follower, as the occasion 
demands. 
9. Unit-Grade Three 
How our historical backgrounds have affected our lives and our 
comrmmity •. 
I. Objectives 
A. Informational Objectives 
The child should understand: 
1. That our country and our coi:nmunity were not always as we know 
them now 
2. That very early explo,rel'$.1 such as the Norsemen under Leif Eric-
son, found our country and settled here for a while 
:;. That Columbus's discovery was vety itllportant in that it led. to 
further discovery and eXploration 
4. That the Pilgrims f .iret settled this part of our countr;y 
5. That the coming of the Puritans to Boston latet" led to settlement 
of the surrounding country, including SomervUl.e 
6. How our section of the countr,y was changed by those who settled 
here 
7. How the. people who settled here were changed by liVing in this 
kind of a country 
8. That the early settlers of Somerville were .mostly farmers and 
shipbuUders 
9. That lJW\Y famous and important people, in the early days of our 
I! 
I
I 
country, lived in or near our community 
10. How these early settlers provided the necessities of lite-food, 
sl'w.!lter 1 and clothing-for their families 
ll. That the physical aspects of our community were very different 
in the days of the early settlers. 
B. Skill Objectives 
l. To develop an interest in hietory as a story of real people 
2. To develop skill in telling and llatening to short anecdotal 
stories of the put 
3. To develop the ability to judge the worth and probable truthful-
ness of these old stories by considering their source when pos-
sible 
4. To develop sldll in using drawings and pictures to make histoey 
more real and meaningful 
5. To develop skill in working ind.ependent:cy- to find additional 
information for class stud;¥ 
6. To develop ability to work in groups in dramatizing historical 
anecdotes. 
II, OVerview 
This general problem would be taught probabl;Y as a series of three 
or four interl"elated units. The lllDst 1.1Dportant of' these would be the 
.iJDI'nediate background of the settl~nt.s made by the PilgrimB and Puri-
t.a.ns J which led directly to the settlement ot our own comnnmi ty. Early 
eJq>loration and discoveries of Lei£ Ericson and Columbus provide the 
background for study of the early settlements, but they al"e· leas impor-
tant to the child in that they do not have such direct bearing on his 
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olfll l11"e. 
11 There is a feeling ot security provided by knowledge of a background · 
of which we can all be justly proud. Sto:ries ot the early explorers 
and settlers W1ll give the child an appreciation of the hardships en-
dured by those ho built the foundations ot his eo.mm.unity. It will 
give him a patriotism that will recognize the debt we owe to the 
peoples of ~ nationalities ~ho tirat explored and settled our 
country. 
III. General subject matter areas 
A. Early discoverers, especially Leit Ericson and ColumbWJ 
B, Early settlers in Massachusetts 
c. Early settlers in Somerville . 
IV. Suggested actiVities 
A. Drawing Viking ships and designs. 
B. Dramatizing stories about Columbus and about the Pilgrims 
C. Listening to stories told or read by the teacher or member of the 
class 
D. Reading Pilgrim. Stor.y from Wide WH'las 
E. Drawing a series of picturea or explorers and settl$1"s to be used in 
a frieze or border s.round the room 
F. Reading independently' stories or books from the library table that 
jill provide information far class discuseions 
G. Discussing the moving picture "Colonial Children" or 11PUgrinl 
Child.~nn. 
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10. Unit.....-Grade Thr'ee 
Wey holidays are celebrated by the people of our ooavnunity. 
I. Objectives 
A, Informational objectives 
The child should uncierstandt 
1~ That George Washington was a great .man who helped our country 
become free, as it is t od.SW' 
2. That Abraham Lincoln otruggl.ed against great odds t o become one 
ot the great men o.f ,our country 
.3o That Patriots• Day is the celebl'"ation ot our firet step on the 
road to freedom as a nation 
4o That Prospect Hill and the Old. POMier HoU$e pla.yed a part in our 
early history 
5. The importance of the battle ot Bunker Hill in our fight for 
i'~edom 
6. That on Memorial Day '\Ye honor tbc»se who died in tbe service of 
their cauntey 
7. lhat our £lag means to us. 
B. Sldll objectives 
1. To develop ability to get information and understanding from 
motion pictures 
2. To develop ability to use alphabetized vocabulary lists 
I 
.3. To develop ability- to find in magazines and daily papers pictures 
or stories that will contribute to the unit I 
4. To develop abUity to get meaning trom the study at pictures 
5. 'l'o develop ability to relate the past to the present 
t' I 
= 
6. To develop ability t o judge time aa. it applies to history. 
II. Overvie~ 
This t otal unit would probablY coMiat o! a series ot five to eight 
short units to be developed at the time the holidays occur. There 
should be an interlocking and relationship of these units to each other, 
and probably to t he units on historical backgrounds. This will give 
the child a .more complete picture of the importance of these men and 
events as they have affected the history of our countrf. 
It will be necessary to give the child an understanding of all these 
holidays, but some w.U1 receive mot"e emphasis than others because of 
their greater import.ance, or beeauae they' have not been studied in a 
prev:i.ous grade. 'lhenever possible, the child should be made to reel 
that these events of the past have had a direct bearing on our nation 
and on him as a citizen of that nation. 
III. General subject matter areas 
A. The following holi~s: 
1. Washington • s Birthday 
2. Lincoln's Birthday 
3. Bunker Hill Day 
4 . Patriots t D~ 
;. Flag Day 
6. lile.moriAl Day 
B. The e.tfeet of these events on our lives 
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1 IV. Suggested activities 
I' 
A, ak1ng a. eerie:;, o£ W.ustrateQ. posters of the various holidays 
D. Collecting news items and pic;tures ror bulletin board or scrapbook 
C. )\ aking a titoo chart to show the time rela-tionship between the events ' 
celebrated by these hol~~ 
D. i\1l.ling of Visits to nea.J"by historical monwnentG 
E. Dramatizing the making of the first flag 
F. R3ading stories about lasldngt,on, Lincoln, P~ul Revere, and other 
great LlGn. 
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To be copied by the child as a permanent 
record of Somerville history on a third-grade 
level. 
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ThG Story ot Somerville 
In 16.28 s ome Puritans from. Salem came looking r or a place to feed 
1 their cc rs . They also -want ed t o be near a good harbor. They came ·to a 
little r iv9:t' which they called the Charles River. i.rhey buUt a town and 
called i t Charlest o rn. 
I 
II 
u 
The people of Chal'lestown needed more land for their cows. In 1639 
they bought a big piece or land from Squaw Sache.m. for 21 coats, 3 bushels 
ot corn1 and 114 feet at wampum. The people called this land 11Cow Commons" 
for many years. In 1842 "Corr Commons" became So.merville, 
III 
The tirs t white man in 1'CoW COinconstt Wa$ Jonn Woolrich. He bullt a 
little log cabin near what is now Dane Street. 1'hen be traded with the 
Indians.. other people moved in and started r~. They also .made bricks 
and some mon bee e fishermen. They wor.ked hard. They built dirt roads 
and litt le wooden bridges over the streams. 
IV 
The first roAd went from Charlestown to Cambridge. This is now 
t asbington Street.. The second road went trom S\tl11van Square and was con-
nected by a bridge to Medford.. This is now JEyetic Avenue. In 1685 "Cow 
commons 11 was divided into strips one quarter ot a mile apart. These were 
11 numbered. and were called Ra.ngeways. 
I, 
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Jo 1:tinthro 'las t e f irst governor. Ho lived on big .farm in what 
i s call ·d t he Ten Hills. He built a boat called "The Blessing of the Bay". 
On July 4, 1 31 he christ ned t he boat on the Nptic River. At first it 
was a trading vessel. Later so. c cannons were put on it. The boat pro-
tected the coast so it become the first ve.,.ael in the n..~vy . 
There were many hills in "Cow Commons". There were forts on linter, 11 
Plowed, Cobble, Central, and t. Pisgah. The tort on Central Hill was 
called the nFrench Redoubt", and there is still some of th wall l eft stand• 
ing. Plowod Hill got its name because the tat'mers plowed around it in the 
spring. The fort was .finally torn down and convent t1aa b~Ut. Then it 
was called · t. Benedict. Final l.y the convent burned dow and the hill as 
leveled. 
VII 
Historic laces 
There arc places in Somerville where interesting events took 
place. Xn 190) a to'ler was erected in a big park on Prospect Hill. Years 
ago thiD hill was called Mt. Pisgah. The tower showed where a tort once 
stood. ~i.s fort was ve:ry i.mportant because General George ashington 
often stayed there. English soldiers who were captured were kept in the 
tort. On January 1., 1776 the 11Great Union Flagn was raised on this fort 
, in the presence of General ''lashington. 
(Illustrate with picture of Great Union Flag.) 
9 0 . {"'1 
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The Old Pt.M'der House stands in POlllder House Square. It was built for 
a mill by John Uallet in 17.30. The milJ.er lived in a little house not far 
8.Yf8iy. Final.ly the men began storing powder there. During the Revolution-
B.'l7 Wax- 200 British soldiers came to the Potfde~ House and took away 250 
1 barrels o£ powder. 
', ~"f .. r' ·if·' 
.J . \ ' 
(Illustrate wit.h picture of Powder House) 
IX 
Famous Houses 
During the Revolution.ar,y ,. ar two generals otten stayed in "Cow 
Commons". The houses in which they lived are still standing. General 
Charles Lee lived in the Tufts HoU13e on. Sycamore Street. General Nathaniel 
Green lived in a ho~e on the corner of Loring Street and Somerrl.lle Avenue. 
X 
Fa.m.ous Tablets 
As many interesting things took place in. Somerville, ·there are tablets 
in the following places: 
1. ~ here Cobble Hill and Pl~ HUl stood 
2. On l&ystic River where the nm.eae!ng of the Bay"" waq christened 
3. On Dane S~et where John Woolrich, the first white man, lived 
4. On ¥ubi.ngton Street where Paul Revere escaped from tbe English 
soldiers. 
s. On the corner of Broadway and 1la.in Street where a tort once stood. 
At this corner Paul Revere rode into Medford,. 
•, 
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Separation of "Cow Commons" from Charlestown 
At the time o£ the Revolutionary far only 250 people lived here. 
ore people moved in and a dairy £al"m opened. The people .made a good 
living. HOlfever, they had trouble with Charlestown. The people paid big 
taxes, but said they got nothing in return but. bad roads, a worn out !ire 
engine, and a tumbled dOW'n sehoolhouse. There 1la8 so much trouble they 
asked to be made into a separate town. ln 1842 "Cow COGUD.onsn bec81D$ a 
separate town. The name Somerville •a chosen because it was a pretty 
name and there was no other place called. by that name. 
m 
·Growth ot the Town 
Soon new roads were bull t and houses sprang up. M&r\1 more people 
moved in. Factories wel"e built. Somerville pJ:toepered, and in 18'72 it 
became a city. George Brastow was the first mqor ot the city. 
XIII 
Important Events 
In 1803 the Middlesex Canal was built. lt connected the Chai"les and 
Mer~ Rivers at LOWell. 
In 1842 there were 1 6013 people living in Somerv.ille. 
1_01_ 
In 185.3 gas was first used and the first train ran through from Boston 
to Lowellil The high school was first opened with 66 pupils. 
In 1870 t~ first newspaper, the "Somerville Journal", was published, 
Nowadays the Journal and the Press are publis~d togt!Jther. 
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In 1873 the library was opened. lt was bullt with money raised tro.m 
I 
II dog taxes. 
The Forster School 
This school was buUt in 1B!>4 and had: tolJ1'! r()tiJDS. It. was named tor 
1
1 Charles Forster, g~nel"ous .man who lived on Sycamore Street, and who bad 
I 
and in lS67 tm present brick btd.lding was erected. Then there were eight 
~,· 
roOIIIS and a. big hall wh!ch was used tor town meetings, entertainments, a.nci 
as a grade school. 
SC HOOLHOU SE ON SYCAMORE ST. , W HICH SERVED AS SOM ERV 
TOWN HALL FROM 1867 to 1872 
Present Histoey of Somerville 
l 
Somerville is still hill.y1 but there are not as !llB.1\V hills now. 
SOID8rvil.le is shaped like a rectangle. Its gtoeatest length is one and 
one half m:Ues and its greatest wid.th is four m:Ues. . It is the most con-
gested city in the Vnited States 1 with the bighe$t population and the least 
space in the countr;y, 
There are .!llBJl\1 parks and plqgrounds which were named tor war heroes, 
1 Paul Revere Park on the corner of B:road.W~ and Yain Street is the smallest 
1 park in the world, 
,t 
II 
The principal streets are buUt on the form~ '-IRangeways" and lead 
into .many squares 1 Ythere we find much business going on in the banks and 
the stores. 
ni 
FrOJll one small library, Somerville now has a big library and several 
branches with thoteande of books on their a helves. 
IV 
Somerville has many grade schools. It also has three Junior High 
Schools, a Vocational School; a Senior High School, a Trade High School., 
and excellent provisions tor handicapped chUc:tre.n. So.merv1lle also has an 
armory, a g,ymnasium, and a city hall. 
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Som$r'Ville has a complete recr$at1on eli vision under the direction of 
jl Charles Kelley. In acidi tion to eity-epo.ns.ox-ed recreation, a. fine swi..mm!ng 
pool, called the "Latta Memorial", baa been erected in Saxon Foae Park. 
VI 
Somerville has ma.ny fine hospitals to oax-e tor the sick. 
II VII 
Somerville haS plenty of tire protection. The Central Fire Station 
II is on ~ed.ford Street, while several :Jubstations dot the city. 
vni 
Somerville has a big post office in Union Square and several branch 
offices throughout the city. A new post office in Davis Square, construeteJ 
in 1954-1955, will ad.d another large poat office to the city. 
The police station is in Union Square. 
X 
Somerville hsa goocl transportation. Bolilton and Jiaine trains pass 
through the city. There are buees and trackless trolleys running from 
Sullivan Square to Clarendon Hill.. There is a bus line from Cambridge to 
Medford that passes throtlgh West Somerville. There is a bus line from 
Lechmere to Arlington passing through tb$ center of S~rtille. Several 
bus lines connect all sections of the city to the terminals at Harvard 
I 
1 Squ.are and Lecbmere Square 1 as well as Kendall Square in Cambridge. Buses 
1 are also available to Sullivan Square. 
t' - . 
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r Industries 
From a Ut.tle town of only four kinds of rork,. Somerville now has over 
50 different industries. Among them are the Forc;t Plant; the First National 1 
1/arehouse and factor.r 1 several dairy plants, the largest meat pac.ld.ng com-
pany in the country 1 and hundreds of factories. 
City Government 
1. A city is a community of 121000 or more people gQVerned under a 
city charter. Somerville has over 104,000 people • 
.2. The city charter ie the law of the city • 
. .3. The MaJOr is the head of the city. II& .makes out a budget tor the 
expenses, appoints ot.ticel"S; and Se$8. that the laws are carried out. 1 
The current :U:qor of Som~e ia · 1 lJ j arn Donovan and he 1s ap-
pointed for a two-year term. 
4. The Mayor is aosisted by the Board of Aldermen. The. Mqor and the 
Aldermen are elected every two years. 
5. Somerville ie divided into warda. Each ward is divided into pre-
cincts. Each ward elects an alderman and the whole city votes tor 
four Aldermen-at-Large. The Aldermen make the laws and act on the 
budget and ap~ointments of the Uqor. 
6. The School Board. the School Department is governed by the School 
Board which is elected like the Aldermen j one member !ran each 
ward, with tb3 Mayor and the President o! the Board of Aldermen ala~ 
The Somerville Seel. is put on important papers. The picture showa 
ashi.ngton atancttng on Prospect Hill with the Great Utdon Flag in 
1_05 
his hand. In back is a vierr of Charlestown and the State House 
in Boston. 
The County 
A group of cities and towns form. a county. There are l4 counties 1n 
Massachusetts. Somerville is in Middlesex County. The work or each county 
1 
is taken up at the 0Qunty Seat . 0~ County Seat is in East Cambridge. 
~a live in the Commonwealth .of Massachusetts, .hich is represented by 
the six:th star in the top rc:m o! the i'lag. At the head or every state is 
the Governor . The Governor of asaachusetts is · Christian Herter. The laws 
, are made by the senators and the representatives, who meet at the State 
' Home in Boston. Boston is the capital o£ 14assachusetts. The nickname tw 
1 ~ Massachusetts is the Bay State. ho name Massachusetts comes from th 
Indian language and means 11Dig Hill:--Small Place11 • The .:Jtate flower is 
the arbutus or maytlower. The i'lag is nbite with a blue shield in the 
center. In the shield is an Indian. Over it is an arm holding a sword. 
I 
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1. Hiatory ot Somerville 
In 1628 the Pl;ymouth Co\Ulcll gave the land including Somerville to 
the llasaachusetts Bq Company. A partr ot settlers tra:n Salem ca.me and 
named the land Charlestown tram the River. 'l'he settlers were Puritans, 
not Pilgrims. Since they both came from England, the customs were nw.ch the 
same. In 1629 one hundred settlers began to build a town after Sagamore • 
a good and gentle Abergi.nian Indian, gave his conaent. Ten years later, 
in 1639, Squaw Sachem deeded to Charlestown the territory now called Somer-
ville for 21 coats, 3 bushels of corn, and 19 fathom of wampum. 
'rhe first inhabitants built on Towne Hill near City Square. In 1629 
.Mr . Graves, the earliest civil engineer, described Somerville as being a 
great natural storehouse whose rivers, woods, and fields were stocked 
abundantly with fish and fowl, truits, and flowers. The firet. winter was 
filled vlith discouragement because of lack of food., much aickness and 
death.; impure water, and the threat of unfriendly Indians. The timely 
' arrival of Captain Pierce with a shipload. of food and cattle gave them 
fresh encouragement in the spring. He was hailed with joy. 
- r-
The inhabitants were allotted grounda tor planting on other parts ot 
the peninsula, which they were required to fence. The grazing ground for 
their cattle was here in SOJnerville. Thus our city was once known u the 
''Cow Comm.ona•• and "Stinted Pasture••. 'l.'be year l632 found a h.erclaman 
t 0 8 
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appointed to herd the milk cattle daily to the outside of the "Neck" . The 
aal817 was ;o bushels of Indian coro., A tence with a gate was ol"dered 
built acrose the "Neck" !'rom Jrtystic River to the Charles River Basin. Thia 
was necessary to keep these cattle and other wild animals from straying 
into town. In time_, au ot Somerville was enclosed by a fence of paling 
with gates at the highwayS. In 1685 it was divided into strips one quarter 
of a mile wide 1 with numbered rangeway-a between them.. these later became 
.most of our north and south streets .. 
Sewation from Charlestarm.- On Uarch .3,; 1842 the people who had 
come here to live were able to get the Governor t .o approve an act per-
ndtting them to govern themselves. Eleven dqs later the people met at 
Prospect Hill Schoolhouse and elected Town Officere. For many' ye&l"s the 
people in these parts had been dissatisfied with the treatment they had 
received from. the leaders. 'taxes had been paid, but little was received 
in return-five poor schoolhouses 1 a cut•of.t tir.e engine 1 and roads veey 
much in need of repair. 
Early settlers.- The first settlers were John Woolrich, Captain 
Norton, William Jennings, John Wagnall, Dr. Richard Palsgra.ve, and Governor 
John Vlinthrop. John Woolrich was the first white man to build ·hi~ house 
on Somerville soil. He was a tradel' and built his house on lfbat is now the 
corner of VIashington and Dane Streete. Dr. Palsgrave, who was the first 
doctor in Charlestolm1 built his house half way between the "Neck" and 
1 John ~'loolrich•s house. John Winthrop 1'14S the first Governor of the 
llaseachusetts Bay Compaey. He was granted the 11Ten Hills Farm" section 
, ( 600 acres), which then went trom the Powder House to the river and along 
,, 
't 
I 
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BroadWay-. Here be lived, planted com, raised cattle, built arxl launched 
the first ship ever made in this country. He named it the "Blessing ot 
the Bay". It was built for trading purposes, but soon it became necessaey 
to a:rm. it and use it as a patrol boat along the New England coast. Thus 
it marked . the beginning of our . American Na"7. 
Early: h~s.- Most of the houses were bUilt of hewn logs, with a 
mortar made of mud and sand, and covered on top with beame and ratters to 
which was fastened a thatching of reeds and boughs. This roof was apt to 
catch fire from sparks flying out of the chimney, So dangerous did this 
become that in 1633 it was agreed that all houaes should be covered with 
slate or shingles instead, 
Earlz customs.-- The Town Messenger watched all visitors and gave 
notice to selectmen of trho they were 1 whence the)" came 1 and where they" 
, lodged. 
The Night Watchman with greatcoat; dark lantern, and iron ... hod: staff, 
' went his way to warn all wayfarers to their beds 1 admonish the people who 
might be abroad, or .arrest evildoers. An ancient custom was :to ·call "All's 
Welltt and the hour of the night. as he went his rounds 1 at the same time 
stri.ld.ng the staff upon the pavement. 
II ,, 
At l&eeting House (church) the women sat in separate seats. The Town 
Messenger sat near the pulpit and turned the hour glass to set the length 
of the sermon. Sleepers were aftkened by a long stick with a feather on 
the end. 
~·- All users of tobacco were fined. All dresses were alike in 
color and sty-le. Users of profanit:r had their tongue put in a ·11clett 
stick" for ha.l.t an hour. The Curfew was the ringing of the church bells 
t10 
at 5 A. • and S P.M. Punishman.ts were the same as in England-stock, gag# 
. . I 
ducking-stool. 
Fire lalfS required that every house provide a ladder; that the chimney 
be swept once a month in winteP and once in two months in the summer. 
The schools vrere not .tree. Each family· paid a certain swn toward the 
school in proportion to the number of children sent to school. 'rhere were 
only' 20 holidays 1n the whole yeart No summer vacations and no "no school 11 I 
days! The earliest school cost · 90.00 to build, and measured 12 feet. I 
square by S .teet high, with a .f'l.at roof and a ceiling ma<le of brick and 
clay. 
Slaves were ovmed by wealtey fam11ies. In 1686 about 50 women and 
children were brought to Boston and sold fw · 50.00 to ~00.00 each. 
Transportation.- The mthods of travel were horseback and stagecoach. I 
Tho highways were laid out as e&l"ly as 16.3.3 and the :tire~ re>ad was 1ashing-
ton Street. 'l'he eastern part ot BroadWay was next, and later continued 
across Winter Hill to 14rlington. 
The railroad from Lowell to Boston ran aa early- as 18.35. Before 1858 
the steam care and omnibuses were the only conveyancea to Boston. Then 
two lines ot horae-raU:way-s were opened. One of t.henl want over .BJ;-oadway 
and Winter Hill. Tlley were built along the sides ot the streets,. near the 
11 gutters, and were laid with sleepers s.nd a rail like thoee of a eteam road. 
The canal which operated between Boston ard .Merrimac Falls was begun 
in 1793 and finished in 1804. When the railroad between Boston and Lonll 
was built 1 the canal was abandoned becau,ee the trains could cover in one 
hour the distance which required 12 hours on the canal. 
11 -· • - ...I<. 
Tbe first post office lias establ.iahed in 1710. 
The firat libraey was started in a drug store. Later a public ll.brary 1 
as started with money roceived. trom the dog tax. A room in the rear of 
the old City Hall was used. The library soon became one of the foremost 
in the state. ~lothing else in our history haS grfMl as rapidly as the 
,, library. 
,! City charter.- Somerville bef;81Ile a city on Janaary l, 1872. Under 
•; 
the .first administration brick sidewalks were laid. The voters in the Town 
" 
}(eeting of April 14,. 1872 aecepted the act making Somerville a city. The 
' Governor and the Deputies were elected by' the r'teeroenJ who brought corn if 
they meant. 11Yes" and beans if they m~ 11No",. The penalty· ff'r fraud was 
ten pounds ( ~'·;o.oo). The Deputies voted tor the othel' officers. 
2. Place' of lntel'est 
P01fder House.- The Powder Houae wae b.uU.t in 170). It ia cone-
shaped, 30 i'$et high, 2 teet thick, and made of brick and atone. It was 
built by John Mallet for a mill. Its old-tit:le name was Quart7 Mill and it 
was near Two Penny Brook. The nd.ller• s house was about 200 teet away.. In 
1774 it was deeded to the Kassachusetts Bay Colo!V' of New England, and ror 
1 
many years it was used as a Public Powder Hotu~e toJ! storing powder. On 
I 
', September l, 1774 General Gage sent 200 soldiers in 13 boats to seize the 
powder. After salling up the .fqstic River and landing at fen Hills Farm, 
.I 
11 the1 marched to the PoWder House and removed 250 halt barrels ot powder 1 
1 which they took to Castle Island (City Point or Carson Beach). A tablet 
which tells much of the above was erected on September 11 1892 by the 
Massachusetts Society of Sons of the Revolution. The park, called Nathan 
--
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Tufts Park.~ is located on the extra land purchased at the t:iro.e of the 
Powder House Preservation Movement, and is so named becaU$e of its former 
owner who presented it. 
Prosp!ct HUJ. .• - Prospect Hill is situated outside of Union Square 1 
East Somerville. It is important f.Gr three re•onst 
1 • . First flag of the United States was raised th.re. 
2. It waa headquarters of General Washington during the siege ot 
Boeton. 
3. Burgoyne r s troops were quartered there ae pris onere of war after 
the defeat of Saratoga. 
The flag raised was the Great Union Flag. On it were the crosses of 
Saint George and Saint Andrew bordered by 1.3 x-ed and white stripes. 
113 
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'I II The tower was erected in 190.3. A tablet on it tells the above and 
adds, "Here was the Citadel, the most formidable work of the American 
I lines during the siege or Boston, June l7t 1775·" This h1U formerly was 
called Mount Pisgah and Strawberry Hill. 
·, 
The French Redoubt.-- The French Redoubt is on Highland Avenue on the 
high school grounds. lt was once a heavr and strong fortress during the 
Revolutionary 1 lar. A few cannon and a part of the fort on the northeast 
side of the park are all that remain today. The City ot Somerville b88 
erected a small battel',y, semicircular in shape, to mark this historic spot. 1 
I 
The !our cannon that were on it were donated to the city by Congress. Thq 
were used during the CivU War. 
Soldiers• and Sailors• Monument.- A hanclso.me memorial in honor of the 
soldiers and saUors who !ought in the CivU War waa erected by the City ot 
Somerv111e on Central Hill at a cos.t ot $201000. It was dedicated in May, 
I 
1909. It represents the nation • s protection and encouragement to her 
noble defenders on land and sea. The figures shalf vigor• detenn1nation, 
and valor. They are of bronze metal and are mounted on a solid granite 
base. A granite wall about 2 feet high surrounds the monument, which is 
approached by three granite steps. 
Revere Tablet..- Thez;e are two tablet$ !JW"king the route taken by 
Paul Revere ,.,hen spreading the alarm of the Revolutionary War. One of the I 
tablets is at the junction of Broadwq and llain Streets. It bears the 
inscription, "Paul Revere passed over this road in his midnight ride to 
Lexington and Concord, April 18, 1775. Site or Wintex- Hill Fort, a strong-,: 
hold built by American forces while besieging .in 1775-1776." 
I 
The other tablet is at the toot of Washington Street. It tells that 
II while Paul Revere was riding toward Lexington he saw t'WO British soldiers 
on horseback,. He WatJ afraid they would capture b1Jn so he turned back to 
Charlestown. The •oldiers followed him and he led them near a c~ pit. 
The soldiers i'ell into the pit and Revere got a11a7" Revere warned the 
Americans that the :British were coming. 'fhe minutemen met them. 
Ten Hills Farm,- Ten H1l.ls Fa.rm was so named because there were ten • 
elevations on tM land. The ·avmer or t his tat"m: was Governor John inthrop., 
I 
, On July 4, 16:3;1. Winthl'op launched the "Blessing o£ the Bq'11 , a bar.k of 
! :36 tons. On the Old Mystic Wharf (south shore of the ~tic River) there 
,, 
is a tablet which tells about the boat and that the Brituh landed there 
on their raid of the Powder Houee. The last man to own the farm as one 
)! pieee lfas Sir Robert Temple lt'ho bought it in 1740. 
Woolrich Tablet.- On the corner of Washi.ngton and Dane Streets, not 
jl 
1
, far from the Cambridge line, is a tablet marldng the spot where John 
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MONUMENT IN SOMERVILLE AVENUE CEMETERY 
Woolrich built his house 1 the home of the tirst white men to live in 
Somerville. A fountain was erected in 1903 from a bequest of Joseph F. 
Uson, a fOJ:'IDEtr resident of this city. 
' 1_16 
Lee Headquarters.- The headquarters of Major General Lee is on 
Sycamore Street between Medford and Pembroke Streets. It is an old-
fashioned bouse and is set way back 1n the yard. A tablet on it tell us 
that it was called the Oliver Tutts House, and that it was the headquarters 
of l4- . Lee, who was in charge of the American Arflr1 durillg the siege ot 
Boston, 1775-1776. The General was born in England in 17.31 and died 1n 
1782. 
General Nathaniel Greene Ho'Wie.- General Greene w~ one man on whom 
1 Washington depended. He was a general in the Continental Arr.rv. His house , 
ji is on Somerville Avenue 1 opposite Loring Street. It is two and one halt 
stories high and served a.s Greene's headquarters during the Revolution. 
General Greene was born in Rhode Island and was in charge of the Rhode 
Island troops during the 'W'ar. A tablet teUs most of tbe above . 
The Old Cemetea;.- For many years the early inhabitants had desired 
a suitable burying place for their dead. A parcel of land on l!ilk Row 
(Somerville Avenue) opposite School Street was agreed upon. The land was · 
apportioned by lot among the residents, l.iaJll' of the lots are owned today 
1 by the heirs of the first mmers. It is now controlled by the city and 
II 
1 wu the onlY, cemetery in some:rville. An ornamental iron fence extends 
I along the front. The driveways and wallcs are graded, trees and shrubbery 
~ tri.mmed, and in~ other ways it haS. been improved.-
gentral. Park.- This was once part of the property o! the First Chureh 
of Charlestown (church lots). !lot all people thought this spot would be 
the best one for public grounds and buildings, but they ere overruled and 
• it bec8JOO the first of Somerville's parkS and was the only one before 
Some:rville became a eit7. It takes in all the lanc:l between 1alnut Street 
·1_1_ 7 
and School Street., Highland Avenue and edford Street. 
Somerville Seal.- The S~rtrllle Seal J,"epresents Washington standing 1 
on Prospect Hill with a Union Flag unfurled. On the right is a view ot a 
portion of Boston, shOWing the State House-. on the left is a view of 
Charlestown, with Bunker ltil.;l. ' onumoot. Within a circle around the same 
is the inscription: nsomerville, Fot.UlCied 1842 Established as a City 1872" 
On the outer circle around the bove 1 as the city motto 1 are the 
l' words: 111Junieipel Freedo.m gives National Strength. The ~hole to be 
arranged according to the impression ot the Seal hereto ann~." 
I 
State .Se.fll..- In 16Sl John Foster is ~~d to have designed "seal or 
arms of ye colony, 11 ttindian with bow and S.ll"l"QW. u Latin motto translatedt 
"This hand the rule of tyrants to oppose, Seeks with the sword fair free-
Algernon Si~y, English statesman and author of the Latin lines, 
1: was beheaded by Char lea the Se¢ond on Decelllber 171 1683. 
3. Present History 
Somerrl.Ue is in the western part of the world. It is in the ·restern 
Hemisphere; the continent ot North Alllerical the country of the United 
States; the st.ate of llaesachusetts; and the county of lli.ddleeex. 
Size and shape .. - Somerville is four miles long ~ one and three 
quarters mUes wide. It is rectangular in shape. 
I 
I 
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Boundaries.- Somerville is bQunded on the north by Medford and 
Everett 11 separated by the Uystio River; on the south by Cambridge; on the 
east by Charle,atawn; arxl on the west by' Arlington, separated by the Ale-
wife Brook. 
Surface.- The •ur£ace of Somerville is said to be h1l.ly. Only six 
hills are left: 
Winter Hille homes, school,; Paul Revere Park 
Central Hill: Libraey 1 City Hall. 11 high s.chool 
Prospect Hill: Tower mrQ spot of .t'irst A.m.erican Flag raising 
Spring Hill: krlf107:7, Somerrll.le H68pita1 
Cla:rend.on Hill: DUboy Field, City Heme i carbarns 
College Hill; 'l'utt's Hill and College. 
Squares.- Teele Square; Powder House Square; Ball Square; l4agoun 
Square; Gilman Square; Union SquQl"e; Gerrior Square; Cutter Square; 
Davis Square; and WUson Square. 
Parks.- Somerville has provided .maDT parks in which the children 
are expected to play. They are DUboy Field, Tu.tt•s 0Va1 1 Iiathan Tuft•s 
Park, Richard Trulll Playground, Paul Revere Park, Saxton Foee Park, Central 
Hill Park, Lincoln Park, and many others. 
Public bui.ld;ipSs.- City Hall; schools; libraries; armoey; police 
station; fire stations; court house; new Public Works building; hospitals; 1 
Latta Memorial Sw:tmming Pool, ard Jll8J13!' others • 
Railroads.-- Boston and Maine branches. 
Bus lines.- Sullivan Square to Tutt•s Square and Medford Square; 
Sullivan Square to Clarendon Hill via BroadWay; Sullivan Square to i Cl-.ndon Hill via So..,rvlll.e AIT8nue; Sullivan SqU&I"e to Clarendon Hill 
:l:18 
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via Highland Avenue; Sullivan Square to Central Square (Cambridge) via 
Center via liedi'-ord St:reet; .Uedtord Squ~e to North Cambridge via College 
Avenue; Spl"ing Hill to· Kendall Squai"e (C.ambridge) via Union Square. 
Manufact.ur!oo.- The .following manutact.uririg plants are located in 
So.merville: 
F-ord Plant 
Edison Electric 
Monarch Coffee 
Agar Paper COJnpany 
Somerville Chemical Oampasv 
Seven Oaks ltUk Compan,y 
Corrugated Box Company 
Hire •s Root Beer 
First National Storehouse 
A,. & P. Storehouse 
.Hostess Cake Camp~ 
Hagert·s Ice cream 
Tongren 
North Packing and Provision Compan;y (Covers 13 acres and is the most 
complete plant in the world. Supplies £re~h and cutted meats to 
all parts of the world.) 
New England Dressed :Meat and. Wool (1lixed. carloads of livestock un-
I 
II 
loaded, sorted, weighed, sold, and dressed; wool scouring_. . pulling, 
and grading.) 
'I 
School Conwittee,.- The school aupennte.ndent is selected by the I 
11 school committee. The school coomittee members are elected by the p$ople. 
It selects teachers, purchases school supplies-, school property-, provides 
for new buUdings, fixes salaries and, in general, loo.kfl after the welfare 
of the children of the city of Somerville. 
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NOTEBOOl-LEVEL FOUR 
To be cop1ed by the pupil 
as di.l'ected by the teacher. 
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AMERICA IS DISCOVERED 
In AprU, 1492 Columbus, a.n Italian sailor, wae granted permission 
b · the King and Queen of Spain to take that Uourney he had long dreamed ot-
ot sailing Heat until he reacheci the Indies-thus opening up a new allwater 
trade route. Final.ly eves-ything was in readiness and the Nina; Pinta, and 
the Santa l£a.ria sailed westlfa.rd on Frid~ 1 August 3; 14 92. The vo;yage was 
exciting because the men were afraid and Wished to tum back. After three 
long months, land was sightecl and claimed for Spain on October 12, 1.49~ .• 
Columbua wae on the threshold ot a new world, but he waa not aware of it. 
Because ot his dt:Lring, other. countries hired and sent other men out aa 
explorers to claim some of this land tor them. 
- --
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JOHN CJ\001' 
England also wanted to find a new route to India and in 1497 John 
Cabot, an Italian, sailed fro.m Bristol under the· English nag, in an 
attempt to find a northwest paesage to the East. On the 24th of June he 
saw land, probab)Jt in the vicinity of what is now Labrador. Cabot was the 
, first EtU'opean since the Norsemen to set eyee upon the continent of Nort.h 
America. The IG.ng of England WM ~atly pleased at the success of the 
voyage and graciously gave Cabot ten pounds (about 50.00) tor finding 
~the new isle''.. In AprU o£ the following year Cabot again crossed the 
' Atlantic and eJq>lored t .he coast_ probably as far south as Chea.apeake Bay. 
His voyages are important because thq gave England a cl.ai.m to the entire 
continent of North America. 
I' 
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Captain John Smith 1 having .made a discovery or some parts of America, 
landed amongst other places, upon the opening between Cape Cod and Cape Ann. 
He found many islands and sailed up among them, t;oming into the Hassachu-
setts B~. Here he found a river between what is now called Boston and 
Charlestown. He made maps of these rivers; coves, and creeka. He estudied 
the natures and customs of the many natives he found here. Upon retur.Qing 
to England, Smith presented a map of the Massachusetts Bq to the King. 
, Tbe .Prince, who later became King Charla$ the J:o~irst 1 named the river the 
Charles River. 
• 
I 
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The Pil.{1,rima F..mbark 
Before the P;Ugrims set sail tor the New V#orld, they knelt in prayc,r. 
They asked God to keep them safe on the:S.r ocean v-oy-age to America. They 
asked His blessing on their undertaldong. 
n 
The Jlayfl.QWel" 
The sailing vessel that brought the Pilgrir.t.s e.atelJ' to Plymouth 
Harbor was named nuaytlower". Aboard the little ship were older men, their 
wives and children, and young men and .maidens. They were seeking freedom 
to worship God in their omt way. 
Ill 
Signing o£ the Compact 
Before the PilgrimS landed, they 'if1'ote the laws by which they \tould 
govern themselves in their new home. They called these written rules the 
' "Mayflower Compact". They signed their names to the document in the cabin 
of the "Mayflower" on Novembe:r 21 1 1620. Ever since 1 november 2l is lmown 
' as Compact Day. The Pilgrims chose John Carver as their first governor. 
Governor Carvel" died the first wj.nt~. WUUam Br'adfol"d then became 
governor. 
Plymouth Rock 
It was a cold winter cla;r when the PllgJ"ims .t'irst stepped onto the large 
• 
' boulder at the water's edge at what is now P:cymCJuth1 assachusetts. They-
landed. on December 21, 1620. Plymouth Rock 1.8 one of the world's most 
famous landmarks,. 
=~-
Now it lies on the exact spot where the PUg:ri.ms landed. Thousands of 
Americana \'!sit Plymouth Rock each year. December 2l is kncmn as Fore-
v 
First St~et 
any lllOnths passed before the Pfl.grime completed their houses. Theee 
1 humble clWellings were built on First Street. The largest was that of 
Governor Bradford, who was governor of Plymouth for many years. Meetings 
were held often in his home • . He was known as the "Father of the Coloey". 
The houses of Elder Brewster, M;Ues standish, . John Alden, and other Pil-
gri.ms who came to America on the llqnower were on First Street. Now the 
street is known as Leyden Street. NMe of the .original hoU$ea 1.8 standing. 
VI 
The Treat1 with the Indit.ruJ 
The Pllgrinus signed a treaty w1 th lla$s..Soit 1 tthiet of the ampanoags. 
These Indians bee81Ilf) the PUgrime' friends. They- promised to stand by the 
PUgrims in case of attack from unfriendly tribes. 
vn 
Corn Planting 
The Indians taught the Pilgrime many thing$. They showed them how to 
I 
plant cwn. They told them to drop three or tour kernels into each hole, 
I together with a dead fish to fertilize the soU. The Indians ehowed the 
I Pilgrims where to catch the best fish. They went hunting with the pU.-
I grimB. 
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VUI 
The Pilgrima Go to Church 
The Pilgrims were very religious- Eveey d~ •they- read the Iioly Bible. 
Their Sabbath began on Saturday at. eundowr1. Sunday morning at the beating 
ot a <b'wn they gathered together; and men, WOll'len, and children marched to 
the log .meeting house. The Mn carried. nn.t.8kets. Some led the prooeasion, 
and suue 1t'al.ked behind. Thus they protected the woman and children from 
, possible danger. 
IX 
The Fil-et Th$nksgiving 
In the fall of 1621, after the crops were harvested, Governor 1Uliam 
Bradford procla.imed the first ThankagiYing. The Pilgrims gave thanks to 
God for their hatveat. They invited their lndian friends to the teast. 
The Indians brought deer, wild turkey 1 and other gitta. Today Thanksgiving 
is celebrated eveeywhere in the United States. It is said to be "the moat 
American of all holidays, 11 one that truly belongs to us. 
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More than three hundred years ago a group of rich Puritans in England 
\'lent to the King to $Sk pet"JJd.ss1on to tound a eoloey in America. They were 
interested in trading~ planting, raising cattle, and fishing. 'lhey wanted 
to build up the Puritan Church in America so they could worship God in their 
orrn wa:y. On arch 4, 1629 King Charles the Firat granted these Puritans 
hat \faS called a charter, a.t¥1 the group was ltnown as the Uaseachusetts 
Bay C~. Under it almost all the colonies along the coast were formed, 
but Salem was the i'ir'st one. 
I 
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JOHN mrrHROP SAILS UP 'l'HE CHARLES RIVER 
John inthrop did not WiSh to remain in Salem, so he and the men, 
called ttelders", set oft to search f ·or a spot where they could a 
town. 
They went several miles up the Charles River. \ en Vlinthrop's party 
returned to Salem, many of h:iS .followers <iecided to move to Charlestown, 
so named from the river. 
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SET'l'LI.tn OF CHARLF.S'l'OWN 
When John intbrop came to Chatlestown, he found five or six small 
log houses built the year before by men from the Salem COlOl\V'• 
plaster made trom. sea a helle. 
SITE OF GOVERNOR WINTHROP'S HOUSE 
"BiessinQ of the Boy" was launched near this spot. 
1.29 
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SEPARATION 
The act starting the new town of Somal"Ville •as signed on lfarch .3, 
/ 
1842 by Governor John Davi3 . Up to that. time the area since known aa 
SOI!lt¢Ville had been a part or t.te parent t01fn Cha.rlestQWn. Bef'ore the act, 1 
Charlestown inclUd.$d the land in the peninsula known as 1fl1litbin the Neck'' I 
which . included the present Somerville up to . the obu1"n boUll(laey. The 11~leck" 
itself was a narrow connecting litlk between the peninsula and the .mainland 1 
in the neighJ?orhood of the present Sullivan Square. 
VariotUJ attempts hAd been mad.e to divide the town in pr.lrrious years 
1 because ot the growwg dissatistaction over the neglect or the schools and 
il the highlraya on the rural sections of the town, particularly in 19281 but 
I 
without success. 
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FIRST ?XriN MEETING 
Tba legialative act •hicb made Somerville a town took place on 
Ma:rcb .3 1 1842. Two cl.qs later 1 Ep~aim Buttrick., a justice ot the peace 
for t.he eount1 ot llicldleaex, dbected Charles E. Gilman to call a meeting 
of the inhabitAnts . the meeting was held in the Prospect HUl Schoolhouse 
on the af'tornoon of arch 14, 18421 and the t own otficera were ~lectec:t. 
Five selectmen were chosen and Charles E. Gilman, who .might well have been 
thought of as the father of SoJnerville, as electe4 Town Clerk and Edmund 
'l'u.tts becwne Treasurer and Collector~ 
MIDDLESEX, ss. 
To CHARLES E. GILMAN, of the Town of Somerville, 
in said County of Middlesex, GREETING. 
You are hereby commanded, in the name of the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, to notify and warn the Inhabitants of the said 
Town· of Somerville, who are qualified to vote and act in Towtt 
Affairs, to meet at Prospect Hill School-House, so called, in said 
Town, on MONDAY, the fourteenth day of March, instant, at two 
o'clock in the afternoon, for the choice of all such Officers as Towns 
are by law required to choose in the months of March and April 
annually. Hereof, fail not, and make return of this '!arrant, with 
your doings thereon, at the time and place above named. 
Given under my hand and seal at Cambridge, in the County aforesaid, 
the fifth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and forty-two. 
EPHRAIM BUTTRICK, 
Juatice qf the Peace within and for the County of Middleatz 
~opy Atto•t-Cu•~" E. G•cm. ~ 
I 
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GOVERNOR JOHN f.tNTHROP 
John \rinthrop arrived as Governor or the J.Sa.Bsa.ehusetts Bq Colony on 
JWle J2> 1630. 
Under his direction, in the spring or 1630• a group o:t about 900 
Colonists loft England in one of the la:rgest !l~ts hich had crossed the 
soas under the English flag up to that time. During the voyage he as 
1 again elected Governor. He held this office far the rest of his life, 
eA:cept for· brief intervals . Governor rlinthrop inVested in thiS project 
nearly all the money received from the sale of his English property. oat 
of this he lost because of the strain and hardship during the first tew 
years before the settlement becau£ prosperous. U" received much land here , 
· however 1 both aa generous gifts from the General Court and partly from his 
shSX"e in the division of the land. For several years he refusea to accept 
any sel.ary as governor. He exercised more influence probably than 8ri$" 
II 
other one man in forming our present form. of government . 
--- -==== 
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GOVERNOR JOHN 1!NTHROP-LOST1 
Governor John \iinthro lmtnv so lit t.le of his own acres he beca'll.e lost 
within bali' a mile of his om door. 111'he governor lked about aft er 
I 
.. 
supper~ and took his firearm in ca.se he .met a wolf. When it became sui'ldenlJ' 
dat'k, he turood to come home and took the wrong path. He continued unt U 
he cane to t e home of Sasa.more John~ which stood empty. He made a good 
.fire near the house , and lay doYm upon some mats which he found there and 
' so spent the night , sometimes vm.l:.king by the fire, sometimes singing 
' psalmS , and sw.etimes getting wood, but could not s l eep ,. It was (through 
God • s mercy) a war.m night, but a little before day it began to ra.in, and, 
having no cloak, he made shift by a l ong pole -to climb up int o t he house . " 
In the morning he rett.U"t'l8d safely home and learned that his serva.nts had 
gone looking for him with lanterna 1 call.ing to him often. He had neit her 
I heard nor seen them. 
!I 
! 
I 
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INDIANS 
There we~ no Indiana liv:tng here when John Winthrop came 1 yet no one 
could travel anywhere l ithout meeting them, for they hunted and sold their 
game to the white men. 
Soon alter Winthrop came to the Bay Colony, the most prominent Indian 
1
J in the neighborhood came to pay him a visit. He was invited to the table 
d 
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and when he was leaving he was given some of the food, which he liked; to 
take home. .Later Governor Winthrop had a suit of English clothes made for 1 
him. T1tne went on and the Indiane deeded a great deal or land to the 
whites .. Somerville was included in that land .. . For it Squaw Sachem re-
ceived 21 coats, 3 bushels of ciPrn; and 19 rathoms of wampum • 
II 
II 
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The Pomier House was built 1n 170:3-1704. lt aa cone-shaped, 30 feet 
high, with alls 2 feet thick bich weN .mad.e of brick and atone. lt was 
built b;y John Mallet tor a mill. lts old-time name was Quarry Jt1U and it 
was near Two Peruv Brook. 
The miller•a house was about 200 teet &lraf.i , In 1774 it was deeded to 
Jl,asa;acbusetta Bq Colony of New E.ngl.aJld and tor maey years it wu uaed u 
a public powder house for storing pOWder. 
, .... 
THE OLD POWDER HOU SE 
(As it looked many years ago) 
II 
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GENERAL GAGE RAIDS l?QIIDER HOUSE 
On September l, 1774 General Gage sent 200 eoldiers in 13 boats to 
seize the powder, Atter eailing up the Mystic JU,ver and landing at Ten 
Hills Farms, they marched to the Powd:e:t Hbuae 4nd removed 250 1ullt barrels 
ot powder wh;i.ch they took to Cattle I•lanc1 (Cit;r Point). 
A tablet which tel.ls much of the abot'e •• . el"'Oted on September 1, 
l1l92 by the ltasn.chusetta Societr ot the Sons ot the Revolution. The 
1 extra land wae purchased at the POWd•r Houee P:ruervation Kovement. and 
named, because o£ its tor.mer .owner who presented it., Nathan Tutts .. 
1775 
OLD POWDER HOUSE 
SOMERVILLE, MASS. 
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PAUL REVll'..n.E 
There are two tablets marld..ng the route taken by l)aul Revere •.qhen 
, spreading the alarm o£ the Revolutionary War. One is at the junction of 
Broadwq and Main Streets. It .bears the following inscription' 
il 
11Paul Revere pa.ssed. over thiS road on his mi.dnight ride 
to Lexington am Coneon:l1 AprU lS, 1775. Site o! Winter HiU 
Fort$ a stronghold built by American forceo while besieging in 
1775-1776." 
The other tablet is at the foot of Vlashington Street. It tells that 
while Paul Revere was riding tomuod Lerlngton he salt two British soldiers 
on horseback. He was afttaid they woulci capt.u;re h1m so he turned back to 
Chatlesto-wn. The soldie~ followed him and he led them near a clay- pit . 
The soldiers fell into the pit and Revere got away. Revere warned the 
Americans that the British were coming.. The minutemen :met theln. 
1.37 
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TIMOTHY TU FTS ESTATE 
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The invading army sU ntly passed several more houses along the road. 
No one i:ma aroused till t hey came to the '1'1m.Qthy 'lutts house at the corner 1 
of the old rangeway 1 noo known as Vlillow Avenu.e . The furious barking ot 
the dog awakened Mrs . 'l'imo.thy Tutts. Arousing her husband, together they 
looked out of the side and front windows and saw the glistening of the 
i moonlight on the gunbarrels of the soldiers, Jna.nU ot whom came into the 
1 
side yard to drink at the well. 
I! TU.nothy Tufts was a brother of Samuel Tutts, who had gone to alarm 
'j the Cambridge neighbozts, and also ot Peter Tutta or Winter Hill, who had 
prObably been aroused by Paul Revere when passing hie hoU$e on Broadway. 
,, Later in the day Peter and his son John hurried oft with their guns to 
I join the fighting farmers on the ~Jdngton road. Timot}V Tufte • houae 
was near~ opposite ~ech Str~t, through which the British marched to 
Massachusetts Avenue in North Cambridge toward MenotOIIW' and Lexington. 
' J.a9 
/ 
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Rend House & G reet Elm. 
OPPO:l !TE PARI( ST ~ 
When ahout 800 Br itish so ldiers were making their march toward Concord on the night of Apr il 1 
Mrs. Rand sent her san to warn those livinQ in the vicinity of Spring Hill of their arrival. 
II 
I 
m~S. RAND 
At the corner o.f Central St~et and SomcrvUle Avenue lived the 
Vido Rand. She tlaa disturbed by the noise of marching soldiers and came 
downstairs in 1 l' night clothes to inv~stigate. A hog had been !d.lled the 
1 day before and she !eared that thieves were looking tar the fresh pork. 
I 
,, 
Stepping out of doors, she hid behind a rain barrel and watched the soldier~ 
pass . Arter that, she hurried dovm. the road to tell Samuel Tu.tts about it 1 
but he · ouldn • t believe her till he gQt his lantern and exarnj n.ed the root-
prints on the road. Then he jumped on his horse and crossed the field and 
packpaths to Cambridge to spread the alarm. She wsts our first "Pauline 
Revere*' . 
I 
II 
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PROSPECT HILL 
Prospect Hill is situated outside of Union Square, F,ast Sorr.ervi.Ue. 
It is important for three reasons: 
1. The first flag of the United States was raised there. 
2. It vras the headquarters of General • aahington during the siege .ot 
Boston. 
3. Burgoyne's troops 1ere quartered there as prisoners of war aft~r 
the defeat of Saratoga. 
The flag was raised here to defy the enenw and was the Great Union 
Flag. On it were the crosses of Saint George and Saint .Andrew, bordered 
J by 13 red and white stripes. 
The tower was erected in 190,3. A tablet on it tells t~ above and 
!
I adds: 
ttHere was the Citadel, the tr!OBt £ol:'m1dable work of the American 
I 
I 
,I 
lines during the siege of Boston, JWie 17, rn;. Th1JJ hill was 
formerlY called Mount Pisgah and Strawberry HU.l. 1• 
143 
The petitioners for the $eparation of the town· wanted the new town 
to be. called Warren atter the tamoqs Warren l(ho .tell at Bunker H:lll~o 
Ot.hera wanted it ·to be Waltorcd in honor of the firlt man t& •ettle here. 
Charles J4ill.er , . one of the memben, auggeated the name of Somenill.e be-
cause he knew ot no other place bearing that name and becau.ee he liked 
the pleaaant sound ot it. The committee imm6.diately adopted it and 
S~rrl.lle became the .name. 
OLD CITY HALL 
One ot the moat sight)¥ bOuaea about Boston wa.s the old Ed.11arcl 
Everett :ua.ns:ton near the top ot inter Hill at the junction ot Bzooaciway' 
and )[ain Street. 
For a time it was occupied b7 EdWard Everett, conueseman about 1825-
1829.- J:,ater it 'ltas changed and improv.d and occupied b.r the Hittinger 
family, who were in the 1ce business. For a number ot ;rears it was owned 
by James 11. York. He sold it to the Wal.br Brother$ 1. who erected the 
present Paul Revere Apart!lentl!!l on ita location. 
---------~~--=-~-~~~--=::__.---- -~~ ~)~-
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HITTI NGER MANSION-At the Junction of Broadway and Main Street, at the 
top of Winter Hill . Site of the Winter Hill Fort and Route of Paul Reve;e: ~ 
'"•"''. <w•••H o«oo0•' '"'' Ooo>o wOO<o o momOo• o' ,,,,..,_ 'mm <Oo M'"'•A 
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY SI'IE 
The present sit$ of the RUtorical Society-ts building was at Ohe time 
a beaut;iful three-acre estate once owned by the Shute fami.:cy. Westwood 
Road is on the line of the driveway to the .mansion, ana the stone poets 
that are still to be seen formed the gateway to the gl'ounds. 
The great square mansion house has been moved to one side. Like .many 
another attractive old house 1 it needs the ample space to give it the 
dignity that it once poasessed. When Benton Road was cut through the 
Benton propertr, the neighbors learned ot a large vineyard there. The 
vines were fa:stened to indiVidual stakea. They were so well screened by 
the trees and bushes, and were •o rar trom. the streets that very few 
people were aware that 1500 of them were there. 
1 47 
" GOING TO TOWN " - 1879 
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I HORSE CAR LINES 
One horse car line was on SO!i1erville Avenue# with its little salt box 
cars 1 and was owned by the Cambridge Street Railroad Ccmpany. The other 1 
'I the W.ddl.esex Company 1 operated on Broadw&T !'ram Charlestown to the top o.t' 
1 
Winter Hill, and through Wabhi.ngton Street to Unton Square. In 1882 the 
!I new Charles River Street Ra:Uway ocmpanr began running oars up Webtster 
1 
Avenue to Union Square and thence up Summer Stl'8et as far as PutMDl Street. 
These were deluxe cars compared with those on the other lines, tor thq I, 
were nicely painted and upholstered. 
There were extra tow horses that were attached to help on the upgrade; 
alao, an extra span was added when snow was on the ground. There were 
little QU lamps in the corner of the cars that often blew out when the 
door opened. There was straw on the floor to keep the feet warJil. The 
cars stopped ~here to pick up passengers 1 and often the passengers 
1 were asked to get out and walk up the hill to relieve the horses. A.tvone 
could run a quarter of a mile, catch up with it 1 and board it when it was 
going at full speed. Often the horses were detached and the cara allOifed 
to coast all the *Y from BroadWay down to the Park. 
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The Oliver Tutts House en Syc~e Street was once the headquarters 
of General Charles Lee during the siege of Boston in 1776. At a much later 1 
period it becwoo the headquarters of tm Somerville Historical Society. 
SycaJnOre Street had been originall.y the driveway leading to the house. 
On the other side o£ Sycamore Street Farmer Tufts had his kitchen and 
f'J.ONer garden, his barn and barn;rard, and a big eorntield ·extend1ng dawn 
to School Street. He had a potato field extending from Pembroke Street to 
:Medfoztd Street and i'rom Sycamore Street to Central Street. 'l'he present 
1
11 bridge on Sycamore Street was built to connect tbe two part~ of this farm 
' 
which the railroad separated when it was built. II 
Farmer Tufts was well-liked by the boys 1 when he allQWed to j'QIIlp ln II 
his haymows, cl.imb his mulberry trees, eat the peara that had fallen, and !I 
gather his lllacs. 1 
II 
II 
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COLUMBUS TYLER ESTATE ON CENTRAL STREET 
The heroine of that poem so well known to all, "Mary Had A Littl e Lamb" was Mi ss Mary Sawyer. 
Miss Sawyer was horn near Worcester and moved t o Somervi ll e as the wife of Columbus Tyler who 
huilt a beau ti fu l house on Centra l Street, Somervi ll e, now occupied by the Somervi ll e LodQe of Elks. 
A picture of Mrs. Tyle r still s hangs in one of their rooms and is greatly treasured by the Elks. 
~ 
C.ll 
0 
THE TILER HOUSE 
On the site of the present Greek Church on Central Street there was 
tor .m.a.ey years a house \'lhich was the hooe of llr. and Urs, Columbu.G Tyler. 
Mrs . Tyler was originall.y Mary Sawyer. 1la:cy itas the girl of 1'1la.ry•s Little 
Lamb" fame. She then lived in Sterling, UassachlJsetts » and did have a 
I little lamb that followed her to $ehool, The schoolhouse is still in use 
1\ 
today. 
ll 
I 
I 
Kar,y had a little lamb; 
Its neece wae white as enow; 
And everywhere that Mar.r went, 
The lamb was sure to go. 
He follO'\'Ied her to school one c;lay; 
That was agains.t the rule; 
It made the chUdren laugh and play 
To see a lamb at school. 
151 
We had no steam road. roUera in those days. We did have a couple ot 
heavy road. rollers mad,e from eolid granite cyllnders about t1w teet 1n 
diameter. One of these is norr dOing duty as the base ot a World War monu-
ment, erected to the mcunory ot Richard TrUm and the other eoldiera ot the 
neighborhood, at the corner of the city field on Br'oadwq near l!agoun 
lj Square. 
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OLD LATIN SCHOOL 
SCHOOLS 
For aJ.l the cluses except the high echool,. aeaaions were held on 
Saturday mornings. The holiday wae ednesday and Saturday attemoons • 
There were not grat.tes but elaaaes in those days. They numbered down trom 
the top., not up t'rom the bottOJn.. The highest class in the grammar ~chools 
uas the first and the lowestJ th aixt;h, The three pl'ime.ry' classes were 
also arrangod that wq. The diplomas of graduates were arranged according 
to the rank the pupUs received, not merely in. their alphabetical order. 
OLD PROSPECT HILL SCHOOLHOUSE 
Later used as the Somerville Boys' Club and Union 
Branch Library, Corner Washington Street 
Bonner Avenue, on the site the Somerville 
Office now occupies. 
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EAST BUILDING 
GYMNASIUM 
CENTRAL BUILDING 
t ss 
CITY HA LL 
WEST BUILDING 
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Central Hill was much higher at one t~ ~ but wh n the Park was being 
built it was cut dolfll to the level of Highland. A.Yenue, thus it b came 
possibl to s e across the "Hill" ~ The property of the Unitarian Church, 
1/ consist-ing of a brick edit'ic and wooden horse sheds in the rear, was torn 
down. Because it once belonged to t~ church., it has been referred to as 
I 
I th$ "Church Lots" • 
BUILDINGS ON CENTRA L HILL AS THEY A PPEARED MANY 
Library. 2. City HaiL 3. Em_battlement. 4. Centra l Fire Stat ion. 
1.57 
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The: first circulating library- ot Somerville was started in a drug 
storo., Later a public library W4S atartQ with ,money received by the city 
from the dog tax, room in the rear of th Old City Hall \Ya.s used. It 
w opened fort delivery of books to the public on Kq 1;. 1873. It oon 
became one of tbe foremost in the sta.te. 
~othing else in. our histaey has grown a8 rapidly as the library-, 
The present bullding was erected in. 1004 .. 1885.. lt now loans books to the 
schools. 
'------------- - - - - ---···----- - ·-----
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S~VlLLE SEAL 
Washington is represented ,Qij standing on Pl'ospect Hill with a Union 
1
1 Flag unfurled• on the right is a viEm of a portion ot Boston, showing the 
II 
I' State H011Se • On the left is a view ot Chnr.lestow.n w:J:th Bunker H1U Jlonu-
1 ment. t'litbin a c.ircle around the same i$ the inscri.ption1 "Somerville,. 
1 Founde4 lalt2" 
II On the outer c1role around the above,. as the City JDQtto; are the 
II woi'U• "llunlcipal Freedom gives National strengthtt 
jl The whole to be arranged according tQ the U&press:l.on of the Seal 
hereto annexed.. 
1.59 
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4. Unit-...Qrade Four 
Haw Somerville has developed historically and geographically, and as 
a political unit. 
I. Objectives 
A. General understandings 
l. Increased knowledge and appreciat1.on of the history and geography 
of Somerville 
2. Developmental study of ·Our city, county, and state governments 
3. Recognition. o! the flag as a. symbol of Uberty. 
B. Speei.f'ic understandings 
1. Our ccmnunit.y has hiStorical landmarka o! which we mq be proud. 
2. Becauae of increased population and new inventions, the appearance 
of our cO:IDIDWlity ha8 changed since the days of the early settlers. 
3. The necessity of living in an orderly way is met through repre-
sentative leadsrs and their helpers in city, county, state • and 
nation. 
4 • .Man-made divisions or city, county; and state in our country's 
political structure are necessar;r and follow in logical sequence. 
;. From city to country as a whole 1 ours i s a representative form of 
government. 
6. The study of the history and development of our national flag is 
also a study of our nation's ideals. 
c. Attitudes and appreciations 
1. Appreciation of the accessible historic landmarks which may be 
visited 
--=-----::::;..... 
2. Attitude of civic pride in our comunity's historic past 
3. Attitude of re$pect for our £lag and the ideala it symbolizes 
4. Appteciation of COO.l!IIW1it;r semcee to otA&n through civic clubs-
Red Croes 1 Coomunity Fund, Civil Defense~· etc. 
5. Appl,"eC1at1on of the responsibllitf of people to choose able 
leaders 
6. Appreciation of the resporusibUit.y ot leaders to carry out the 
· wishes of the people • 
n. Sld.lls and habits 
1. Ability to cooperate 1n group work 
2. H&bit ot consulting various sol.Jl'lces tor information 
.3. Ability to organize materi.al :read 
4. Ability to use language and reading skills 
5. Ability to reason 
6. Ability to enrich vooabul..a:ry. 
II. OVerview 
I 
In this unit the ideals of good citi~nahip should be emphasized in 
teaching duties. and privUeges in government. The unit continues to 
develop the interest of the cbUd in his immediate environment and ex-
pands this interest to wider areas of county, state, and nation. 
Patriotic respect is engendered through the etudy of o~ national flag. 
~n. Subject .matter areas 
A-. Stud;y ot Sonerville's historic landlnarlcu Powder House, Prospect 
Hill Tower, etc. 
B. Settlement of Somerville 
c. Present community life 
1.61' 
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D.. Governmental etructure of city, county, state, and nation 
E. Our .fl~g 1 .s history. 
IV. Suggested activities 
A. Find out why the Powder HQuse wu built., when,. by whom., and why it 
was necessary to use it as a atorehouse. 
B. Give a floor talk on why the Powder House was abancloned as a store-
house. 
c. Sho in what wav So.werville iS connected with the story ot Paul 
Revei"e. 
D. Visit the POWder House and draw a picture ot it, 
E. Find out w~ a tower was built o~ Prospect Hill, 
I 
F. Dra a picture or the Prloapect Hill flag and tell the clus the reason 
it came into being. 
G. Make a map ot Somerville., showing the equaree 1 your school, City .Hall, 
H. Look for pictures of Sometville of long ago and COI!lp&J."e them with 
pictures ot Somer.ville today • 
I. Study and learn t~ poem., "Somerville, My Somerville,'' by Sydney B. 
Keene . 
J. Keep a record of ways you have shol'Rl good citizenship-tidy" :YtU"dfJ, 
ashes on a·lippery sidewalks 1 etc., 
K. List the services of the Red Crose. 
I 
.1 L. Give tal.ks on how peoples ' health and safety .are protected in your 
community. 
• Vlrite 1'Do you lmow" questions that tell interesting facts about your 
city or county or state. 
_ _;::-- '*=· -- --
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N:• Make a model of J>olfd.er Houae1 Prospect Hill tower, etc. 
V. Sample tests 
A. .1ultiple choice 
Direction&: Draw a line under tbe right answer. 
1 . The POOYder House waa built to be used 8#: 
a. A .!!lOnument 
b. A mill 
c. A s torehouae 
d. A school 
. 2. The firat. flag of' the United C.olonie• was first nown on: 
a . Spring Hill 
b, Winter Hill 
c. Prospect Hill 
d. Clarendon Hill 
B. Sentence completion 
Directioruu Fill in tbe correct anner, 
1. The head of 3. state is a -------• 
2. The United States has------ fJtates. 
0 • True or :f'alse 
Directions: trite Z!! i! the sentence is true • 
Write !l! if the sentence is false. 
1 . Our city•s business is carried. on at the Oity Hall. 
2. The head of a city is called a goTernor. 
1_63 
D. atching 
Directions: Put in the parenthe.ses the number from the second 
column that completes a sentence: 
a., A atate is larger than a ( ) l. John. ·oolrich 
b. A governor is the head 
of a ( ) 2. city 
c. ~'he first •thite settler 
in Somerville was ( ) .3. Eisenhower 
d. The P:resident of the 
United States is ( ) 
164 
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TEST 
I. t nderli!~ the correct word: 
1 . Sor:oorvUle 's early settlers catts from. 
Plymouth Salem Jamestown 
2. Soo~e:rville was purchased from 
an Indian granted by the King given by Pllgrims 
3. The first white man to build ·his home .on SQDlerviJ.le soU was 
Christophel.· Colutnbua John oolrich John 'linthrop 
4. 'l'he Old Powder House was built to be used as a 
monument ~ll storebQuse 
5 • The first flag of the United Colordflis was unfurled on 
Spring Hill linter HUl Prospect H1ll 
II. True or False 
1. Ten Hills was once the home of Governol" Winthrop. 
2 . The first vessel built in Mas:saehusetta was 
built by Governor Winthrop, 
3. It was launched in Boston. 
4. 'l'he first vessel wa.s named 11The Blesrd.ng o£ the Ba;r11 ' 1 
5. Paul Revere Park is on Clarendon Hill. 
I 
. I 
TEST 
I. 1ho first owned Somerville? 
ll • How lllUCh did the people pay for Somerville? 
III. What was SomeM'ille used for? 
IV. \'fhy was Somerville called "Cow Coiilll\Oli8 n? 
V. Name some of the early punishments. 
Complete: 
1. The PoWder Howse was used to keep ----~------------· 
2. The til"St flag was raised on ---------------~· 
3. Governor Winthrop ovmed 
--------- Hills. 
4. Major tee•s headquarters are stiU used on 
----- Street. 
5. There are hills in Somerville • 
6. The hUls are 
.. 
7. The French Redoubt is on HUl. 
8. Governor Winthrop launched the first vessel and called it 
----------------------------------------· 
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COLUMBUS 
. During the 1'1tteenth century the 't\u"lat captured ConstMtinople. 
1 They. would not let ships come and go between Europe and Asia, eo Coll..llnbus 
set out to find a new route for trade • 
. Queen Isabella of Spain sold her jewels to buy three ships for 
Columbus, the Santa Maria, the Nina1 and . the Pinta. Columbus did not 
believe that a ship going too far would tall off the edge of the world. 
He did not believe, as otller sailors did, that great monsters would eat 
up the ships, so he was not afraid to take his ships far out into the 
ocean. 
Coiumbus at last landed in the New World on October 12, 1492. He 
1 thought he had found a new way to India, but he had reaJ.l¥ found new land, 
1 the islands we now eal.l the West Indies. 
I 
I 
li 
Fill in the blankS: 
Queen 
------- gave Columbus 
-----· ships, 
the ______ .......,._, the _______ , and the -----
He found new land on October 12, ----· .; but he did not find Asia. 
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Card 1 
Somerville 
The early history of ie embraced in that of C~lee-
town. 
be~ a Town on M~eh 3, 1842. 
The name of was suggested by· Charles l41Uer as a 
pleasing name, and one not yet used in New Engl.ard. 
In 1892 was celebrated the t.ittieth anniversary o£ the founding ot 
the TO\vn of 
-----· 
became a City on Janual"y' 1 1 1872. 
The first City Election of 
----- occurred on December 4 1 1871. 
In 1897 was celebrated the Twenty-Fitth Anniversary of the Establish-
ment ot the City Government. of 
-----· 
is a 11City of seyon HiJlslt. 
Dr, Luther v. Bell 
The first chairman of the School Board wu 
Rev. George H. Emerson 
-----· 
The first Superintendent of Schools 1 !rem 1857 to 18651 was 
Joshua . H. Davia 
C&l'd 2 
---
The first Superintendent of Schools under the City Charter was __ 
Georae o. Braetow 
The first Mayor of the .City waa 
-----· 
J 
The first Captain of the Somerville Light Infantry was 
M!ftha Perr,;y; Lowe 
-----· 
The first and only President of the ·~laments Educational Union" 
was 
-----· 
- _-=..;:= 
Card .3 . 
Little VUlyes 
Soon alter the Torm 1f8S incorpurated. there were in Eat 
Somerville; on 11nter Hill,. Spring Hill; and Prospeeot Hill, and near Union 
' Square. 
i 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
Selectmen 
Nathan Mte, Johns. Edgerly, Caleb w. Leland, Luther Mitchell, and 
Francis Bowman were the tirst 
----· 
was 
Charles E, Cf11W!P 
wes Town and City Clerk tor torty-six years. 
Police Board. 
-----· 
On June 19, 186.5 was organized. a 
Isaac ,St9!7 
The first Justice of the Police Court, established April 2.3; 18721 
-----· 
Card 4 
SomervUle Avenue 
was first called Jlilk Row. 
wu widened and rebuilt in 1874, at a coat of 176 ,ooo. 
Hishland Avenue 
was first called Church street. 
Colle5e Avenue 
was laid out in 1860 and built in 1861. 
The Powder House Boulevard 
was laid out in 1900. 
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Card 5 
Winter .Hill 
Nineteen hundred Hessians under General Riedesel, surrendered by 
Burgoyne at Saratoga, were quartered on 
-----. 
Centr!). Hgl. 
The French Redoubt, built in 1775, was on 
-----· 
The Battery ot Park was erected by the City- in 188.5. 
Conyent lfillr 
----· 
After the Battle of Bunker HUl; General Putnam. .t'ortilied 
The Continental ad'V'anced outpost was in an orchard in tront 
of 
-----· 
was. the site of the Ul"suline Convent, erected in la26. 
-----. 
II 
.I 
Card 6 
Eatlr Custom 
It wn.s n 
----- tor the Town l(esaenger to watch aU visitors 
and not1ty the Selectmen of their names, whence the7 cUI.e1 and whel"e they 
lodged. 
il ,, It 11'88 an ----- for the night. watchmen, with greatcoats 1 dark 
'· lanterns, and iron-ehod atatfe, to go their rounds and acbnon1sh all way-
farers and arrest erlldoe:ta. 
' 
It wu an 
----- tor the watchman, upon his round, to cry 
n All• s Well1" and the hour ot the night. 
It was an ·-----for the chu:rch bells to :ring at five o'clock 
in the morning and eight in the evening, and people lf&re obliged by law to 
be in their hQmes at rdne, 
'1'he Heptorey Club 
On November. 24; 1894 was organiZed 
-----· 
Sons of Maine Club 
In 1890 wu organized the 
-----· 
Board ot Trade 
On March 1, 1899 wu organized. the 
-----· 
. Curlew H!" 
went into effect. 
Card 7 
~-
1 
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Card 8 
The Scrnerville UJsht.. ;tntantrz 
in 1853 was incorporated 
-----· 
responded to President Lincoln • s call tw troops 1 
enteririg the service of the United States on April 19~ 1861. 
The Soldiers 1 Monument, in the Cemetery on Somerville Avenue, the 
first memorial of' Union soldiers after the Civil V Rr; was erected by 
Willard C. §nslet Poet, G;A.R. 
On August 16, 1870 was chartered the 
-----· 
l illard c. Kinsler Relle.t Cores 
On March 17, 1878 was ~gatdzed tte 
-----· 
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Card 9 
Eerlz Settlers 
The first of the was John Woolrich, an Indian trader, 
living probably neax- Dane Street; as early- as 1630. 
One of the was Goventor John Winthl'op, who in 16.31 was 
granted the Ten Hills Farm embracing all the land between Broadway, a~ tar 
as the Po <ier House, and the My'stie River . 
lla.jor-General Edward Gibones W8.$ one of the most dist:tngtt.Uhed of 
Somerville is 
------··· 
Richard PaJ.sgraw was t he tirat physician , or the 
-----· 
lWly' streets beat" the names ot 
-----·-
The bull t their homes in the .Uderne•a. 
Card 10 
The Ci tr M~t.to 
"Yunicipal Freedom Gi:tee National Strength" 18 
-----· 
Directga 
In 1851 the first was published. 
GilJnan Sg,uare 
The geographic center of the City- is nevly 
-----· 
In 1883 received ita IWII!t by vote or the City CouncU. 
~I 
I 
Card ll 
The First Church 
On August 22, 1844, in the old ''lillk Row" Engine House, was 
organized in Somerville. 
Young Ken's Christian Association 
In Wq, 1891 was incorporated the • 
The building of the wu begun on July' 201 1904. 
·II Women's Christian . T!IJ!P!rance Union 
The West Somerville waa organized in )larch, 1879. 
Aasociate~ Ctw:itiea 
On December 14, 1893 -.rae organized the 
_____ .. 
Card 12 
InduStries 
The chief early were !'arming_, fishing, coopering, 
brick-making, stone-quarrying, rope and anchor making, charcoal burning, 
:1 salt manufacture, and various ld..n4s ot m'lling. 
,, 
'I 
jl 
:I 
I 
Franklin, Cross, Walnut, School 1 Central.. LCM'ell, and. Cedar Streets., 
and Willow Avenue were in the c:laJS of the Stinted Common. 
Gc:rvernor .Arldl'oa 
The 11Stinted Comm.oni•., or main portion ot Somerville, was granted 
to Lieutenant-colonel Ch&.J""lea Lidgett, whose title, 
however., was soon overthrown. 
Declaration . ot Grievances 
On Julf 18, 1775 the 
----- , issued by the Continental 
Congress, was read to the Army on Prospect Hill. 
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Park J.AAdo 
The total area ot. 
----- in the City in 1904 wu 57.5 acres. 
IJ.ncoln Park 
was laid out in J.SC)6. 
Broadw& Field 
was buUt in 1902. 
Procreeot Hill P!l!'k 
was laid out ill 190.3. 
Clarendon Hill. Le4&e 
In 1902 the City purchased 
Fire Department 
In 1850; by an Act or the Legiala~ure, a 
in the Town o.f Somerrllle. 
tor ·a public park. 
-----· waa established 
Card 14 
The l,lattle of Lexinst?on 
In the night before -----Paul Revere was intercepted at the 
Charlestolln line 1 on Washington Street; b7 British ot.ficera J and escaped. 
In the night before 
----- Paul Revere rode up Broadway- to 
, Winter Hill, into edtonl. 
I 
11 On the morning ot 
I 
1 Somerville. 
I· 
On the evening of 
1 Somerville. 
the British troops advanced through 
th.e British troops retreated through 
II 
I 
ended in Somerville • 
II 
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The Siege of §P$ton 
Card 14 
(Continued) 
began on the night or the Battle of Lexington, when 
General Heath posted a guard a t the foot ot Prospect Hill. 
During the strongest and most elaborate worka of the 
Continent al f'orcee crowned the hills of' Scwerv:Ule. 
Card 15 
The City Hall 
was the first High School building, erected in 1852 
and eince much enlarged,. 
Annex was the old Central Fire Station, tranafonned in 
1897. 
The Citr §!al 
The center of 
----- is a representation of \Yaahington 
standing on Prospect Hill with a Union Flag unfurled. 
Board of He&lth 
In 1878 was first appointed a 
-----. 
Hospital 
The cLean Asylum, the first 
established on Cobble Hill in 1818. 
-----·in Somerville, was 
The Somerville , on Crocker Street, was opened in 1893. 
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Card 16 
The Civil .' ar 
Somerville expended for the cause of !rom the public 
treasury $135 ,o6o, and from contributions by the citizens $65 .,822. 
During Somerville enlisted 1 1485 men, and sent 1,125 
into the service. 
The Spanish iar 
The Somerville military organization; Company 141 Eighth Regiment, 
lA .V .M. 1 served in 
-----· 
savws Bank 
On AprU 15, 1885 'f#&S opened the Somerr.Ule 
National Bank 
In August, 1892 was opened the S C~JDSrrlll.e 
Bunker Hill 
-----· 
Card 17 
The Americans 1 under Colonel Uliam Proscott, marched to forti£7 
from Cambridge through Somerville, ~ fashington Street and 
Union Square. 
On the ~ of the terror-otricken people of Cb&rlas-
town fled from. their burning hallles into Somerville. 
On the day of Colonel John Patterson's regiment ot 
Berkshire men was stationed at a redoubt near the foot of Proepect Hill.. 
After the Battle of 1 the Americans, *'victorious in 
defeat," withdrew to Prospect Hill and Winter Hill. 
- -=----=---== ......=. -=-
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Card 18 
Public Librm 
The 1vas established. in 1S73 and opened in the City 
Hall. 
The building of the was erected in 1884. 
The first Librarian of the lfas Isaac Pitman. 
Circulating Librarz 
The first was started in a drug store on the corner 
of Somerville Avenue and Kent Street, about 1868. 
Card 19 
The Somerville Journal 
The first number of as issued December 31 1870. 
The Somerville H:Lstorical Society 
was organized in 1897 and incorporated in 1898. 
oecupies a building on Central Street. 
Hiatori.cal Tablets 
have been erected in the City. 
Churches 
In 1954 there were 
----- in the City. 
1.78 
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Card 20 
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SChool 
In Colonial times each .family ptrl,d a certain sum toward the ----' 
in pl;'oportion to the number of children sent. 
The .first ___ .house in Somerville stood ou Milk Row. 
In 1814 the t'irst S'Wil$!ler ___ was opened on inter Hill. 
In 1842 there were five littl£ __ __.houses in the Town. 
The High was established in 1852, 
The Latin building as erected in 1871. 
The English High was opened in Septe.cnb~, 1895. 
In 1954 there were buildings in the City. 
ln 1954 there wer e 
Quarry liiU, on which 
Richard LO\Tden in 1685. 
public---- pupUs enrolled in the Cit,-" 
Card 2l 
The Powder House 
----- stands., waa awarded to Sergeant 
was built before 1720, a a ld.ndmUl. 
was sold to the Province of lla$sachusetts in 1747. 
was uaed as a powder magazine from 1747 to 1822. 
The first hostile act of the British in the Revolution was the 
seizure, on the morning of September 1, 1774, of powder stored in __ _ 
__ ._ __ , after being used seventy-live years as a pmlder 
magaZine, was sold by the state to Nathan. Tufts. 
Connected with is a legend of an Acadian maiden 
fleeing from her cruel master. 
-----~ -~--=-==--
Card 22 
Char1estol]l 
SomerVille was a cow pasture of WltU 1685. 
In 1633 gave liberty to any of its inhabitants to 
build outside the Neck.,; and in 1634 ten persons were gra.'lted planting 
ground on the aouth side of "Neu Towne High.way" • 
In 16B5 the pasture land, or "Stinted Common"~ was divided by 
-----into strips a fourth of a mile wide, with numbered rangewa.ys 
between. 
In the early days people living in SomettviUe attended church and 
school in 
-----· 
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The first general Post Office as established in in 1710. 
Card 23 
First Ship 
From the south shore of :Mystic River,; on July 41 16.31, Governor 
Winthrop launched the llBlessing of the Bay" , the 
Massachusetts. 
Middlesex Canal 
Chartered in 1793 arxl opened in 1803, the 
through East Somerville. 
First Railroad 
built in 
passed 
The through Somenille was opened in 18351 !rom 
Lowell to Boston. 
Horse Cars 
In 18.5$ two lines of were opened into Boston, by 
Broadwq and Washington Street. 
"**'--
In 1775 the 
In 1842 the 
In 1954 the 
In 1899 the 
--- -----========~~~~~ 
Card 24 
f!Opulation 
was about 250. 
waa 1,01.3. 
was estimated at 
City Charter 
was changed, abolishing the Common CouncU 
and ciividing the City into seven Wards, instead of tour. 
Card 25 
Waslp.pgton Str:~.t 
was the !irat :road laid out in Somerville 1 as early as 
1630, extending from Charlestown Neck to New Towne. 
was .first called "New Towne Higlnfay" 1 and has had ten 
d.ifferent names. 
The Aaericans marched to Bunker Hill and thence withdrew by----
Broadw& 
was the second road laid out in Somerville, from the 
Neck to ~ inter Hill, cormecting by trail with llystic as early as 16.37. 
was first called nThe Way to )4ystick11 1 and hu had 
nine different names. 
was widened and rebuilt. in 1874 and 1875, at a coat ot 
- ------
---------
Card 26 
Broadw'g- Park 
was laid out in 1875, at a , oost of $2121900. 
Central Hill Park 
The land of 
of CharlestOit'n". 
was once the property of the "First Church 
The land of was purchased ot Jacob Sleeper oil Boston, 
in uno for f38,000. 
Laid out in 1876, 
the City. 
has become a recognized center of 
Nathan Tufts .Park 
The land of 1 with the Powder House upon it, was given 
to the City in 1890 by the descendants of Nathan Tufts. 
was completed in 1895• 
Card 27 
James ¥AJ.eto 
At the foot of PrQspect Hill, 
was slain by the British on April 19 t 1775. 
Elm Street 
On April 19,. 1775 a sharp fight between the Patriots and the British 
took place on 
----- 1 at the corner of Willow Avenue. 
Ten Hills Farm. 
----- 1 first o'Ulned by Governor Winthrop, was once widel$' 
noted as a stock farm .. 
"Squaw .Sachem" 
gave to the Massachusetts ~ Comp~ a deed ot land 
of 1hich So.mervllle ~s a part. 
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Card 28 
was named after Charles Tu.t'ts, ot Somerville 1 who gave 
one hundred acres of .land fer its use on Walnut HUl. 
Rev. Geox-ge W, DUl"eJ.l._ 
was Rector of St. Thomas' Church from 1869 to 1895. 
The ArmG!7 
was erected by the State 1 and completed in 1903. 
Of the Citz 
The area is about 4.22 square miles. 
The extreme length 
The extreme width 
is about 4.2 miles. 
is about 2.1 miles. 
Card 29 
Prospect Hill 
was cut down to filllliller•s River. 
has been called the Mount Pisgah of thl;s Revolution. 
The fortifying of was superintended by Gener~ Putnam, 
and here ms the ''Citadel", the strongest work of the Americans. 
ttThe Union flag, with its thirteen stripes-the emblem of the United 
Colonies-first bade defiance to an enerl\Y January 1, 1776, on _ ----· n 
TWenty-three hundred English, under General Philips. surrendeTed by 
Burgoyne at Saratoga, were quartered on • 
was the camping grounci of Somerville soldiers in the 
Civil War. 
The Tower on was dedicated in 1903. 
1 83 
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Card .30 
Street Ligbtiryt 
In 186.3 was established 
-----· 
Sewer 
The first public was laid in Marshall Street in. 1867. 
Water SuppJJ 
In 1868 was established a public 
-----· 
Spr!:!!& Hill 
- . 
The High-water Syate.m Standpipe;, holding 5251000 gallons waa erected 
in 1889, being removed in 1900. 
The lletropolitan \Vater Sptem 
In 1898 was introduced 
-----· 
Card 31 
Somerville, Past and Pres.ent 
An Illustrated H18torical Souvenir 1 -----,commemorative or 
the twenty-fllih anniversary of the founding ot the City, is a most 
interesting work published. bn Somerville. 
in 
The Oliver 'l'utts House 
During the Siege ot Boston, General Charles Lee•s headquarters were 
----- , on Sycamox-e street. 
The Blaisdell He>use 
During the Siege of Boat on 1 the Headquartere ol Brigadier-General 
Nathaniel Greene were in 
----- ; on Somerville Avenue. 
The Timotgr Iqtts House 
----- 1 on Elm Street 1 was built in 1761. 
Pipt:Jr's Tavern 
Pythian Block occupies the site of 
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CHAPTER Xl 
SOOGES'l'ED ACTIVITIES 
CHAPTER XI 
SOOGES'l'ED ACTIVITIES 
1. The First Columbus Day 
Early on a Friday morning, August 31 1492., Admiral Christopher 
I Columbus and his men set eail from Palos, Spain in their three small ships. 
They were starting on a voyage of discovery into an unknown sea. 
The Santa Maria, the largest of the vessela1 was the flagship. The 
admiral and 40 men were aboard. artin Pinzon, the captain of the Pinta, 
had 26 men, The little Nina, with Vicente Yanez Pinzon in command, carried 
Columbus first headed his little neet south towards the Canary 
Islands. From there 1 he planned to saU straight west over the Ocean Sea 
1 to where he hoped to .tind the Indies. 
Four days after he started, the big rudder of the Pinta slipped out 
'I of its place 1 but Captain Pinzon repaired it. It broke loose again the 
very next. day1 and in addition; the Pinta sp:r-ang a leak. 
Cf\Ptain Pinzon then had to leave the two other ships and sailed to 
Las Palmas on the Grand Canary Island to have his ship repaired. ColumbWI 
with the Santa Maria a.nd the Nina went on to the Island of Gomera.. There 
' they took on meat, wood, water, and other supplies. 
1.86 
At last the repairs on the Pinta were completed and Captain Pinzon was I 
able to rejoin the others. On September 6 the three ahips were tinal.J.y on 
their way. 
As they sailed slowly by the Island of TenerU'fe., the men were thrown 
into a great fright. What met their eyes but smoke and fiery flames 
shooting high above the mountain& Rocks and lava were pouring down the 
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' mountainside. To add to their horror, the earth began to ahaks and tremble. , 
The sailors now were wUd with fear. They fell on their knees fran-
tical.ly and called on God to save them. Then they pleaded with ColumbUs 
and their captains to take them. back home to Spain. 
But Columbus and the Pinzon brothers had heard of earthquakes and had 
seen volcanoes in action. They explained to their men that the fires they 
saw came from a volcano deep down in the island, and that this great heat 
1 was causing the rookS to break and the earth to shake. 'ihen the men saw 
' that their captains were not afraid, they beCame calmer, and Columbus 
sailed fearlessly on hie w~. 
By the morning of September 10, the fieet was alone on the wide open 
sea. ~ost of the men were out of sight of land for the first ti.D9 in their 
ll'tes. Every day they l!JX!fW more afraid of the unknown waters, and were 
more anxious to turn hOID8ll'tU'd. 
Columbus came out of his cabin one night just in time to see the 
steersman trying to tum the ship around. fle took the wheel away from him 
and guided the vessel back on its western course. Eveey night after that, 
. Columbus had a close watch kept on the steersman. 
On a night. soon after, a !laming meteor whirled acrose the ak;y. It 
fell hissing into the sea not far from the fleet, The sailors were more 
scared than ever. 
8 0h, t'1r3" Captain! " e:ried Pedro, Columbus • cabin boy. "The sk;y is fall-
ing down upon ust" 
Columbus calmed the boy and explained to him that what they saw was a 
meteor that had fallen. Sometimes these meteors were called shooting stars; 
he said1 and once in a great while they fell from the space above. 
In order to get the minds of his men of£ their- fears, Columbus called 
the ships together, and told them all of . the reward promised them by King 
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella. 
The first man to discover land was to be given 101000 mara-v:edis. This 
amount o£ money would be paid not juat once,_ but for every year ot .his lite 
by too Spanish rulers. Besides thiS award, Admiral Columbus promised to 
give the first man to see land a :fine embroidered velvet coat1 such as 
Spanish noblemen wore. 
All the men then forgot their fright for awhile and began to watch 
' eagerly for land • 
It was not long., ho.tever 1 before sQDlething else happened to arouse 
the ·fears of the men. Far ahead of them one day" 1 they saw the sea was 
covered with green grass. 
"Land! Landi 11 they !irst cried joyfull7. 
Then to their disappointment; they aaw it was not land, but tufts of 
short grass growing on top of the water • . ffThe ships cannot saU through 
this sea of grass," they said. "The captain must sail around it." 
Even Captain l!artin Pinzon himself became alarmed. He left his ship 
and rolfed , over in a small boat to talk with the Admiral about it. "Aren't 
you afraid our ships ma;r get caught in this great sea of grass?" he asked: 
Columbus. 
11No1 indeed, Captain Pinzon," replied the Admiral. "Years ago, an old 
Portuguese sailor told me that he had read about this grassy part of the 
= 
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ocean. This green plant he told me is called gul:fweed. It has no roots 
but floats on the surface of the water> held up by tiny air sacs. There is 
no danger. We can sail straight through it." 
Columbus was right. He led the Santa Maria with the otber boats fol.., 
lowing straight through the €!JI!S.SS1 sea and in a feu days they sailed out ot 
it, and were once more on the open blue ocean. 
As the clays went slowly by, the men gtew more :impatient and tired ot 
the long voyage. One day Pedro whispered :a warning to his .muter. "My 
captain, have a Carel . The men are plotting to throw you into the Ocean Sea, 
and sail back to Spun." But Columbus did not let this stop him, for he 
was determined to l"aach his geal. 
Finally, Captain Martin Pinzon and his brother came from their ships 
to the Santa Maria to urge Columbus to give up and return to Spain. "Our 
crev.-e refuse to sail .farther est," warned Captain Martin sadl7. 
Columbus thought Qlickl.y before he answered, "Give rte just 3 more da1s~ 
If we do not reach land tdthin that time~ I promise we shall all return to 
Spain, Let me have just 3 more days." 
Cheered by this promise of Co~um.bus, eve'l'y man watched every- minute 
for land. On October 10 no land was seen. And none on Octobel"' u. Then 
on October 121 long before daylight, Rodrigo de Triana~ the lookout on the 
Pinta, spotted a dark strip of land tar on the horizon., Hfierral tierral" 
(Landi Landi) he ea.lled.. At once Captain Martin Pin~on ordered a cannon 
t1red1 the signal agreed on if land were seen. 
The tnree ships quickly came up cl0$e together. The men began s1nging 
. . I 
a }Vmn of thanksgiving.. Then they danced with joy on the deckS • On the 
Santa Maria some of the men ran straight to Columbus, knelt down, and 
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thanked him for bringing them through the hard vo;yage safely. 
Columbl.UJ cried aloud in his excitement, ''We have found the Indies! 
1 My" dream of years has come true 1" 
Dqllght shared them that the land they' had reached was an island. 
The three ships soon anchored in a bay ot clear blue water near a beach of 
white coral a and. The officers were rowed ashore in the small boats. 
Columbus was the first to land. He was dressed in a suit of sUver 
armor, his admiral's cape of scarlet velvet embroidered in golct thrown over 
his shoulders. He carried the royal banner of Spain. 
The officers of the other ships wore their best clothes, and each one 
carried the royal white banners which bore the initials of Ferdinand and 
Isabella, their crowns anci a cross embroidered in green. 
Tears streamed down Columbus • face as he knelt; kissed the sand., and 
}:rayed aloud. The officers knelt beside him. Then they all rose to their 
1 feet, while Columbus said in a l oud voice: "I name this island San Sal-
vador, and I take it and all the islands and lands about it, in tbe name 
ot l'II¥ patron, Queen Isabella and her .kingdom of CastUe." 
The natives then came up to the white men. They had been hiding 
, behind the trees and rocks. They were of . a. light brown color . and wore no 
clothing. They were friendly and gentle, aJid stroked the clothing and the 
beards o£ the Spaniards. 
The Admiral, believing that thq bad landed on an isla.nd of India, 
1 cal,.led the natives Indians. He gave them. gifte of tiny bells, strings ot 
glass beads 1 and little r ed caps. The natiYes gave . the white men tood• 
gayly colored parrots 1 small nose ornaments, skeins of white cotton thread~, 
# 
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ll and hammocks woven from t m thread. 
This was the first Columbus Day in tm new World which Columbus had 
II J/ 
11 f ound and clailned for Spain. 
2. Building NeW Homes 
The Pilgrims Come to America 
Ever so .rJlBJl1 years ago, long before your tathers and grancltathers were 
1i born, the first people came from across the ocean t~ live in America. 
I 
Soma of these people went to live in the South" But .for a long time 
most of them came to the North, to the plaee that we still call New England. 
The first people who came to New England were English. They were 
11 called Pilgrim9. The PUgrims had lived in two little villages in England., 
I 
:. They had not been happy in England because they could not have the kind ot 
lj church that they wanted. 
11 At last the PUgrims left England and went to Holland. 
i The Pilgrims knew that in Holl.and they' could have the ldnd of church 
that they wanted. They hoped to be happy. 
11 Before veey long the Pilgrims .found that their children were beginning 
I 
1
1 to forget English. They were talking just as the bo;ye and. girla o.f Holland 1 
~~ were. 
I 
:1 The PUgrim fathers said, "This will not do., e are English people. 
/ Our boys and girls must not forget English. Let us go aeroaa the ocean to 
the new world. There we will build homes and make a eountey or our own 
I 
I 
1 where we can still live as English people." 
! i7Alberta Powell Graham, fwerican . Junior RB.d Cross News (October, 1954). 
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lr 
The Pilgrims had heard about t ~ nevt world acrose the ocean. Th437 had 
heard t he dangel"s . The-y kne¥'7 thore were wild animals and Indians . 
But t ey ss.:td, "We are. not afraid. e will go to America. We will 
1 build a new England for our Children and for our children • e children where 
I 
' we can worship God 1n our own way. 1t 
The Pilgrim mothers knew thel"e were no how.es in the new world. They 
'I knew they would have to find a wq to get clothes and food from the land. 
I . 
,I But they said, "VIe will go. 'le aJ:-e not atraid. We l'lill go to the new 
land." 
The first thing to do was to get a ship, In these days people could 
I not just go to the wharf and get on a boat · _as we do. They had to get a 
I ship of their own end make it ready tl:v3mselves. 
Some men in England let the Pilgrims have the money to buy their ship. 
I . 
It was called the llaytlower. 
If you look at the picture of the ship, you will see that the 14~­
flower was real..l.y a very small boat. It was about 90 feet long and 24 feet 
i wide. 
If you measure off 90 feet on your school building or in the schoolyard• 
'I you will see hem small the Mayflower was, 
I Naw measure off 24 teet and you can see that the ship was not very ltide. 
I Think of going all the way across the ocean in such a small boatS But 
I . . 
11 at that t.iJQe the Ltqnower was thought to be a fine ship; and the Pilgrims 
!I were pleased with it. 
I 
' There were i02 passenge~ on tbe ship, Nineteen or the passengers 
,' were women 1 and 39 of theln were children. And many ot those 39 chilch"en 
I tere no older than you are. Would you have liked being a passenger on the 
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I uayf'lower? 
The Pilgrims carried no cows or horses on the ship, but they might have 
had a few chickens. 
The Pilgrims lived on the Mayflower for about eight weeks. Just think 
1 The days were tilled with danger for tbe Pilgrims. There were hea"Vy 
I . !I winds and storms. Once a great storm came up;~ and the :Wayflower was tossed 
~~ about on the ocean. 
But at last the Pilgrims reached ·land. They had traveled saf'ely across 
,I 
1 the ocean to a new country. 
I 
3. New Homes in P}1mouth 
:When the PilgriJns landed in the new worldt they found that the Indiana 
. were not at all £'riefld4r .. 
So the PUgrims sailed on to another place. They named this place 
Plymouth after the tol'lll of Plymouth in England tr.om which they had started. 
II . I The day after the;r landed, they began to cut down trees, tor they 
11 wanted to start b'Uilding their houses. 
IJ While the PUgrims were building thei.J" new toWn, they lived on the 
,I J4aynower. 
I The first house the Pilgrims built was called the Oommon House. The 
roof was covered with grass and branches, just as many roofs in Englancl 
I were. 
il 
l'j . Before t he Common House was finished, it caught fire. 
'I had. to build most of it again. 
So the Pilgrims 
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Y'hen the Cammon House was i'inishe<l1 the Pilgri.ms stored their things 
in it and held .meetings there. 
It was much colder in Plymouth than it had been in England. And it 
j
1 
rained and snowed often. The Pilgrims had to build their houscta and cut 
I 
1 down trees. They were out so much in the rain and the snow that n.lSl\1' grew 
I 
1
: sick and died. 
All through that terrible first winter the Pilgrims 'Were kind and 
I helped om another. Never tor a minute did they think of going back to 
1 England. 
One morning an Indian walked into the town and showed that be wanted 
1 to be trlendly. To the great surprise o! the Pilgrims 1 he said a few words 
II in English. Then he went away. 
The next. day he came back, and .five othet" Indians came with him. 
:I 
I At first the little Pilgrim children wexoe afraid to go near the 
~ Indians. They had never seen friendly Indians before. Bu.t when the 
I Indians began to dance, all the children came to l atch them. 
II The Indians were dressed in deer akin. Their hair was very long and 
' I black1 and each Indian had a feather in his hair. One of them had the tail 
I of an animal tied to the back of his head. Stripes were painted across 
il 
, their cheeks. 
I The Indians brought furs and sld.ns which they traded to the PUgrima I 
I .for things to eat. 
I 
I After the Indians had traded the furs, the Pilgrims and the Indiana 
held a meeting and said that th(Jy would not make war on one another. 
I 
One of tm Indians brought the Pilgrims a present. It wa.a a basket 
which he had made. In the basket the Indian had put ears or corn. Some or. 
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I 
, the ears were ted, some were yellow, and some were red and yellow. 
The white .men had never seen an_y corn before. They thought t -hat the 
II ears of corn were beautitul. 
I 
The Indiana and the Pil~ims became good friends. The Indians often 
visited and traded with the Pilgrims 1 and one of the Indiana lived with the 
! white men. His name was Squanto. 
Squanto helped the Pilgrims 1 and he wa.s glad to teach them ~ things , 
( that they needed to know. 
I 
1 Squanto knew how to live in the .forest and how to find the food he 
needed. He knew hoW' to plant corn, which was very good. to eat. Corn could 
II be kept for i'ood in the winter. The Pilgrims would need tood. for the next 
I 
1 winter. 
I' 4. The Pilgrims Give ThankS 
I Spring came, and Squanto watched the trees in the tot"est. When the 
1 new green leaves were about as big as a squirrel• s ear, he said, "Now is 
:
1 the time to plant corn.'* 
'1J Squanto sh..,ed the i'il<!rimo how to get the fields readT for the oorn. 
,! He helped them .make IllalV small hUla ot dirt in which to plant the corn. 
1 Then he showed them how to put the grains of corn in the little hUla. 
I But before Squanto covered the grains of corn, he did a queer thing. 
I 
I 
He caught some i'ish and put t~m into the hUle. 
II He caught a great many fish, and eo he had one or two ror evet'y hill 
II . 1 of corn. Then he covered the corn and the .fish with dirt .• 
I 
\I The Pilgrims did not know how to plant corn, for they had not had any 
I, in their gardens before. You see, they had never heard of com in England •. 
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\ 
~I 
Squanto put the fish into the hills of corn so that there would soon 
be fine , big plants in t he e o.rnfields. 
The India..ns often used.fish in this \Va.y' to make their corn grow. 
For 19 or 20 days after t he corn wo.s planted, t he Pilgrim men and boys 
had to watch aver the cornfields dq and night to keep the wolves B.ll'ttY !rom 
I 
!1 t he fields. The wolves wanted the fish. 
. i . 
·, 
There \1ere so .many hungry tolves near Plymouth that if the Pilgrims had 
1 not tched the cornfields" the wolves would have come to dig up fish, eorn, 
II and all. 
I 
The spring and the summer went by and the fields 1ve~e full of tine 
,j plants • The PUgrims took Caf'e of the plants and watched over the fields. 
I 
lj In the .fall they brought in a big harvest.. There would be tood tor eveeyone 
I that winter! · 
By this time PlJrm,Outh was really quite a big town. There was one long 
I 
II street which went thl'ough the field$ to the toot ot a hiU. The Pilgrims 
called this Fort Hill 1 and on it they had put two cannons. 
The cannons on Fort Hill co~d be used 1£ enemies crune, and so the 
I peopl e or Pl.ymouth depended upon the cannons to keep them sate. 
The houses were built on the side ot Fort Hill. 
The roots ·of the houses were covered with bra.nche8 and dried grasses. 
There were very few windows in any of the houses. Even those tew were 
II . 
II made of oiled paper instead of glass. It was hard to get glass in those 
1 early daY$. 
All t he furniture in these hoU$es had been made by- the PUgrims 1 tor 
I they had not brougbt their furniture with them on the 141.\Vflower. They used 
I 
dishes and pots and pans which they bad brought with them from E.nglaru::l. 
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Each house had a big fireplace. Great fires \fere built there~ for 
11 they were used to heat the house as well as to cook the .meals. 
1 The cooking pots were hung over the !ire on an iron pole which .was 
fastened in the !:ireplsce. 
All the PilgrimS wdrked hard, Even the children had vrork to do. 
The girls helped their mothers cook the meals and keep the hou.ae clean. 
The children helped their mother~ clean the wool, and the girls did 
some of the spinning. They learned haw to make cloth and they helped to 
make clothes for the family. 
The bays made candles by putting wax and string in the ir-on candle 
' molds. 
I Yes, there was hard work for everyone. The Pilgrims were mald.ng their 
I homes in a wild, new country. 
I 
" 
Many of the Pilgrime had been sick, and .mailY had died in the first tew 
months in the new land, but at last the poople had made their homes and 
I built their town. 
So before the winter came, the Pilgr;tnu, wanted a d;q of thanksgiving. 
I 
:1 They had had a fine harvest of corn, and they would have enough to eat all 
I 
'I 
winter. Their housea. would keep thetn warm and sat~. 
They had made a nert England. They could worship God 1n their own way. 
II The Pilgrims had a day of tha.nk;sgiving. They went to church to worehi~ 
God and thank Hitn for the har;rest. 
Later that day the PilgrimS had a great feast. There waa deer meat to 
eat, am the women had made pies and cakes and other good things. 
The Indians came to the f'eaat 1 and the red men and the white men ere 
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II happy as they sat down together to a fine meal on that .first Thanksgiving Day. 
.5. It ts Thanksgiving 
Than.ksgi.Ving is one of our American holiday-s. It is a very special 
, day on which families get together. Sometimes on that day you and all the 
relatives go to Grandmother and Grandfather's house for dinner. or Grand-
mother and Grandfather and the others come to your house. When that· hap-
pens , Mother is very bust planning the big holiday dinner-baking cakes, 
stuffing the turkey, and making the cranberry sauce and the pwnpld.n pies • 
I! you go to Grandmother•s on 'l'hanlafgiv:ing, you miss all these preparationsl 
' but how you enjoy the fine feast I 
But Thanksgiving Day means more than just a feast. It should remind · 
,j us of the first Thanksgiving Day when GoVernor Bradford told the Pilgrims 
r 
I of P~uth Coloey to gather and give tba.nks to God for their first ha.r--
I vest. They gave thanks to Him tor the chance to live and work 1n this new 
I land, their new hcwe--what was the· real beginnil'ig of our United States of 
I 
America. 
I 
il We are apt to take much tor granted today. We accept all the good. 
1 things that make our lives pleasant, forgetting that life, even in the 
II United States, has not always been so easy for either children or grownups. 
Our warJll homes, electric lights, running water (es~cially' hot rwuling 
water) , radios, and televiSion sets are reall1' quite new. Perhaps your 
grandmother and grandfather, certainly your great-grandmother and great-
grandfather, can tell you about life without eJ.l these fine new inventions 
that you enjoy-. 
This Thanksgiving Day, and every other day, let us give thanks tor our 
loved ones and for all the good things that surround us. ~e can give 
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thanks to God in any place or in any way that we think beat-in family 
prayers or alone, indoors or outdoors, whe.re God seems very near with 
Nature all around. us. Or we can give thanks t.o Him in th$ church of our 
choice. How or where w~ pray to Him is not of most 1Jllportance~ But it is 
important to f eel thankful and to express our thanks for His love and pro-
tecting care. Prarers can bring us peace oS mind. 
Faith in God and appreciation of the worth o:r every other person are 
necessa.ry !or our own happiness. We beUeve that alwqa holding firm to 
these ideals ldll help us grow into adults who will carry on the high pur-
pose that Americans have always held imporiant. 
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OLD FLAG STAFF - UNION SQUARE AT BOW STREET 
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II 
G. A . R. MONUMENT ON CENTRAL HILL (HIGH SCHOOL GROUNDS) 
" To the Men of Somerville Who Served the Union on Land and Sea, 1861 -1865" 
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PYTHIAN BLOCK - UNION SQUARE (Old View) 
BROADWAY, 
HIGH SERVICE STANDPIPE OF SOMERVILLE WATER DEPARTMENT 
BELMONT STREET, SPRING HILL 
) 
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SOMERVILLE POST OFFICE-UNION SQUARE 
II 
CENTRAL FIRE STATION ERECTED IN 1871 
Corner of Walnut Street and Highland Avenue. The use of this 
ceased when the present Central Fire Station was built in 1894. 
The Somerville Public Library now occupies this site . 
building as a fi4 
It was de. 
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FIRE STATION-UNION SQUARE 
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CENTRAL CLUB 
HiQhland Avenue and Central Street 
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ARMORY, HIGHLAND AVENUE. (Architect's Drawing) 
II 
AVENUE, NEAR RA ILROAD CROSSING, 
YEARS AGO. 
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CONVENT OF ST. URSULA - MOUNT BENEDICT 
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SAMUEL TUFTS HOUSE 
Somerville Avenue, near Laurel Street 
in his kitchen moldinQ bu llets when the British were 
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I 
I HALL HOUSE-Built ahout 95 years ago, this house was originally situated on the 
Tufts estate at 312 Elm Street, now 60 College Avenue. This estate was popularly 
known as the Saw in Strawberry Farm Mans ion-famous for delicious strawberries 
large quantities. Demo lished in 1901 to make room for 
n apartment house. 
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~SSELL HOUSE - Situated at 1241 Broadway, thi s house was known as the Roadside Inn. ilt ahout 17 48 and an e ll was added 50 yea rs later. Local hi story says that t he Roadside era lly patronized hy trave lers from Boston to Lowel l. R€moved after a fire in 1898. 
------
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THE HOUSE BY THE SIPE OF THE ROAD 
There are hermit souls that live withdr'awn, 
In the peace ot their self-content; 
There are souls, like stat-a 1 that dwell apart, 
In a fellowlesp firmament; 
There are pioneer soUlS that blaze the~ pathe 
Where the highwaye never ran; 
But let me live by the side of the road 
imd be a .friend to man. 
Let me llve in a hou.se by the side o£ the road,. 
Where the race ot men go by" ... 
The men. who are good nnd the nen who aJOe bad, 
As good and as bad as I. 
I would not sit in the scorner• s seat,_ 
Or hurl the cynic's ban; 
Let me live in a house by the side of the roacl 
And be a friend to man. 
I see frOJll ntr house by the side of the read1 
By' the side of the highway ot lite, 
Tbe men who press with the ardor ot hope, 
The men who are faint with the strii'e. 
i/Roy J. Cook, One Hundred and One Famous PQemS. Chicago: The Cable 
trompany, 1928. -
But I turn not 8Jll8i3' from their smiles nor their tears, 
Both parts of' an infinite plan; 
Let me live in my house by the side ot the road. 
And be a friend to man, 
I know there are brook-gladdened meadows ahead 
And mountains of wearisome height; 
That the road passes on through the long afternoon . 
And stretches away to the night. 
But I still rejoiee when the travelers rejoice, 
And weep .. with the strangers that moan,; 
Nor live in my house by the side of the road 
Like a man who dltells alone. 
Let me live in m:r house by the aide of the. road 
Where the race of men go b;r. 
They are good, tmy are bad• they ~ weak1 the;r are strong, 
ise, foolish - so am I. 
Then who should I sit in the scornex-•s seat, 
Or hurl the cynic • s ban? 
Let me live in my house by the side of the road 
And be a friend to man. 
Sam Walter Foss 
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Historic home or seven bills, 
Somerville 1 1!11' Somemlle, 
Your t~ our hearts with rapture thrills:» 
Somerville, .my Somerville • 
Here Governor 1ntbl*op came to star, 
., 
And launched the Blessing Of the &\v 1 
And thus our navy's keel did 18\V', 
In Somerville, my Somerrll.le. 
Our Nation's flag was first unfurled 
On Prospect Hill in Somerville. 
'Tis honored n(111 through all the world, 
But .most of all in So.merville .• 
Now on that hill a tower doth rise, 
And points triumphant to the sld.es 1 
To shO'N that valor never dies 
In Somerville, rq Somerville. 
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PAUL REVERE•.$ RIDE 
Listen, If13 children,; and you ehall. hear 
Of the midnight ride of Paul R.eve~, 
On the eighteenth of AprU !n Seventy-five. 
It was a dark night. The moon had not yet riSen. 
Paul Revere and a friend were \lfh:llt~ring softly to each other. 
11l hear that the British mean to send some soldie~s 
tonight to Concord. They want to get the powder and guns that 
u:e have stored there," whispered Revere•·s companion. 
Rever·-a said to hi8 t:dend: 
"U the British .march 
By land or sea) :from the t. own t Ql'iight, 
Hang a lantern aloft in tbe belfry arch 
Of the North Churoh tower 1 as a signal light,-
one i if by land; and two, if by sea,. 
And I on the opposite shore 1 will be 
Reac;ly to ride and spread the alarm 
Through every U:i.ddlesex village and !arm, 
For the country folk to be up and to arm. 11 
Then, be said 11good night1 " and rovred silently' acroea 
the river. 
Revere t s friend walked through the da.rk and. sUent streets. 
lfLucy L. • WUson, History Reader to~ Elementarz Schools. New Yorks 
MacmUlan Company, 19.35. 
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Up ~ doml he wandered and waifehed, while he listened 
with eager ears. 
All at once he heat'd a sound. 
What was it? 
The sound or arms 1 and the tramp of .feet, 
And the measured tread. or the grenadiers 
Marching down to their boats on the Ghore, 
Quick.l.y he cl.imbed the tarter o.f the old ~lorth Church. 
'l,'he wooden· stairs creaked under his stealthy' step. 
The pigemw ,·rere start.led .tram their perches as he lftlnt 
Up the trembling ladder, steep and tall, 
To the highest window in the wall, 
Whete he paused to listen and look dorm 
A moment on tho roots of tbe town; 
And the .rnoonlig~ fl01ting over all. 
All this tinle Paul Revere was waiting on the opposite 
shore 
All booted and spurred, he 'ftl.8 ready to mount and 
ride. 
The horse was as impatient to be ott as was the master. 
He stamped and fretted and chafed at the bit. 
Meanwhile Revere watched 
with eager search 
The belfry tcn1er of the old North Church. 
And lot as he looks, on the belfry's height, 
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He springs to the saddle 1 the bridle he turns; 
But lingers and gazes 1 till full on his sight 
A second lamp in the beiJA7· butns 1 
Then there was a hurry of hoofs l The good steed 
flew like the wind. No need for his rider to urge him. 
No need tor spurs or whip. 
Seel on thq got Now in the .m.oonligbtt Now in the 
The spax'b fly fl"OJn under the horoae '• hoots. 
Now soft on the •and,. now loud on the ledge, is beard 
the tramp o£ the steed as he flies. 
It was t•l ve by the village clock 
When he crossed the bridge into Medford town; 
He heard the croll'l.ng ot the cock• 
And. the barldng of the .tat.ll'l.$l'ta dog. 
The people waken and listen to hear the hurrying 
hoof-beats. 
"Up 1 Up l and arm!" Revere cries 1 as he rides. 
It was one by the village clock 
When he galloped into Lexington. 
"Up I Up! and ar.m1 tt 
It was two by tbe village cl·ock 
When he came to the bridge in Concord town; 
He beard the bleating of the nook 
And the twitter of birds .among the trees 1 
And telt the breath of the morning breeze 
Blowing over the meadows b.rowrh 
And one w~ safe and asleep 11'1 his bed 
Who at the bridge would be finst to tall, 
Who that day would be lying dead1 
Pierced by e. British musket ball. 
You know the rest, in the books ;rou have read, 
Haw the British RegUlars tired and fled-
How the farmers gave them ball for ball, 
From. behind each fence and farmyard wall, 
Chasing the redcoats dmn tbe lane, 
Then crossing the fields to emerge again 
Under the trees at the t um, ot the road, 
And onl.y pausing to fire andl.Dad. 
In all the yetu-s since 1775 we have never forgotten 
Paul Revere and his fam.ows ride. 
Adapted from He~ w. Longfellawts "Paul Revere•s 
Ride" 
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CHAPTER XIII 
SUWIA.Rl' 
The aim. of this Service Paper is to awaken interest 1n the historic 
1 past and to make the chUd aware of his heritage and proud of the men and 
events which have led to the development of our community as it· is today. 
This work is divided 1nto t1f0 sections. Part I is meant for teacher-
use and is concerned with a brief outline ot Somerville history from the 
earliest days of our cou.ntey up to the present. No attempt has been made 
to cover in detail the •hole history of the four square miles which con-
stitute the present area of Somerville. Enough is suggested to stimulate 
a ®sire for further study if' the teacher is so inclined. Since Somerville 
is closely connected with the earliest &.nd most impol"tant United States 
history, the teacher may trace the progress of our present city of over 
1021000 people from the days lfhen Governor Winthrop became lost in the 
Somerville woods. 
Part II contains the history of Somerville on graded levels. As such., 
it is sectioned into four divisions. Each contains a general objective.-
overvi.ew, units of stuctr 1 sample testa, notebook .mate:rials 1 and suggested 
activities for grades one, two, three, and four. The e.ubjeet matter 
taught in one grade is further d$Veloped in the next. 
The authors have been careful to keep to tlle Course ot Study for the 
teaching of history, and have limited the work to what must and should be 
taught in each or the first four grades. No textbook or standardi~d work 
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of aUT ldnd is available for this purpose~ and in the past &n1" materials 
used by teachers were procured by their own ettorts. !t is the objective 
of this study to present a graded liSt of materials which mq be used by-
the teachers of the fi:rst four grades in their endeavors to engrave civic 
priQ.e into the character of their pupils., · 
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